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INTRODUCTION

In this dissertation, a proposal is done to incorporate coordination and
ellipsis in the model of transformational generative grammar as proposed
in Chomsky (1981).

Chapter 1 deals with the question what categories can be coordinated by
several coordination words. Some coordination words can conjoin any
projection of a category, while others (the initial coordination words) can
only conjoin maximal projections.
On the basis of this classification and other arguments, it is concluded
(following the literature) that the analyses behind rules like 'right node rai-
sing' and conjunction reduction are unsatisfactory.
It is argued that the presumed relation between movement and coordination
as assumed in Williams (1978) is unexistant: there is no relation between
movement and coordination, an opinion which we also find in Gazdar
(1981), and which dates from Ross (1967).
Right node raising coordinations are not a problem for the hypothesis that
constituents are the input of coordinations, but there remain coordinati-
ons - often coordinations whose conjuncts consist of two XPs, and that
also often allow initial coordination -, which resist a constituent-analysis. I
have no solution for this problem.

In chapter 2 the set union hypothesis of Huybregts and Goodall (1984) is
assumed as the best account of coordination. In this view, coordination is
seen as the union of Phrase Markers, and not as the result of a Phrase
Structure rule. The place of set union in the model of grammar is discus-
sed and it is shown that set union accounts for coordination without
making use of unwanted coordination-specific restrictions like the CSC
(section 2.2.1).
In section 2.2.3 the controversy Williams/Gazdar is discussed, as well as
the sentence which has played an important role in it: 'I know the man
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who John likes e and we hope e will win'. The solutions proposed by
Williams and Gazdar are rejected, and it is shown that the account of
coordinations which contain echo-question words can be solved with
Pesetsky's D-linking hypothesis, a solution which makes crucial use of the
wh-subject traces which Gazdar abolishes in the metarule which is used to
account for the abovementioned sentence. The echo-question coordinations
form a set of data which cannot be accounted for within Gazdar's analysis.
An alternative solution is proposed for the relevant coordination facts
which is independently motivated: the restriction which plays a role in the
asymmetries discussed by Gazdar and Williams is a trivial coordination-
specific constraint.
The conclusion to be drawn is that although coordination is independent
from movement, it does not provide evidence against movement as assu-
med in generative syntax.
It is also argued that conjunctions are not dominated by a category of the
same type as the conjuncts. The set union approach makes this category
redundant, which is an improvement because it explains why the presumed
dominating node of a coordination does not interact with definitions like
government, c-command which use notions like 'dominance' and which
play a role at S-structure and LF.
Following Huybregts and Goodall, it is assumed that linearizing takes
place in PF (2.3). It is argued that there are two options of linearization:
adjacent and discontinuous linearization, and that the lexical insertion of
coordination words is a concomitant of linearization (2.3.1).
The agreement rules are often considered as an argument in favour of a
dominating node for conjunctions. Because of this, an alternative imple-
mentation of agreement is proposed in section 2.3.4 which does not assign
features like 'plural' and 'singular' to the (absent) dominating node, but to
the coordination words themselves. Since agreement-rules are sensitive to
the output of linearization, they have to operate in PF, after linearization.

Chapter 3 is devoted to ellipsis. The theory proposed here rests on the
assumption that elliptic categories are empty categories which derive their
interpretation from an antecedent (section 3.1). The main idea is that the
conditions on remnants are regulated by the Head Condition of Fiengo
(1984), which in the best case can be reduced to a government relation. In
the sections in 3.2 it is shown how the different implementations of the
Head Condition capture the restrictions in root clauses. It is shown that the
different elliptic rules which are assumed in the literature - gapping,
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sluicing, VP-ellipsis, pseudo-gapping - are options allowed by the Head
Condition.
The analysis of the data in 3.3 shows that ellipsis is cyclic, like move-
ment, and that there are only two independent domains of ellipsis, NP and
CP. The cyclic character of ellipsis follows from the Head Condition toge-
ther with two conditions on recoverability, which are variants of each
other.
Ellipsis in subordinate clauses and adjuncts is discussed in sections 3.4
and 3.5 and ellipsis in NP in section 3.6. It appears that PP (section 3.7)
and AP (section 3.8) only marginally allow ellipsis.
The interaction between negation and affirmation on the one hand, and
ellipsis on the other, is discussed in 3.9.1 Negation and affirmation in
Dutch are subject to another condition on remnants than in English, which
results in the fact that English sentences 'use' VP-ellipsis to express
negation or emphatic affirmation in English, while their Dutch couterparts
'use' gapping to express the same thing. The data with narrow and wide
scope of negation show that the recoverability of the content of elliptic
constituents is sensitive to the movement effected by Quantifier Raising
rules. This means that the conditions on remnants are operative at LF, in
conformity with Siegel (1984), at which level structures are unlinearized
(as a consequence of the assumption that linearization takes place in PF).
In section 3.9.2 the relation between movement and ellipsis is discussed,
and it is shown that the hypothesis in Neyt (1979), according to which
everything which is lexical between a wh-word and its A-position can be
elliptic, is not entirely correct: a stronger type of locality is operative in
ellipsis, which may be consistent with subjacency however: ellipsis cannot
operate over more than two CPs when ellipsis has no escape hatches. It is
proposed to account for the locality requirement with a variant of the
conditions on recoverability of domains.
In 3.10.1 it is demonstrated that the conditions on remnants as proposed in
earlier sections also account for the restrictions on ellipsis in non-coordi-
native contexts like antecedent-contained ellipsis and comparatives. The
conditions on remnants make a clear prediction in the controversy Bres-
nan-Chomsky on comparatives, and show that only Chomsky's analysis is
consistent with the conditions on remnants.
In 3.10.2 an answer is given to the question why Spanish has two compa-
ratives, the nominal and the prepositional comparative, while Dutch and
English have only the prepositional comparative. This difference is due to
a language-specific property in Spanish, according to which operators in
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Spanish cannot be deleted in PF. This property together with one of the
Spec-Head agreement conditions on remnants, explains the difference in
elliptic behaviour between the two comparatives and shows that there is an
intricate relation between them. It is also explained why subdeletion in
Spanish can only occur in the prepositional comparative. The absence of
this property in Dutch explains why in this language the nominal compara-
tive only exists as a marginal phenomenon, nowadays, while the two
comparatives in Spanish exist side to side in contemporary Spanish.
In section 3.11 it is shown that the 'gaps' which are found in right-node-
raising coordinations can impossibly be elliptic, because they violate
conditions on remnants. In 3.12 all conditions on remnants and on recove-
rability are summarized. In 3.13 the results of chapter 3 are summarized.
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1 COORDINATION AND REDUCTION RULES

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I will go into several aspects of the standard ideas on
coordination. One of the questions which will be discussed, is the question
which categories can be coordinated. I assume that only categories (in the
sense which is given to this notion in generative syntax) can be conjoined.
The input of coordination rules is important for the status of conjunction
reduction rules, the backward conjunction reduction rule (which is also
known under the name 'right node raising') as well as the forward con-
junction reduction rule. The more coordinations are base-generated, the
less reduction rules one needs. However, this does not mean that there is
no ellipsis: chapter 3 is devoted to ellipsis.
In this chapter, I will go into the argumentation behind reduction rules and
turn myself against them. I will also argue against the ATB-hypothesis
assumed in Williams (1978).
In chapter 2, I will go into the set union hypothesis of coordination as
conceived by Riny Huybregts, which in my view is the best analysis of
coordination proposed so far in generative syntax.

1.2 The standard approach to coordination

Paardekooper (1971, 359-361) distinguishes two classes of conjunction
words in Dutch, the non-initial conjunction words consisting of 'en'
('and') and 'of ('or'), the conjunctions which consist of one word in
between the conjuncts, and the initial conjunction words, which consist of
two words, one in front of each conjunct, like 'en ... en ... ', 'of of .. .' (lit.
'and and . .', 'or ... or .. .'), and 'zowel...als .. .' ('both and .. .'),
'noch noch .. .' (lit. 'nor ... nor', the equivalent of 'neither nor .. .' in
English). According to Neyt (1979, 2), the non-initial conjunction words
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can conjoin all projections from X up to Xmax, while the initial con-
junction words can only conjoin maximal projections. Consider the follo-
wing examples from English and Dutch, mostly from Neyt (op. cit., 2-4):

(I) non-initial coordination of xnax

NP
a (i)

(ii)

pp
b (i)

(ii)

AP
c (i)

(ii)

VP
d (i)

(ii)
(iii)

[NP a small bus] or [NP a big car]
[NP een kleine bus] of [NP een grate auto]

[pp on our plates] nor [pp in our cups]
[pp op onze borden] noch [pp in onze kopjes]

[AP bright red] and [AP light blue]
[AP felrood] en [AP lichtblauw]

.. that he [yp eats apples] and [yp drinks milk]

.. dat hij [yp appels eet] en [melk drinkt]

.. that he [will eat] and [should drink]

(2) non-initial coordination of Jt

N
a (i)

(ii)

P
b (i)

(ii)

A
c (i)

(ii)

14

a small [N bus] or [N car]
een kleine [N bus] of [N auto]

right [p above] or [p beneath] that little chest
vlak [p boven] of [p beneden] dat kleine kastje

very [Ared] and [A blue]
erg [A rood] en [A blauw]



(2) V
d (i)

(ii)
.. that he will [y eat] and [y drink]
..dat hij zal [y eten] en [y drinken]

(3) initial coordination of X?"

NP
a (i)

(ii)

PP
b (i)

(ii)

AP
c (i)

(ii)

VP
d (i)

(ii)

either [NP a small bus] or [NP a big ear]
of [NP een kleine bus] of [NP een grote auto]

neither [pp on our plates] nor [pp in our eups]
noeh [pp op onze borden] noeh [pp in onze kopjes]

neither [AP very red] nor [AP very blue]
noeh [AP erg rood] noeh [AP erg blauw]

.. that he neither [yp eats apples] nor [yp drinks milk]

..dat hij noeh [yp appels eet] noeh [yp melk drinkt]

(4) initial coordination of}(1

N
a (i)

(ii)

P
b (i)

(ii)

A
c (i)

(ii)

*a small either [bus] or [car]
*een kleine of [auto] of [bus]

*right either [above] or [beneath] that little ehest
*vlak: of [boven] of [onder] dat kleine kastje

*very both [red] and [blue]
*erg zowel [rood] als [blauw]
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(4) V
d (i)

(ii)
.. that he will both [yp eat] and [yp drink]
*..dat hij zal en [v eten] en [v drinken]

(iii) .. that he will both eat and drink too much

According to Neyt (o.c.), the conjunction in (4)d (i) is a VP-conjunction, a
diagnosis with which I agree, and which explains the grammaticality of
this sentence. As the head of a VP is linearly the first category in the VP,
it is difficult to find an example of a sentence in which the verb can be
isolated in English.
(4)d (iii) is not an example of isolated verbs, unexpectedly input to an
initial coordination, but an example of right node raising in a VP (cf.
section 1.6. on this topic), an analysis which is consistent with the as-
sumption that only maximal coordinations can be input to initial coordina-
tion.
In Dutch, which is underlyingly verb final, and so has the head at the end
of the VP, there is a possibility to isolate verbs, viz. by Verb Raising. In
(4)d (ii), we are dealing with a sentence in which Verb Raising (cf. Evers
1975) has applied, an operation which affects verbal heads and not higher
verbal projections (at least in Dutch. In some germanic dialects, like
Ghents (Belgium) and Ziiritiiiitsch (Switzerland), higher verbal projections
can also be raised, cf. Haegeman and van Riemsdijk (1986))1. In Dutch,
Verb Raising moves a bare verb (in this case an infinite verb) to sentence

A sentence like (4)d (ii) has the following underlying structure:

(i) [cp dat [IP hij, [vp(teveel) en [veten] en [v drinken]] [uv zal]]]
'b that [IP he, [yp (too much) and [v eat] and [v drink]] [vv
shall]]],

and is turned into (4)d(ii) by Verb Raising, an operation which raises the
verb of the embedded sentence to a position at the end of the dominating
sentence. At S-structure, a sentence like (i) would be wrong, because
there can be no initial coordination here. The following sentences,
without non-initial coordinations, are grammatical in Dutch.

(ii) b dat [IP hijj [yp teveeI [veten]] [uv -um
'b that [IP he, [yp too much [v eat]] [uv wants]]]'

(iii) b dat [IP hij, [yp teveeI [uvwill r, eten])]]
'rep that [IP he, [yp too much [uvwants] [v eat]]]]'
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final position.
Neyt's assumption that the conjunction in (4)d (i) is a VP-conjunction is
consistent with Thiersch's ideas about the structure of the verbal projecti-
on. According to Thiersch (Model 1991), all non-finite projections of the
verb are maximal. The finite projection of the verb is not a maximal
projection, but can be one under certain conditions. The evidence which
Thiersch gives, is based upon the behaviour of negation. Negations can
occur in front of maximal projections, as the following sentences show:

(5) John ran not [pp into the kitchen], but [pp out of the house]

(6) Fred ate not [NP a single cookie]

(7) not [NP a single person] came to the party

Thiersch assumes that negations are identity operators, i.e. words which
chomsky-adjoin to categories, as the structure in (8)a and the example in
(8)b indicate:

(8) a [~eg not XP]

b [NP not [NP a single cookie]]

The following sentences show that the negation can occur in front of all
non-finite verbal projections, but not in front of the finite verbal projec-
tion:

(9) a John might have been not [yp trying hard enough]

b John might have not [yp been trying hard enough]

c John might not [vp have been trying hard enough]

d *John not [v' might have been trying hard enough]

As is well-known, the negation can attach to a finite verbal projection
headed by 'do'. Thiersch explains this by assuming that do-support creates
a maximal projection which is needed for the negation:
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(10) John [xp didn't [yp try hard enough]]

This also accounts for the fact that do-support does not occur when there
is no negation or emphatic affirmation:

(11) *John did try

On the other hand, it is also true that initial conjunctions allow verbal
projections with the inclusion of auxiliaries or modals sometimes, as (12)
shows, suggesting that a verbal projection which includes a finite auxiliary
can be a maximal projection:

(12) John both could do it and should do it

A sentence like (12) suggests that the auxiliary behaves likes an adjunct. If
this is true, the behaviour of negation - requiring a separate auxiliary in
unmarked cases - cannot be motivated by the assumption that it has to
create a maximal projection.
This does not affect the conclusion that the asymmetry between Dutch and
English as it appears in (4)d(i) and (ii) can be explained on independent
grounds, and provides evidence for Neyt's observation that initial conjunc-
tion words are limited to maximal projections.
Consider again (3)d(i) and (ii). These show initial VP-coordinations in
subordinate clauses. In English, the verb remains in the VP in a main
clause, but in Dutch, a verb second language, the finite verb will move
into C to form a main clause. We thus expect an asymmetry between
Dutch and English main clauses with respect to the distribution of initial
coordinations. This prediction is borne out, as the following sentences
show:

(13) a he both [yp ate too much] and [yp drank too
little]

b *hij en [coat te veel] en [c' dronk te weinig]

c hij k' at te veel] en [c' dronk te weinig]

Consider also other maximal projections which can be the input of initial
coordination:
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Other maximal projections

(14) CP

a he knows (neither) [cp whether John will stay] nor b whether
he will leave]

b hij weet (noch) [cp of Jan blijft] noch [cp of hij vertrekt]

(15) IP

a .. that (either) [IP Bill will stay] or [IP John will stay]

b ..dat (of) [IP Kees blijft] of [IP Piet vertrekt]

c waarom wil (en) [IP Kees blijven] en [IP Piet vertrekken]?
'why wants (both) [Bill stay] and [Peter leave]?'

(16) VP

a .. dat Jan [vp de plaat zowel [t opzette] als [t afdraaide]] (Klein,
1986)
' .. that John [vp the record both [t put on] and [t played]'

b .. omdat Jan [vp gisteren en [lachte] en [huilde]] (Klein, 1986)
' ..because John [vp yesterday both [t laughed] and [t cried]]'

c .. omdat ik [vp de begrafenisstoet noch [t heb zien komen] noch
[t heb zien gaan]] (Hoeksema, 1980)
' ..because I [vp the funeral train neither [t have seen come] nor
[t have seen go]]'

d .. aangezien hij als onderwijzer [vp de leerlingen noch [t mag
slaan] noch [t mag liefkozen]] (Hoeksema, 1980)
, .. since he as a teacher the pupils neither [t may hit] nor [t may
fondle]]'

The sentences in (16) have been considered evidence against the assumpti-
on that only maximal projections are input for initial coordinations.
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According to Hoeksema (1980, 230) sentences like (16)c and d cannot be
VP-coordinations. But if we assume, following de Haan (1979) and
Hoekstra (1984), that objects, adverbs, etc. can be adjoined to the VP,
either base-generated as such (as in (16)b), or adjoined by movement (as
in (l6)a, c and d), these sentences need not be a problem for Neyt's
hypothesis about initial coordination.
In (16)a, we see adjunction to VP of definite NPs. But the following
sentences show that indefinite NPs cannot be as easily adjoined as definite
NPs:

(17) a .. omdat hij [vp de boeken en [yp t koopt] en [vp t verkooptj]
' ..because he [yp the books both [yp t buys] and [yp t sells]]'

b ?? .. omdat hij [yp boeken en [vp t koopt] en [yp t verkoopt]]
'because he [vp books both [vp t buys] and [yp t sells]]'

If we replace the VP-adjoined definite NPs in the sentences in (16) by
indefinite ones, the sentences decrease in grammaticality:

(18) a ?? ..dat Jan een plaat zowel opzette als afdraaide
'that John a record both put on as played'

b ?? .omdat ik een begrafenisstoet noch heb zien komen noch heb
zien gaan
'because I a funeral train neither have seen come nor have seen
go'

c ?? .aangezien hij als onderwijzer leerlingen noch mag slaan
noch mag liefkozen
'as he as a teacher pupils neither may hit nor may fondle'

These sentences are unproblematic when the indefinite NP remains to the
right of the conjunction word, as the following sentences show. In these
sentences, the NP is not repeated in the second conjunct, but this does not
make the sentence ungrammatical:
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(19) a ..dat Jan zowel [yp een plaat opzette] als [yp afdraaide]
'that John both [yp a record put on] as [yp played]'

b .. omdat ik noch [yp een begrafenisstoet heb zien komen] noch
[yp heb zien gaan]
'because I neither [yp a funeral train have seen come] nor [yp
have seen go]'

c ..aangezien hij als onderwijzer noch [yp leerlingen mag slaan]
noch [yp mag liefkozen]
'as he as a teacher neither [yp pupils may hit] nor [yp may
fondle],

d .. omdat hij zowel [yp boeken koopt] als [yp verkoopt]]
'because he both [yp books buys] and [yp sells]]'

It seems that the position in front of the first conjunction marker resists
indefinite NPs. In Chomsky (1986), it is assumed, following Williams
(1977) and May (1985), that quantifiers which have narrow scope with
respect to the subject may be adjoined to the VP. On the other hand,
quantifiers which are adjoined to the VP seem to have wide scope over
quantifiers which are in the VP. Consider for instance the following pair:

(20) a Op dat congres heeft hij [AdvP iedere dag] [NP drie mensen] ont-
moet
'At that conference has he every dag three people met'

b Op dat congres heeft hij [NP drie mensen] [AdvP iedere dag]
ontmoet
'At that conference has he three people every day met'

In (20)a, the NP 'three people' may have wide or narrow scope over the
adverbial 'every day', although preferably narrow scope in my opinion. In
(20)b, however, the NP 'three people' can only have wide scope over the
adverbial. Suppose that the VP-adjoined phrase has preferably wide scope
in Dutch. Then it can be explained why there is an opposition between
sentences like (17)a and b: definite NPs fit better in wide scope positions.
It looks as if in the sentences (19)a-d, the indefinite NPs can remain to the
right of the conjunction word without losing their scope over both con-
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juncts. This can only be explained if it is assumed that the first of the two
coordination markers does not always mark the beginning of the first
conjunct. Consider the following analyses of the input of the initial
coordination marker 'zowel...als'. In (21)a, the VP-adjoined phrase,
linearly preceding the first coordination marker 'zowel', preferably hosts
wide scope phrases or definite NPs. In (21)b, the coordination marker
'zowel' stands in front of the VP which has a preferably narrow scope
phrase preceding two conjuncts, which may be V', or perhaps VP. The
first option, V', implies that in (21)b, the second conjunction word need
not stand in front of a maximal projection:

(21) a [yp xx zowel [yp xxx] als [vp xxx]]

b zowel [yp xx [v' xxx] als [v' xxx]]

This approach could also explain the curious pattern which can be seen in
(22)a and b, and explain the opposition between the phrases in (22) and
(23):

(22) a zowel voor de kerk als de kroeg
'both for the church and the pub'

b voor zowel de kerk als de kroeg
, for both the church and the pub'

(23) a *?en voor de kerk en de kroeg
'and for the church and the pub'

b voor en de kerk en de kroeg
'for and the church and the pub'

(22)a-b are both grammatical, and the preposition modifies both NPs. The
initial coordinators 'en ... en .. .' seem to require more symmetry. These
phrases show that not all coordinators can be identified. The initial
coordinator 'zowel...als' (lit. 'aswell ... as') has a preposition as its second
member. Prepositions can never introduce main clauses in Dutch, only
subordinate clauses. This straightforwardly explains the opposition be-
tween (24)a and b: (24)b is conjoined by an initial coordinator without
lexical properties, while in (24)a, the preposition 'als' cannot be followed
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by a clause in which V-second has applied:

(24) a *Zowel b Jan gaat naar huis] als b Piet gaat naar het zwem-
bad]
'As well John goes home as Piet goes to the swimming pool'

b en kp Jan gaat naar huis] en [cp Piet gaat naar het zwembad]
'and John goes home and Piet goes to the swimming pool'

It is possible, however, to use the following sentences instead, where the
second conjunction word introduces a subordinate sentence:

(25) a Jail; gaat zowel naar huis als dat hij naar het zwembad gaat
'John goes as well home as that he to the swimming pool goes'

b kp Jan, k. gaat [IP tj zowel [yp naar huis t]]]] als b dat [IP hij,
naar het zwembad gaat]

(26) a ... dat Jan, zowel naar huis gaat als dat hij, naar het zwembad
gaat

b b dat [IP Jail; zowel [yp naar huis gaat]]]] als b dat [IP hij, naar
het zwembad gaat]]

(25)a I analyse as in (25)b, with the first conjunction word in front of the
VP, and the second word in front of the second CP. The subordinate
sentence (26)a shows that the first conjunction word stands unambiguously
in front of the VP, and not in front of the IP, as a superficial look at (25)a
might suggest. What is the input of the coordination now? Syntactically
the first conjunct is a VP and the second a CP, but semantically it seems
that we are dealing with a VP-coordination. This might explain why two
disjoint subjects are not allowed, as (27) shows. It looks as if the coordi-
nation may run from PP to VP, but cannot be larger than that. It cannot be
IP, because if it would be IP, we would expect the two subjects to have
the possibility to be disjoint, which is impossible, as (27) shows:
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(27) *Jan gaat zowel naar huis als dat Piet naar het zwembad gaat
'John goes as well home as that Piet to the swimming pool
goes'

It cannot be C', because then we would expect the verbs to have the
possibility to be different, which is not true either, as (28) shows:

(28) *Jan loopt zowel naar huis als dat hij er naar toe fietst
'John walks as well to home as that he there to goes on bicycle'

The input of the coordination seems to be the input of the first conjunction
word with the exclusion of what has been extracted from it. This input is
the VP. Anything in the second conjunct which is not part of the VP must
be the same as in the first sentence.
There are more sentences which show that the first conjunction marker
need not stand right in front of the conjunct it belongs to. In (29)a, a
Dutch main sentence, it looks as if the first conjunction word of the initial
coordinator 'zowel..als . .' stands in front of a conjunct. But the subordinate
sentences (29)b and c show that this is apparently not the case: in (29)b, a
grammatical sentence, the verb stands in between the first member of the
coordinator and the conjunct, while in (29)c, which is ungrammatical, it
stands in front of the first conjunct:

(29) a Jan vindt zowel dat Piet weg moet als dat Kees weg moet
'John finds both that Piet has to leave and that Kees has to
leave'

b ..dat Jan zowel vindt dat Piet weg moet als dat Kees weg
moet
'that John both finds that Piet has to leave and that Kees has
to leave'

c *..dat Jan vindt zowel dat Piet weg moet als dat Kees weg
moet
'that John finds both that Piet has to leave and that Kees has
to leave'

This can be explained easily, when it is assumed - as is standardly the case
- that the subordinate complement sentence is extraposed in Dutch. The D-
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structure of the sentences in (29)a-c, (30), displays the familiar SOY-word
order:

(30) .. dat Jan zowel dat Piet weg moet als dat Kees weg moet
vindt
'that John both that Piet has to leave and that Kees has to
leave finds'

But complement sentences cannot occur in preverbal position in Dutch and
are obligatorily extraposed. What (29)b and c show, is that the first
conjunction word remains in front of the trace, and apparently cannot
occur to the right of the trace. Consider the structures of (29)a-c:

(31) a Jan vindt, zowel ~ tj [CPi dat Piet weg moet] als [CPi dat Kees
weg moet]
'John findsj both tj tj bj that Piet has to leave] and [CPi that
Kees has to leave]'

b dat Jan zowel tj vindt [CPi dat Piet weg moet] als [CPi dat Kees
weg moet]
'that John both tj finds [CPi that Piet has to leave] and [epi that
Kees has to leave]'

c *dat Jan tj vindt zowel bj dat Piet weg moet] als [CPi dat Kees
weg moet]
'John tj finds both [CPi that Piet has to leave] and [CPi that Kees
has to leave]'

In (31)a, the first member of the coordinator occurs in front of the trace of
the complement sentence (which is obligatorily extraposed) and the trace
of the moved verb. So in neither of the grammatical sentences in (31) does
the first member of the coordinator stand right in front of its conjunct.
The following sentence shows that the same phenomenon applies in
sentences where PP-over- V has taken place, a rule which moves PPs to the
right of the V in Dutch:

(32) a .. dat Jan zowel aan hem als aan haar een hekel heeft
'that Jan both to him as to her a distaste has'that Jan dislikes
both him and her
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(32) b ..dat Jan zowel t een hekel heeft aan hem als aan haar
'that Jan both a distaste has to him as to her'

c ??.dat Jan teen hekel heeft zowel aan hem als aan haar
'that Jan a distaste has both to him as to her'

Contrary to sentence extraposition, PP-over-V is an optional rule. In (32)a
the indirect objects occur in front of the verb, and in (32)b they have been
moved to the right of the verb without zowel. (32)c, in which the PP-
coordination has been moved entirely, is marginal. There are some other
possibilities, too. Compare the sentences in (33) with the sentences in
(32):

(33) a ..dat Jan zowel t aan hem een hekel heeft, als aan haar
'that Jan both to him a distaste has, as to her'

b ..dat Jan zowel teen hekel aan hem heeft, als aan haar
'that Jan both a distaste to him has, as to her'

The possibility in (33)a will be discussed in chapter 2. I assume that it is
one of the linearization possibilities of coordinations.
The possibility in (33)b is related to the fact that the NP in between the
first coordinator and the conjunct is idiomatic. Consider also (34)a-b,
which display the same scrambling possibilities, although the NP of the
idiomatic expression here, 'de pest hebben aan' (lit. 'to have the pest at',
meaning 'dislike very much') is definite:

(34) a ..dat Jan zowel aan hem de pest heeft, als aan haar
' .. that Jan both to him the pest has, as to her'

b ..dat Jan zowel t de pest aan hem heeft, als aan haar
'that Jan both t the pest to him has, as to her'

NPs which are part of an idiomatic expression behave like indefinite NPs.
As soon as a non-idiomatic expression takes the place of the idiomatic
expression, we get the same pattern as in (17)-(19):

(35) a ..dat Jan het boek zowel aan hem geeft, als aan haar
'that Jan the book both to him gives, as to her'
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(35) b?? ..dat Jan zowel het boek aan hem geeft, als aan haar
'that Jan both the book to him gives, as to her'

(36) a ?? .dat Jan een boek zowel aan hem geeft, als aan haar
'that Jan a book both to him gives, as to her'

b ..dat Jan zowel een boek aan hem. geeft, als aan haar
'that Jan both a book to him gives, as to her'

The fact that PP-over- V is an optional rule, while extraposition is an
obligatory rule, explains why (37)a is ungrammatical, contrary to (33)a:

(37) *..dat Jan zowel ~ [CPi dat Piet weg moet] vindt als [CPi dat
Kees weg moet]
'that John both tj finds [CPi that Piet has to leave] and [a-i that
Kees has to leave]'

I assume that the initial coordinators do not always show the 'beginning'
of the coordinations in a very straightforward way. As a consequence,
these data do not necessarily falsify the assumption that initial coordinators
take identical maximal phrases as input. Initial coordinators, like ordinary
coordinators, can have lexical properties which interfere with the sentences
in which they occur.
The assumption that initial coordinators have maximal projections as input
seems incompatible with the DP-hypothesis of Abney (1987): an NP like
'the friend of mine' will be analysed as in (38)a according to Abney and
as in (38)b according to a more traditional approach. An empirical diffe-
rence between both approaches is the different predictions they make with
respect to the distribution of initial coordinators. There is one more
maximal projection in (38)a than in (38)b. The facts in (39) are consistent
with the analysis in (38)b, and not with the analysis in (38)a.

(38) a [DP the [cnP [cn friend] [pp of mine]]]

b [cnP the [en' fen friend] [pp of mine]]]

(39) a *the either friend of mine or enemy of yours

b *this both friend of mine and enemy of yours
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The next set of sentences seems incompatible with the hypothesis put forth
here, that initial coordinators only conjoin maximal projections:

(40) Det + N?

zowel [de land-] als [de tuin]bouw
'both [the agri-] and [the horti]culture'

(41) P

a either [in] or [on] the chest

b ofwel [in] ofwel fop] de kast

(42) A

a either [green] or [red] with white dots

b of [groen] of [rood] met witte stippen

(43) V

a that he neither [called] nor [wrote] to his lover

b dat hij noch [belde] noch [schreet] naar zijn liefje

According to Neyt (1979, 46), these are not counterexamples to her claim,
but maximal projections (respectively NP, PP, AP, and VP) to which right
node raising has applied. I agree with this analysis and will discuss these
data further in section l.6. In the next section the interaction between
movement rules and coordination will be discussed.

1.3 Movementand coordination

Neyt's approach to coordination is in fact the standard approach to coordi-
nation in generative syntax, an approach which in its essential form goes
back to Dougherty (1970, 1971). Neyt (1979, 5) assumes that coordinati-
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ons are generated in the base component by two general rules of the
following form (where C is a conjunction word):

(44) non-initial coordination

x ---> X (C X)D, for any X

(45) initial coordination

X --- > C X (C X)D, where X is XP

She further assumes that movement out of coordinations takes place along
the across-the-board (ATB) format, as argued by Williams (1978).
Williams' purpose is to develop and formalize Ross's (1967) principle of
ATB-rule application. Ross's ATB-rule application is less restricted than
Williams'. Consider for instance the following sentence (Williams (1978,
31», abstracting from do-support:

(46) who John saw and Bill hit

Ross derives this sentence from two full sentences, CPs, as in (47)a. Wh-
movement applies twice, once in each sentence, as in (47)b, and (46) is
derived from this coordination with conjunction reduction, as in (47)c: 2

(47) a b---lrp John saw who]] and b---[IP Bill saw who]
t ' t '

b who did John see and who did Bill hit

c who did John see and --- --- Bill hit

Williams' proposal is more restricted in the sense that it incorporates the
reduction in the way movement applies. He assumes that wh-movement

It has been observed by Van Oirsouw (1987) that the sentences (47)b and
c do not have the same meaning. The presupposition behind (47)c is that
one person or one set of persons was seen by John and hit by Bill. This
presupposition is absent in (47)b. This issue will be discussed in chapter
3, section 3.6.2.
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ATB generates (46) in one step, as in (48) (which, as has to be observed,
is an IP-coordination, while (47)a is a CP-coordination).

(48) b-,.-[IP John saw wpol and [IP Bill hit w~o]]

(48) is derived by one single application of wh-movement, which puts the
wh-word in Spec-of-CP and simultaneously deletes the two underlying wh-
words. In order to achieve this rule application, Williams extends the
notion 'well-formed labeled bracketing' and the notion 'factor'. Consider
his definition of well-formed labeled bracketing, which is the ATB-format:

(49) The structure

is a well-formed labeled-bracketing if Xt"",Xn are.

Williams then adds the following to the standard notion of factor of Peters
and Ritchie (1973):

(50) If F is a factor and C a coordinate structure containing con-
juncts C, ... Cn, then for F to be well-formed factor the follo-
wing must hold: if for any i, ki €. F and lCif F, then for all i,
it must be the case that [CiE F and lCi+ F.

According to Williams (1978, 32), 'this definition of factor says essential-
ly that if one conjunct is split by a factor line, all must be split, and
further, that if the conjuncts are split, then the left conjunct brackets must
all belong to the same factor. '
These new definitions enable Williams to factorize the structure (48) as in
(51), a format which expresses the parallelism of this type of wh-move-
ment:
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and
(---- ~ohn saw

[Bill hit

who] 1
whO]

(51)

1 2 3 4

As will be shown, the linking of movement to reduction, as proposed by
Williams, is not a useful addition to the ATB-rule application proposed by
Ross. This can be seen in a language like Dutch, where the specific ATB-
rule application proposed by Williams cannot handle the facts, contrary to
the ATB-application proposed by Ross. This does not mean that a sentence
like (46) has to be derived in Ross's way. The implication which is right,
is that there is simply no relation between movement and coordination, a
hypothesis inherent in e.g. the coordination-proposal of Gazdar (1981) and
in Huybregts' set union theory (both of which analyses we will discuss
more extensively in chapter 2).
Many of the Dutch sentences below which show that Williams' ATB-rule
application cannot cope with movement, are from Neyt (1979). She uses
Williams' proposal to check her assumptions about initial and non-initial
coordinations. Consider the following pairs:

(52) a ..dat Jan de rozen vaak snoeit en plant (non-init. V-coord.)
'that John the roses often prunes and plants'

b *..dat Jan de rozen vaak en snoeit en plant (init. V-coord.)
'that John the roses often both prunes and plants'

(53) a Jan snoeit en plant de rozen regelmatig
'John prunes and plants the roses regularly'

b *Jan en snoeit en plant de rozen regelmatig
'John both prunes and plants the roses regularly'

In Dutch, an SOV-language, the difference between the sentences (52)a
and b on the one hand and (53)a and b on the other hand (where V-second
has applied) is predicted by Neyt's analysis, which prohibits initial V-
coordination. The following sentences containing VP-coordinations are
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grammatical, of course:

(54) a ..dat Jan [vp de rozen snoeit] en [vp de tulpen plant]
'that John [yp the roses prunes] and [vp the tulips plants)'

b ..dat Jan en [vp de rozen snoeit) en [yp de tulpen plant]
that John and [yp the roses prunes] and [yp the tulips plants]'

Neyt also notes that the following main sentence corresponding with (54)b
is ungrammatical:

(55) *Jan en snoeit de rozen en plant de tulpen

She observes that this sentence cannot be derived from (the D-structure of)
a sentence like (54)b with V-second applied in the ATB-format, because
this would require the movement of the non-identical constituents 'snoeit'
and 'plant', and non-identical constituents cannot be moved ATB (cf.
Williams 1978). So the sentence simply cannot be derived. The following
pair of sentences, where the auxiliary 'zal' occurs once in each conjunct,
does not meet this problem:

(56) a .. omdat [IP Jan en [yp de rozen snoeien zal] en [yp de tulpen
planten zal]]
'because [IP John both [yp the roses prune will] and [yp the
tulips plant will]]'

b kp Jan, [c' zalj [IP tj en [yp de rozen snoeien tj] en [yp de tulpen
planten t))]]
'b John, [C' w~ [IP tj both [yp the roses prune tj] and [yp the
tulips plant ~]]]]'

(56)b is derived in the correct way from (56)a with V-second of 'zal'
ATB. Because English does not have V-second like Dutch, there will be
no difference in grammaticality between similar coordinations in subordi-
nate and main clauses. Cf.:

(57) a .. that John [vp ate soup] and [yp drank beer]

b John [yp ate soup] and [yp drank beer]
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(58) a .. that John both [yp ate soup] and [yp drank beer]

b John both [yp ate soup] and [yp drank beer]

Although Neyt seems to have an explanation for all the facts mentioned
and for the asymmetry between the English and Dutch sentences, some
derivations remain unexplained, as Klein (1986) has observed. When a V-
conjunction is moved to C, the rule 'move V' will apply to the V-node
which dominates both conjuncts (a node which is generated by the coordi-
nation rule). This means in practice that the conjunction word itself will be
moved along with the verbs, as (53)a shows. But when two Vs are moved
in ATB-format out of a VP-conjunction, as in (56)b, the conjunction
words remain in their original position, in between the VPs. This means
that an ungrammatical sentence like (55) cannot be generated, but the
following grammatical sentence cannot either, as Klein (1986) observes:

(59) Jan snoeit de rozen en plant de tulpen
'John prunes the roses and plants the tulips'

Consider the D-structure of this sentence:

(60) b SPEC [c' C [IP Jan [I' [yp de rozen [V snoeit]] I] en [yp de
tulpen [V plant]] I]

The Vs cannot be moved to C in ATB-fashion, because they are not
identical. But then it is not clear how (59) can be derived. Klein states that
the grammaticality of (59) can only be explained if this sentence is derived
from a CP-coordination like the following:

(61) b--Jan de rozen snoeit] en [cp -- Jan de tulpen plant]
'b --John the roses prunes] and b--John the tulips plants]'

In (61) the rules V-second and movement of the subject to SPEC-of-CP
have to apply twice, once in each CP. On the output of these rules for-
ward conjunction reduction will apply, generating sentence (59). Cf.:
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(62) a b Jan snoeit de rozen] en [ep Jan plant de tulpen]
'b John prunes the roses] and b John plants the tulips]'

b b Jan snoeit de rozen] en [cp --- plant de tulpen]
'b John prunes the roses] and b---plants the tulips]'

According to Klein (1986), the following sentences also show that forward
conjunction reduction is a rule which is independently needed:

(63) a ..dat Jan meezong en ronddanste
'that John along-sang and around-danced'

b Jan zong mee en danste rond
'John sang along and danced around'

(64) a ..dat Jan en meezong en ronddanste
'that John both along-sang and around-danced'

b *Jan en zong mee en danste rond
'John both sang along and danced around'

The verbs in the sentences in (63) and (64) contain particles. As a compar-
ison of the a-sentences and the b-sentences shows, V-second leaves the
particle behind. This means, as in the case of V-second out of two VPs,
that a sentence like (63)b cannot be derived with V-second ATB. In Neyt's
analysis, the ungrammaticality of (64)b can be explained but the grammati-
cality of (63)b cannot be explained. This is so because the derivation of
both sentences, (63)b and (64)b, requires movement of non-identical
constituents, the verbs 'zong' and 'danste' across-the-board, which is
prohibited in Neyt's analysis, following Williams (1978). So (63)b should
be ungrammatical. In Klein's alternative, all sentences can be accounted
for in a straightforward way with conjunction reduction. The ungrammati-
cality of (64)b will be accounted for in a different way. This sentence will
have an S-structure as in (65):

(65) b Jan (* en) zong mee] en b---danste rond]

(65) is ungrammatical with an initial coordination because the first member
of it stands in the middle of the first conjunct.
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The conclusion which can be drawn from this exposition of Neyt's ideas
and Klein's comments is that Neyt's assumptions on the input of coordina-
tion rules together with Williams' (1978) ATB-format of movement rules
will lead us to assume a rule like forward conjunction reduction.
Similarly, Neyt's assumptions will force us to assume backward conjuncti-
on reduction, also known under the name right node raising. Since initial
conjunction words can only conjoin maximal projections, conjunctions as
in (40)-(43) will have to be accounted for with right node raising. But
conjunction reduction rules are also problematic. They will be the topic of
the next section.

1.4 Problems with forward conjunction reduction rules

In this section, I will give some arguments against forward conjunction
reduction rules, and work out the consequences of these arguments.
A first argument against conjunction reduction is in fact given by Neyt
(1979, 53). She observes that initial conjunctions are incompatible with
certain forms of conjunction reduction, because they show the beginning
of the conjunction in an unambiguous way. A conjunction like in (66)a
cannot be derived from (66)b with a conjunction reduction rule:

(66) a local filters or rules
b local filters or local rules

If it could, this would also have to be the case with initial coordinations.
But the pair (67)a-b shows that this is not the case:

(67) a either local filters or local rules
b *either local filters or ----- rules

This is only consistent with the assumption that (66)a is an N- (or
N')coordination (unless it can be shown that the first conjunction word
does not mark the beginning of the conjunct, but this does not seem to be
the case here). This argument can also be applied to sentences which Klein
(1986) assumes argue in favour of conjunction-reduction. Cf.
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(68) a Jan zong mee en danste rond
'John sang along and danced around'

b *en Jan zong mee en danste rond
'and John sang along and danced around'

(69) a kp Jan snoeit de rozen] en [cp --- plant de tulpen]
'John prunes the roses and --- plants the tulips'

b *en b Jan snoeit de rozen] en b---plant de tulpen]
'and John prunes the roses and --- plants the tulips'

If the conjunctions in the sentences in (68) and (69) are CP-conjunctions,
as Klein (1986) assumes, then the b-sentences should be grammatical.
Since this is not the case, it can be concluded that the standard approach
forces one on the one hand to assume conjunction reduction to account for
(68)a and (69)a, while it also leads one to conclude that sentences like
(68)b and (69)b cannot be derived by conjunction reduction. Maximal
projections to which forward conjunction reduction has applied, cannot be
the input for initial coordinations. Consider the examples in (70):

(70) a *en [pp voor de kast] en [pp --- de deur]
'and [pp in front of the chest] and [pp --- the door],

b *of [AP erg blauw] of [AP --- rood]
'either [AP very blue] or [AP --- red]'

c *of [NP een kleine bus] of [NP ------ auto]
'either [NP a small bus] or [NP ----- car]'

d *..dat hij en [vp veel eet] en [vp ---- drinkt]
'that he and [vp much eats] and [vp --- drinks]'

In all these initial coordinations of maximal projections, it is possible for
backward conjunction reduction to apply. Consider the following exam-
ples:
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(71) a en [pp voor ---] en [pp achter de kast]
'and [pp in front of ----] and [pp behind the chest],

b of [AP licht ---] of [AP donkerblauw]
'either [AP light ---] or [AP dark blue]'

c of [NP een kleine ---] of [NP een grote auto]
either [NP a small ---] or [NP a big car]'

d ..dat hij en [vp veel ---] en [vp vaak eet]
'that he and [vp much ---] and [vp often eats],

I conclude that the facts in (67)-(70) are not consistent with Klein's
assumption that we are dealing with maximal projections and conjunction
reduction here. All the ungrammatical cases above with initial conjunctions
can then be explained in a straightforward way: they contain no gaps and
they are ungrammatical because the constituents they contain are not iden-
tical.
If no conjunction-reduction is involved in sentences like (68)a-b and (69)a-
b, these sentences must contain C' -coordinations. These do not allow
initial coordinators, as the sentences (l3)a-c have already shown us.
Consider the structure of (68)a and b:

(72) a Jan [c' zong mee] en £C. danste rond]

b *Jan en [C' zong mee] en [C' danste rond]

These suggest that the input of coordination must be fixed at S-structure,
and not at D-structure. Such an analysis is in contradiction with Williams'
(1978) assumption that coordinations are generated at the level of D-struc-
ture. At that level the conjunction cannot be a VP, because the ATB-rule
application mechanism would be violated. Technically, it may be possible
in Williams' framework (or any other framework in which it is assumed
that coordinations are base generated at D-structure) to assume that (72)a
contains a C' -coordination in D-structure. AD-structure C' -coordination
would be as in (73):

(73) [cp - [c' - [IP Jan [vp meezong]]] en [c' - [IP Jan [yp ronddanste]]]
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The problem which a structure like (73) entails is that the assumption that
a conjunct may be partially empty at D-structure, in fact means that con-
junction-reduction is itself base-generated 3.

The domain of the coordination and of the 'reduction' in (73) is then
entirely motivated by the movement rules, in order to save the ATB-
theory. This is ad hoc: it means that the theory of coordination is not
independent of the ATB-theory, which means that it cannot serve as a test
for the ATB-theory. In that case, it becomes unclear how one can possibly
falsify the ATB-theory, and this reduces the scientific nature of the ATB-
theory.
If this option is not pursued, that is, if it is not assumed that structures
like (73) can be base-generated, as Williams (1978) assumes, it means that
conjunction reduction outside the ATB-mechanism is still required, and
that movement outside the ATB-mechanism is also still required. It can be
concluded then, that Williams' ATB-proposal makes the theory more
complicated by adding a new rule format and an extension of the notion
'factor' without removing any other problem of the theory. This does not
mean, however, that Williams' theory is useless. Several of the ideas
implicit (and explicit) in his work will be incorporated in the theory
elaborated in chapter 2.
In order to account for a language like Dutch, with a great amount of
obligatory movement rules (verb-movement to C, movement of the subject
to Spec-of-CP), an analysis like Williams (1978) would need three compo-
nents:

a coordination rule which generates coordinations at
D-structure,
an ATB-rule application mechanism which accounts for
the interaction between coordinations and movement rules, and
forward and backward conjunction reduction rules.

But what makes the simultaneous assumption of these three components
questionable, is that assuming forward conjunction reduction rules renders
the ATB-mechanism superfluous, because all the sentences which can be
generated by base-generated coordinations plus ATB, can also be genera-
ted by coordination plus forward conjunction reduction. The opposite is
not true, which means that the sentences generated with ATB are a proper

This option has been pursued by Gazdar (1981).
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subset of the sentences generated with forward conjunction reduction. So
the fact that forward conjunction reduction cannot be abolished by Willi-
ams in my view seriously weakens his formalization of the ATB-hypothe-
sis.
The data above favour an analysis in which forward conjunction reduction
is abolished. The sentences discussed can all be accounted for straightfor-
wardly if it is assumed that the input of a coordination can be determined
at S-structure. This is not the case with backward conjunction reduction,
as the data in (71) show. These require a different treatment, and we will
go into these further in section 1.6.

Another argument which has been used against forward conjunction-
reduction, is the effect of De Morgan's laws in coordinations. The relation
between sentences like (74)a and c cannot be accounted for with any kind
of reduc-tion, although they are equivalent:

(74) a No coats or bags are allowed inside

b No coats or no bags are allowed inside

c No coats and no bags are allowed inside

A form of conjunction reduction cannot apply to (74)b to generate (74)a,
as (74)a is equivalent to (74)c and not to (74)b. The De Morgan's laws
express the right relations between (74)a and c (cf. Wall, 1972, 30):

(75) a ,(pVq) <--> IP & iq

b 1(p & q) <--> -, p V "I q

The equivalence between (74)a and c is not the consequence of some
reduction rule, but of the equivalence of the truth tables of the two
expressions. Whether implications like the following hold, - where the
coordination word does not change - depends on the nature of the determi-
ners involved:

(76) All monks reave and murder < -->
all monks reave and all monks murder (Zwarts, 1986, 302)
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NPs of the form all N belong to the class of quasi-filtrating NPs, while an
NP like some N is not quasi-filtrating. Due to this property (see Zwarts
1986 for an explanation of these classifications), the following pair of
sentences is not equivalent. Only the implication in (77)a is allowed:

(77) a some fishermen beckon and shout -- >
some fishermen beckon and some fishermen shout

b *some fishermen beckon and some fishermen shout -- >
some fishermen beckon and shout (Zwarts, 1986, 303-4)

Simplifying somewhat, the relation between the antecedent and the conse-
quent as in (76) is only possible when the subjects denote the same people
under repetition. This is the case in (76), where the NP all monks denotes
the whole set of monks, i.e. the same set of monks in the two subjects in
the consequent. In (77)b, the two subjects in the antecedent each denote a
subset of the set of fishermen, not necessarily the same subset. In that
case, the antecedent may be true and the consequent false, making the
implication invalid.
This means that whether an NP denotes the same entity under repetition or
not is determined by the semantic properties of the determiners involved.
This insight turns conjunction reduction in a superfluous rule. Conjunction
reduction as a rule cannot account for the change of coordinator in the De
Morgan's laws.
Initial conjunction words can also show in another way that some senten-
ces cannot be accounted for with forward conjunction reduction. Consider
for instance the following sentences from Williams (1978) and Dowty
(1985), (cited in Zwarts (1986»:

(78) a Jack sold the books to Jill and the records to Jessica

b Jill gave Jack a whip on Monday and a chain on Tuesday

c Jessica painted the walls purple and the ceiling black

d Jennifer eats beans quickly and broccoli rather slowly

e Jennifer eats beans on thursday and broccoli on friday
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According to Williams (1978), conjunction reduction has to be assumed
for a sentence like (78)a, because it cannot contain a constituent-coordina-
tion. Dowty's conclusion is that these sentences show that a more liberal
approach to the notion constituent is needed. But these assumptions rely
on the conviction that conjunction words always show the input of the
coordination in an unambiguous way. Assuming conjunction reduction in
(78) will not help to explain the distribution of initial coordinators in the
sentences in (79):

(79) a Jack sold either the books to Jill or the records to Jessica

b Jill gave Jack either a whip on Monday or a chain on Tues-
day

c Jessica painted either the walls purple or the ceiling black

d *Jennifer eats either beans quickly or broccoli rather slowly

e *Jennifer eats either beans on thursday or broccoli on friday

According to Kayne (1984), conjuncts as in (79)a can be constituents, nl.
Ss, i.e. maximal projections. According to Stowell (1983), the conjuncts
in (79)c are small clauses, also maximal projections, APs. This will not
answer the question what the constituency of the coordination in (79)b is.
Nor will it account for the curious distinction between (79)d and (80),
which can also be found in the Dutch equivalents (81)a and b:

(80) ?Jennifer eats either the beans quickly or the broccoli slowly

(81) a *Jennifer eet ofwel bonen snel ofwel broccoli langzaam
'Jennifer eats either beans quickly or broccoli slow'

b Jennifer eet ofwel de bonen snel ofwel de broccoli langzaam
'Jennifer eats either the beans quickly or the broccoli slow'

(82) Jennifer eet, ofwel [vp bonen sne1 t;1ofwel [vp broccoli langzaam
tjl

Although theoretically the Dutch sentence (81)a can be analysed as a VP-
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conjunction, as in (82), the sentence is ungrammatical. As in the sentences
(17) versus (18), we find an opposition between VPs which contain indefi-
nite objects, and VPs which contain definite objects. Although I have no
explanation for this, I think this phenomenon has to be attributed to scope.
The following fact shows that coordination markers can themselves be
scope markers. Consider question (83) (from Neyt, p.c.), which is ambi-
guous. The ambiguity can be seen in the two different answers, Bl and
B2, which can be given to a question like (83):

(83) a A: would you like coffee or tea?

b Bl: yes

c B2: coffee

At first sight, the ambiguity of (83) can be explained by assuming forward
conjunction reduction: either the disjunction in (83) is an NP-disjunction
or it is underlyingly a CP-disjunction to which forward conjunction
reduction has applied:

(84) a b would you like [NP coffee] or [NP tea]]

b [cp would you like coffee] or [cp do you like tea]

The answer (83)a is the answer to the interpretation of the question which
we find in (84)a, and the answer (84)b is the answer to the interpretation
of the question which we find in (83)b. However, there is no need to
assume forward conjunction reduction. An alternative way of accounting
for these facts is possible when it is assumed that disjunctions can have
wide or narrow scope (cf. Larson (1985) for a study on disjunction scope).
Let us assume that the abstract question morpheme, Q, assumed by Baker
(1970) in questions, is itself an operator. Then the two interpretations of
(83) can be accounted for by assuming that in one sense, the question
operator has wide scope over the disjunction, while in the other sense, it
has narrow scope over the disjunction marker. Cf. (85)a-b, in which Q is
the question operator, and V the disjunction scope marker:
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(85) a Qj wouldj you like Vi coffee ti tea

b Vi Qj wouldj you like coffee ti tea

If the question operator has widest scope, as in (85)a, the question will
have to be answered with yes or no, and if the disjunction has widest
scope, the disjunction will have to be answered.
Consider also the following sentences, from Larson (1985):

(86) a Mary is looking for either a maid or a cook

b Either Mary is looking for a maid or a cook

c Mary is either looking for a maid or a cook

d Mary either is looking for a maid or a cook

Larson observes that Rooth and Partee (1982) distinguish three readings
for a sentence like (86)a, a 'de dicto' and a 'de re' reading, and a wide
scope 'or' reading. These readings are illustrated informally in (87):

(87) a Mary is looking for «a maid) or (a cook))

b For some x, a maid or a cook, Mary is looking for x

c Mary is looking for (a maid) or Mary is looking for (a cook)

(87)a is the de dicto reading, (87)b the de re reading, and (87)c the wide
scope 'or' reading, in which the disjunction is represented as having wide
scope over the whole clause. This third reading vanishes when the first
coordinator has another position than the orthodox adjacent position: the
sentences (86)b-d do not have the wide scope 'or' reading.
The sentences in (86) are not a problem for the assumption that coordinati-
on only applies to constituents, but the sentences (78)-(81) are, even if it is
assumed that the first member of an initial coordination marker does not
always stand in the orthodox position, that is, immediately preceding the
first conjunct. Although I have no solution for the issue of coordination of
'non-constituents', I will stick to the assumption that coordination only
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affects constituents.

The basic aim of this section was to show how little assuming a rule like
forward conjunction reduction solves. In the following section, some more
data which are problematic for the assumption that only constituents can
be conjoined, will be discussed.

1.S Problems with the status of conjunctions

The sentences in (78) and (79) show us a number of facts which cannot be
analysed as constituent-coordinations in an easy way. This type of facts is
often cited in the relevant literature. Consider for instance the following
sentences, (from Dowty (1985), cited in Zwarts (1986»:

(88) a Jill met with the dean on Monday and the principal on Tues-
day

b The baker jumped through the hoop first and the window
. second

Compare them with the following sentences, also from Dowty (1985):

(89) a *Jessica killed the hummingbird in the morning and parrot in
the evening

b *Jill read Joe's book about ducks in the morning and mice in
the evening

The conjunctions in (88)a and b can be considered a case of restructuring
of the V-PP into V-NP, as in (90)b, and as in (90)c (the opposition
between (90)c and d shows that NP-movement does not tolerate this type
of restructuring):
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(90) a Jill [vP met [pp with the dean] [on monday] and the principal]
[on tuesday]]

b Jill [vP [v met with] [NP the dean] [on monday] and [NP the
principal] [on tuesday]]

c who did you meet with t?

d *the dean was met with

In Dutch the same sentence is more or less grammatical. Preposition stran-
ding is also possible in this language, as (91)b shows:

(91) a ?Janneke rekende met de dekaan op maandag en het hoofd
van de school op dinsdag af
'J anneke got even with the dean on monday and the principal
on tuesday off

b waar heeft Janneke t mee afgerekend?
'where did Janneke t with off got even?'

c Janneke heeft ermee afgerekend
'Janneke has there with off got even'

But in Dutch, preposition stranding is limited to R-pronouns (which have
the selectional feature [-human]) which can only occur in front of the
preposition they accompany, as (91)c shows. The preposition can take a
different morphological shape depending on whether its complement
occurs in front of it or behind it (see Van Riemsdijk (1978) for a study on
prepositions in Dutch). This last feature may explain why (91)a is not
entirely grammatical in Dutch: when the P has the shape 'met', it takes a
complement to its right, thus rendering more difficult reanalysis with the
verb, which is to the right of the PP in the underlying structure of Dutch.
Consider also the following sentences, which are unambiguously ungram-
matical:
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(92) a *de bakker sprong [pp door [NP het Unkerraam]] [pp voor de
eerste keer] en rechterraaml] [pp voor de tweede keer]
'the baker jumped [pp through [NP the left window]] [pp for the
first time] and right window] [pp for the second time]'

b *Jessica doodde [NP de parkiet] ['s ochtends] en papegaai] ['s
avonds]
'Jessica killed [NP the parakeet] [pp in the morning] and parrot]
[pp in the evening]'

c *Jantien las [NP Jans boek over eenden] [pp in de ochtend] en
muizen] [pp in de avond]
'Jantien read [NP John's book about ducks] [pp in the morning]
and mice] [pp in the evening]'

The sentences in question have structures which are instances of left node
raising which is forbidden in many languages, contrary to right node rai-
sing. The sentences in (92) all contain right brackets in the second con-
junct which do no have corresponding left brackets, a forbidden configura-
tion (see for more explanation next section). In (92)a, the second conjunct
contains an N, rechterraam, which has no NP left bracket. In (92)b and
c, we see the same thing. Left node raising also occurs in (92)a and b,
because reanalysis cannot apply there.
The reanalysis which we find in (90)a and b is not improductive, though.
In other coordinations which have the same structure as (90)a and b,
reanalysis is also possible. Consider the following sentences, which are
also grammatical:

(93) a Jill met with the official that she saw last week on Monday and
the chairman of the board on Tuesday

b The baker jumped through the hoop during the first show, and
the window during the second

We see that making the NPs in (80)a and the adjuncts in (80)b longer does
not affect the grammaticality of the sentences.

The grammatical sentences we have seen in this section can be reanalysed.
The ungrammatical ones are instances of left node raising, which is
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forbidden in most languages. I do not want to conclude on the basis of this
that all non-constituent coordinations which are grammatical are the
product of reanalysis. Many non-constituent coordinations remain a
mystery for me. Many of them seem to consist of an NP plus an adjunct
or adverb, but they cannot be analysed as constituents. Consider the follo-
wing sentence for instance, for which there is no motivated rule of reana-
lysis, but which is grammatical:

(93) Jan heeft hem gisteren en haar vandaag een boek gegeven
'Jan has him yesterday and her today a book given'

Although I have no solution for the non-constituent coordinations (which
are not right node raising constructions), I will stick to the idea that
coordination is constituent-coordination.

1.6 Backward conjunction reduction

Williams (1978) assumes a backward conjunction reduction rule without
elaborating it. The fact that he assumes this rule follows mainly from the
fact that the sentences which have to be accounted for by this rule do not
fall within the domain of the ATB-mechanism. As a consequence, the
sentences in (95)a and b cannot be related to each other:

(95) a (i) who does he see, and she greet t7

(ii) who does he see t, and she greet t?

b he saw, and she greeted him

(95)a (ii) is the analysis of this sentence with wh-movement ATB, while
(95)a (i) is an analysis with backward conjunction reduction (of the trace).
(95)b is a sentence which can only be derived with backward conjunction
reduction, because no movement is involved. There is an obvious parallel
between the sentences (95)a (i) and b: they seem to contain the same
coordinations, consisting of a subject, a verb and a common object. What
(95)b illustrates, is that reduction under identity also takes place when
there is no movement, and in the same way as when there is movement.
The across-the-board mechanism clearly misses a generalization, and
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backward conjunction reduction is only needed when there is no movement
involved.
If we want to abolish backward conjunction reduction or right node
raising, this means that in the case of conjunctions like (40)-(43), we will
end up with very curious structures, because we also want to maintain the
assumption that initial coordinating words can only conjoin maximal
projections. We cannot use the RNR-analysis of Maling (1972) either, as
this requires raising of a rightmost constituent. But there are sufficient

. sentences which show that what has to be raised is not a constituent:

(96) Jan heeft de ene, en Piet heeft de andere jongen geschopt
'Jan has the one, and Piet has the other boy hit'

(97) John mugged the first, and Peter mugged the second boy
yesterday

Neither in (96), nor in (97) is the rightmost common part a constituent.
This makes the RNR-analysis unsuitable for our purposes.
Consider the conjunctions in (40)-(43) with the structure which they have
to have when no conjunction reduction is involved:

(98) zowel [NP de land- als [NP de tuinbouw]
'both [NP the agri- and [NP the horticulture],

(99) a either [pp in or [pp on the chest]

b ofwel [pp in ofwel [pp op de kast]

(100) a either [AP green or [AP red with white dots]

b of [AP groen of [AP rood met witte stippen]

(101) a .. that he neither [vp called nor [vp wrote to his lover]

b .. dat hij noch [vp belde noch [vp schreef naar zijn liefje]

Every conjunct here consists of a left bracket (of the relevant maximal
projection) plus some lexical material. This seems to be in flagrant contra-
diction with the well-known well-formedness condition on bracketing
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according to which every left bracket must correspond with a right bracket
(Levelt 1974). These structures can only obey this condition when their
left brackets both correspond with the right bracket, as in the following
three-dimensional structure, as Goodall (1984) makes them:

(102) either lAP green
~.-- .. ~ with white dots]

or lAP red ------

If in (102) every left AP-bracket corresponds with the only right AP-brac-
ket, the well-formed ness condition on bracketed structures will not be
violated. I assume that this is indeed the case, and that this explains the
shape of these conjunctions. What a structure like (102) means, is that two
(or more) left brackets can share one right bracket. Structures like (102)
cannot be generated by ordinary coordination rules, and have to be
motivated in a different way (see chapters 2 and 3).
A consequence of a structure like the one shown in (102) is that the two
conjuncts cannot be dominated by a projection of the same category. This
means that the assumption behind coordination rules formulated as in (44)
and (45), namely that a coordination consists of a category which consists
of two or more conjuncts of the same constituent, is wrong. When we
compare structures like (98)-(101) with the structures in (92)a-c, we see
that two or more left brackets can share one right bracket, but one left
bracket cannot share more than one right bracket. The first situation
depicts the right node raising facts, and the second the left node raising
facts. The asymmetry between right node raising and left node raising has
to be explained.
What independent reasons are there to abolish a rule like backward
conjunction reduction and to replace the relevant conjunctions with strange
structures like we find in (l02)?
In the first place the curious fact that the rule is the image of forward
conjunction reduction. If forward conjunction reduction can be reduced to
coordination, we would expect the same thing to be possible with back-
ward conjunction reduction. The reduction of conjunction reduction to
coordination without gaps explains the curious condition on forward
conjunction reduction that the empty nodes must always be left-peripheral
in the right conjunct (cf. Kerstens 1980) in a simple way: the conjuncts are
adjacent. It can be explained in the same way why in sentences which
display backward conjunction reduction, the empty nodes must always be
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rightperipheral in the left conjunct: here too the conjuncts are adjacent.
This means that the position of the gaps in the structures we find in (l03)a
and b shows that these gaps do not exist: they only obscure the fact that X
and Y are adjacent:

(103) a [X ...] en [Y ABC] backward conjunction reduction

b [A B C Xl and [... Y] forward conjunction reduction

(104) a [X and Y ABC]

b [A B C X and Y]

The position of the gaps cannot be explained by the rules of conjunction
reduction. These rules are sensitive to lexical identity of the categories
involved, and there is no independent explanation for the sensitivity of the
categories to the position in the sentence.
Another reason to want to replace backward conjunction (or right node
raising) by the type of conjunct proposed here, is that the behaviour of this
type of sentences suggests that nothing has been moved or deleted. Consi-
der the following Dutch sentences from Zwarts (1986, 16), with backward
conjunction reduction: 4

4 In sentence (105)c, the prepositions can also be intransitive prepositions.
This means that a sentence like (i) is grammatical:

(i) at stemde tegen
'at voted against'

However, this does not affect Zwarts' point, since (ii), which contains a
preposition which cannot be intransitive (as (iii) shows), is also gramma-
tical:

(ii) at woonde naast, en Sien woonde achter de school
'at lived beside, and Sien lived behind the school'

(iii) ·Ot woonde naast
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(105) a Ot weet wie de ganzen, en Sien weet wie de eenden hebben
mishandeld
'Ot knows who the geese, and Sien knows who the ducks
have maltreated'

b Ot kent de man die schoenen, en Sien kent de vrouw die
naalden vent
'Ot knows the man who the shoes, and, Sien knows the wo-
man who needles sells'

c Ot stemde voor, maar Sien stemde tegen de ondoordachte
voorstellen
'Ot voted in favour of, but Sien voted against the thoughtless
proposals'

In (105)a right node raising operates in a dependent question, violating the
wh-island condition. In (105)b it operates in a relative clause, violating the
complex NP-condition, and in (105)c it operates in a PP, which is an
island in Dutch allowing only extraction of R-pronouns, which the comple-
ments of the prepositions are not here. Right node raising only violates
these conditions when it is analysed as a movement rule. When nothing is
moved, as I assume is the case, no condition is violated and the generali-
zations about island conditions remain intact. A sentence like (105)c will
then have a non-linearized structure like the following:

(106) [cp Ot k. stemde [IP [w [pp voor
de voorstellen]]]]] maar

kp Sien k. stemde [IP [w [pp tegen

The Ps voor ('for, in favour of) and tegen ('against') will have to have
the same relation with the complement de voorsteUen ('the propositions')
as in an ordinary PP '[voor de voorstellen]'. In that case, both prepositi-
ons must precede and c-command the complement NP. We do not want to
say that the coordination in (106) is a non-constituent-coordination, what
we want to say is that the coordination here is a CP-coordination, of
which the rightperipheral part is common. This means that a coordination
is 'bigger' than the disjoint parts. This assumption is consistent with the
fact that coordinations as in (106) allow initial coordinations. Consider for
-instance (107):
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(107) of Ot stemde voor, of Sien stemde tegen de ondoordachte
voorstellen

and the coordinations in (96)-(101). But it is an assumption which is in
contradiction with coordination rules as formulated in (44) and (45),
repeated here:

(108) non-initial coordination
X ---> X (C X)", for any X

(109) initial coordination
X --> C X (C xr, where X is XP

The assumption that conjuncts are dominated by a projection of the same
category type as the conjuncts is a prevalent assumption, but not an unpro-
blematic one. It basically follows from the fact that coordination is viewed
as two-dimensional. In that case, one is forced to assume a dominating
category for each coordination in order to keep generalizations about word
order intact. Consider the following Dutch sentence:

(110) fa Jan [C' [v slaapt] en [y eet] [IP teveel]]]
'John sleeps and eats too much'

In Dutch, the tensed verb always stands in second position in a main
sentence. This is the case for the first verb in (110), but not for the second
verb eet. If it is assumed that both verbs are dominated by a verb as in
(108), the generalization about the position of the tensed verb can be
maintained without exceptions, because now only the dominating V will be
considered .

(111) fa Jan k, [y r, slaapt] en [yeet]] [IP teveel]]]
'John sleeps and eats too much'

But a problem entailed by this assumption is that for many other rules, the
dominating category behaves as if it were not there. Kayne's (1984)
alternative for the ECP, connectedness, makes use of binary branching.
All structures, except coordinations, are then assumed to be binary, which
means that coordinations are treated as exceptions. Within a two-dimensio-
nal analysis of coordination, it makes a difference whether a coordination
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has two or more conjuncts. If all coordinations would have two conjuncts,
they would fit into the hypothesis of binary structures. But more than two
conjuncts are a problem for this hypothesis. In a three-dimensional
analysis of coordination, however, whether a conjunction has two or ten
members makes no difference. All the conjuncts occupy the same position
in the sentence, and the number of conjuncts is irrelevant. If coordination
is viewed as three-dimensional, it will not be an exception any more for
Kayne's connectedness theory. This issue will be dealt with in chapter 2. I
will now go into one last argument against right node raising as a move-
ment operation.
Levine (1985) gives an argument against the assumption that right node
raising is the output of movement rules, based on Reinhart's ideas on
pronominal anaphors. As I will show, the data that Levine gives not only
argue against the raising part of the RNR-hypothesis, but also against the
idea that a coordination is dominated by a category of the same nature.
The following is an abstract of his argumentation:
Reinhart (1981) gives a definition of c-cornmand as in (1l2)a and of
domain as in (112)b, and the principle of disjoint reference as in (1l2)c.

(112) a Node A c-commands node B iff the branching node ol most
immediately dominating A either dominates B or is immediately
dominated by a node a2 is of the same category type as ol .

b The domain of a node A consists of all and only the nodes
commanded by A.

c A given NP cannot be interpreted as coreferential with a dis-
tinct nonpronoun in its c-command domain.

Levine (1985, 495) notices that if RNR is seen as a movement rule, it will
produce structures like the following:
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(113) S

~

A i
S' S' 13~6
..~... ..~...

He notices that Reinhart's definitions entail that the c-command domain of
a pronoun in either conjunct will not include the raised node 13. This
means that a pronoun anywhere in either conjunct can be coreferential
with any NP in the raised node. He then gives several pairs of sentences
which seem to contradict this: 5

(114) a *(1 know that) she; said - and I happen to agree - that Mary;
needs a new car

b (1 know that) Mary; said - and I happen to agree - that she;
needs a new car

(115) a *She; disliked and I hated, that picture of Mary;

b Mary; disliked, and I hated, that picture of her;

(116) a *Leon expected her; - and she; was encouraged by others - to
publish Mary.ts book

b Leon expected Mary; - and she, was encouraged by others - to
publish her; book

In (114)a and b, the second conjunct could be a parenthetical. However,
it is not clear whether this excludes a right node raising analysis. I think
it does not necessarily.
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(117) a *John wondered, and she, speculated, about whether Mary,
would win the fellowship

b John wondered, and Mary, speculated, about whether she,
would win the fellowship

(118) Though he, was polite, Mary knew -and though he, seemed
generous, Tom suspected- that John, was operating from dubi-
ous motives

(119) I told the man he, had insulted, and the woman he, had screa-
med at, that John, had an unbalanced mind

These sentences can only be accounted for when the so-called raised
elements are assumed to be in their original position 6. In that case, all
ungrammatical sentences can be accounted for by the disjointness principle
(112)c. In all of them the pronoun is c-commanded by its antecedent.
Levine concludes that raising cannot be the right analysis for the RNR-
constructions. This concludes Levine's argument.
If Levine's sentences are reanalysed as branching structures, the pronomi-
nal facts can be handled in a simple way:

(120) a * [cp she, disliked

b I hated, --> that picture of Mary.]
and

b [cp Mary, disliked,,,,",
___ that picture of her.]

b I hated.>:"and

If one assumes reconstruction, which has the effect of putting a moved
constituent back into its original position at LF, the sentences of Levine
cannot form an argument against movement. Still, reconstruction itself is
a controversial mechanism, which is not necessarily linked to the as-
sumption of movement.
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(121) a * bLeon expected her.,
---- to publish Mary;'s book]

kp she; was encouraged by others/'and

b bLeon expected Mary.,
------ to publish her; book]

[cp she; was encouraged by others,/and

In (120)a and (l21)a, the pronoun c-commands the proper name Mary,
and in (120)b and (12l)b, it does not. This is sufficient to distinguish the
grammatical from the ungrammatical sentences.
But consider now another consequence of Reinhart's definition (112)a. The
last part of this definition: ' .. , and a2 is of the same category type as od '
clearly applies to coordinations. The consequence of this is that the trace
in the first conjunct S' in (113) will c-command the trace in the second
conjunct. If a dominating CP is assumed in (120)a-b and (121)a-b, the
consequence will be that in (121)b Mary in the first conjunct and she in
the second conjunct will c-command each other, predicting that this
sentence is ungrammatical. Sentences (118) and (119) would also be
ungrammatical according to Reinhart's definitions if it is assumed that
coordinations are dominated by a category of the same type. I will take it
that it is wrong to assume that coordinations are dominated by a category
of the same type as the conjuncts. The conjuncts are in different dimensi-
ons and do not c-command each other. They do not bear any structural
relation to each other. In that case, the sentences (12l)b, (118) and (119)
do not violate Reinhart's definitions.
This raises many questions which I will not answer in this chapter. One of
the consequences of the idea that coordinations are not dominated by a
category is that coordination cannot be viewed as the result of a phrase
structure rule. And the real question thus is: what is coordination? This
question will be answered in the next chapter, which discusses set union as
an analysis of coordination.
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2 SET UNION

2.1 Reduced phrase markers

In Chomsky (1982)b, set union of reduced phrase markers (from now on
RPMs) is considered for the first time as a theoretical account of coordina-
tion. A RPM is a restrictive variant of the notion phrase marker (PM),
defined in Chomsky (1955, printed in 1975). A phrase marker is the
formal object from which the familiar tree is derived. Actually, a tree is
no more than an abbreviation of a phrase marker. In (1) we see a Phrase
Marker, and in (2), the tree which is derived from It.'

(1) {S
NPVP
NPVPVP
NPVPVNP
DETNVV APN
John has witnessed surprising events}

This is a very simplified form of derivation 1 in Chomsky (1975, 285).
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S/-----NP VP->:
VP VP

I r-~I 1 Ai I
has witnessed surprising events

(2)

DET N

I I
~ John

It can now easily be seen that a tree is no more than an abbreviation of a
PM. A PM is an unordered set of strings and can also be represented as in
(3)a or b (which are equivalent):

(3) a {S, NP VP, NP VP VP, NP VP V NP, DET N V V AP N,
John has witnessed surprising events}

b {NP VP VP, John has witnessed surprising events,
NP VP, NP VP V NP, S, DET N V V AP N}

RPMs have been introduced in generative grammar by Lasnik and Kupin
(1977). The restriction which Lasnik and Kupin introduce in RPMs, con-
cerns the form which the strings of a RPM must have in order to be well-
formed. Contrary to a PM-string, a RPM-string may contain one and only
one non-terminal symbol. Some examples of well-formed strings of RPMs
can be seen in (4):

(4) a NP went to the movies

b John, V to the movies

c John, went PP

Because of this specific restriction, a string which is part of a RPM is
called a monostring. A RPM 'starts' with a monostring which consists
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only of one non-terminal symbol, i.e. CP (when we say 'start', this is just
a manner of speaking, because a RPM is an unordered set of monos-
trings) , and it 'ends' with the terminal string, which is the only string
which is not a monostring, because it contains only terminal nodes, for
instance as in (5):

(5) John; went to the movies

Formally, the terminal string is redundant, which means it does not form a
problem for the requirement imposed on RPMS that they only contain
mono-strings.
Not only is the form of the strings of RPMs restricted when compared to
the strings of a PM, but the relationships which hold between the monos-
trings of a RPM are also restricted. All pairs of monostrings which an
RPM consists of (with the inclusion of the terminal string) must obey the
following requirements:

They must dominate each other,
or be dominated by each other,
or precede each other,
or be preceded by each other.

In the same way that a tree is no more than a derivation of a PM, a tree is
no more than a derivation of an RPM. To illustrate this, the simplified
RPM of sentence (6) is shown in (7):

(6) ls John; [vp loves Mary)]

(7) A: {S, NP loves Mary., John, VP, John, V Maryj' John; loves
NP, John, loves Mary.}

As (7) shows, each monostring is a representation of the whole S. When
the RPM A is represented in the following way, with the monostrings
under each other, it becomes clear that all non-terminal symbols are
represented in turn, and that there is a pattern in their representation:
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(8) {S
NP loves Malyj
John, VP
John, V Maryj
John, loves NP
John, loves Maryj}

1
2
3
4
5
6

The non-terminal symbols are spelled out from the upper left to right
below. Although here too, a caveat applies that monostrings are unorde-
red, this is the most usual way of representing an RPM.
Compare now the RPMs in (8) with the corresponding tree:

(9) S

NP~
VP

V~

I I
John, loves

This tree is what remains of the RPM (8) when all terminal symbols in the
monostrings are left out. It is clear that (9) is an abbreviation of (8). In (9)
S dominates the NPs and the VP, and the subject NP precedes the VP.
The well-known dominance and precedence relations which apply in (9)
are the same relations that we find in the RPM, where they are defined in
terms of pairs of strings.
I will now show on the basis of the numbered monostrings in (8) how the
notions precedence and dominance work in a RPM: Monostring 1 domina-
tes all other strings, that is 2-6, and 6 is dominated by all other strings,
i.e. 1-5.
As this formulation makes clear, the notions dominance and precedence
are defined in Lasnik & Kupin (1977) in such a way that they apply to
strings, not to nodes. In other respects, these definitions do not differ from
the usual ones. The fact that monostring 1 dominates all other strings,
corresponds with the usual formulation that S dominates all other nodes,
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and the fact that monostring 6 is dominated by all other strings, corres-
ponds with the usual formulation that the terminal symbols can only be
dominated by other nodes.
String 3 dominates the strings 4, 5 and 6, because the VP dominates the
V, the NP and the lexical elements dominated by these nodes.
String 2 precedes string 3, because the subject NP and the VP do not
dominate each other, and the NP linearly precedes the VP.
In Lasnik & Kupin's formulation, the string which contains the subject NP
then precedes the string which contains the VP, and the string which con-
tains the VP is preceded by the string which contains the subject NP.
Because string 2 precedes string 3, string 2 also precedes the strings which
are dominated by string 3 (with the exception of the terminal string).
When an RPM represents a D-structure, the rule 'move alpha' can apply,
and the output can be a RPM which represents an S-structure (cf. Lasnik
& Kupin, o.c.)
Huybregts assumes in unpublished work that coordination can be accoun-
ted for by assuming that two or more RPMs are united (the following
exposition is mainly based on Huybregts' ideas). A union of RPMs is
itself a RPM, but it does not have the same properties as the isolated
RPMs. An ordinary RPM is tree-representable, as was shown in (8) and
(9). But a union of RPMs is no longer tree-representable, as will be shown
below. Suppose that (7), i.e. RPM A, and (10), RPM B, unite:

(l0) a John, hates Susan,

b RPM B: {S, NP hates Susan., John, VP, John; V Susan., John,
hates NP, John; hates Susan}

The result will be the RPM A U B:

(11) A U B: {S, NP loves Maryj' NP hates Susan., John, VP, Johll;
V Mary., John; V Susank, John; loves NP, John; hates NP, John;
loves Mary., John, hates Mary}

In (11) all common strings only occur once. When two or more sets of
monostrings unite, all common elements of this set only occur once (see
for an elementary exposition about set theory, Wall 1972).
In RPM A, John, has the same index as in RPM B. This expresses that
both NPs denote the same individual. If John in RPM A has another index
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than in RPM B, the monostring John, VP cannot be a common string. The
RPM A U B would in that case contain the monostrings Jobn, VP and
Jo~ VP, and only the monostring S could be a common string. The
properties of the union of the sets A and B in (11) are different from the
properties of each set alone: it cannot be maintained that all pairs of
monostrings in a union of RPMs precede or dominate each other. Consider
for example the following representation of (11):

(12) S 1
NP loves Maryj NP hates Susan, 2a

John; VP 3
John; V Maryj John; V Susan, 4a,b
John; loves NP John, hates NP 5a,b
John, loves Maryj John; hates Susan, 6a,b

In (12), string 1 dominates all other strings, but 6a will be only dominated
by the a-strings (besides being dominated by the common strings 1 and 3),
and 6b will be dominated only by the b-strings (besides being dominated
by 1 and 3). 2a and b both precede 3, but they do not maintain any
relation with each other in terms of dominance or precedence. The a- and
b-strings are disjoint. The NPs in 2a and b are completely parallel to each
other and consequently, the strings of which they are part cannot dominate
or precede each other. This means that the union of RPMs does not
conform to one of the requirements imposed by Lasnik & Kupin (1977) on
monostrings. This property of united RPMs is the property which is
responsible for the fact that they are not tree-representable any more. This
does not mean that such RPMs have to be forbidden, according to Huy-
bregts. It is a real and essential property of coordination that it is not tree-
representable. In chapter 1 it has already been pointed out that coordinati-
on is often an exception to rules and principles. This does not necessarily
mean that these rules and principles are wrong (or right). The point is that
coordination is different in nature. That is, it is 'three-dimensional',
contrary to noncoordinated structures. If one accepts this, the different
nature of coordination is explained. Coordination can be incorporated in
the theory by accepting union of RPMs. The requirements imposed on the
strings of an RPM will then remain the same modulo union.

After this exposition on set union, I will go into the place of coordination
in the theory.
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2.2 The place of set union in the theory

Coordination, i.e. set union, can take place anywhere in the transforma-
tional component. It is also possible to restrict set union to S-structure.
There seems to be no reason to favour one of these two possibilities. Both
yield the right results.
The several RPMs which unite must each conform to the requirements
imposed by the Government and Binding theory (Chomsky 1982)a) on
structures. They must conform to the X'-theory, the theta-criterion and the
projection principle. The grammatical functions (GFs) have to be determi-
ned in the standard way, Case has to be assigned in the standard way, and
the Binding theory has to work in the standard way. 2 An important
advantage of analysing coordination in the way Huybregts has proposed, is
that once the different nature of coordination is accepted and set union is
integrated in the theory, it is not necessary to assume any more rules and
principles which are limited to coordination, like for instance the across-
the-board rule application or the Coordinate Structure Constraint.
RPMs unite in the transformational component. In the next sections we
will discuss several aspects of set union in the T-model.

2.2.1 Movement and the set union theory

Huybregts states that there is no relation between coordination and move-
ment, which means that coordination does not impose restrictions on
movement. Rules like the Coordinate Structure Constraint (Ross 1967) and
its alternative the ATB-rule application mechanism as in (Williams 1978)
can be abolished.
Pesetsky (1982) already noticed that the parallelism which Williams' 1978
theory predicts, does not hold for all movement rules: NP-movement in a
non-parallel way does not produce ungrammatical sentences. Consider
(13)a, which is grammatical, although NP-movement only applies in the
second conjunct:

That is, in principle. As will be shown below, this cannot be maintained
uniformly. I will discuss the cases in which adjustment is required.
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(13) a John hits Peter and is being hit by Bill

b fcp [IP John [yp hits Peter] and [yp is [vp being hit t by Bill]]]]

(13)a violates the CSC as well as the ATB-convention, and is nevertheless
grammatical. According to Pesetsky (1982), the CSC and the ATB-con-
vention do not apply to A-dependencies. He replaces them by the A/A
principle and the Path Containment Condition, which does not apply to A-
dependencies because A-dependencies do not form a path.
The CSC and the ATB-convention on the one hand, and the PCC on the
other hand, can all account for the ungrammaticality of the following
sentences:

(14) a *The lute which; Henry [yp plays tJ and [vp sings madrigals]

b *The nurse who; [IP t; polished her trombone] and [IP the plum-
ber computed my tax]

But the diagnosis inherent to these conditions, viz. that the ungramma-
ticality of these NPs is due to movement rules, is wrong. It is due to the
ungrammaticality of the second conjunct in the coordination, as the follo-
wing sentence shows:

(15) a *The lute which; Henry sings madrigals

b *The nurse who; the plumber computed my tax

(15)a and b show that it is not a property of coordination which is respon-
sible for the ungrammaticality of (14)a and b. (15)a-b and (14)a-b violate
the theta-criterion, since the object of the verb and the wh-word are two
different arguments corresponding with one argument-position.
All sentences which violate the CSC, ATB or the PCC are sentences in
which one or both conjuncts violate a rule independently of coordination.
The only sentences which can display positive evidence for constraints on
coordination in an unambiguous way are sentences which contain con-
juncts which will each form a grammatical sentence with the remaining
parts of the sentence, which display non-parallel rule application, and
which are ungrammatical. In that case, the ungrammaticality can unambi-
guously be attributed to a violation of a constraint on coordination,
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because no other rules are violated simultaneously (see for such data
section 2.2.3).
A consequence of the fact that in the set union theory of coordination, no
relation is assumed between coordination and movement, is that non-
parallel movement out of conjuncts is not forbidden. Conjunctions like
(14)a and b are accounted for by the principles which account for (15)a
and b. When non-parallel movement out of conjuncts does not violate any
independent restrictions, it is allowed. This is the case with NP-movement,
as in (13)a. The following sentences are each grammatical:

(16) a John hits Peter
b John is being hit t by Bill

This means that the union of the RPMs corresponding with (16)a and b
will result in a RPM where no coordination-independent rules are violated.
How is a sentence like (13)a generated in the set union analysis? It can be
generated in two ways.
The first way consists of the union of the RPMs which correspond to the
sentences (16)a and b. In (l6)b, NP-movement has already applied. This
means that the RPMs unite at the level of S-structure.
The second way consists of the union of the RPMS at the level of D-
structure (or at any level before NP-movement has applied). In this case,
NP-movement applies after the union of the two RPMs. So the only
difference between the two ways of application lies in the moment that
union applies: before of after NP-movement. Let us consider the first type
of union. The RPM which is the union of the RPMs corresponding to
(l6)a and b, can correspond with several sentences, which contain diffe-
rent coordinations. Consider the following common mono-strings of RPM
C, the RPM which is the union of the RPMs corresponding to (l6)a and b:

(17) a RPM C: {CP, e C', e C John e hit Bill, e C John e is being hit
t by Bill, e e IP, e e NP e hit Bill, e e NP e is being hit t by
Bill, e e John 1', e e John I hit Bill, e e John I is being hit t by
Bill, e e John e VP, e e John e V Bill, e e John e V being hit t
by Bill, e e John e hit NP, e e John e is VP, e e John e is V hit
t by Bill, e e John e is being VP, e e John e is being V t by
Bill, e e John e is being hit NP by Bill, e e John e is being hit t

PP, e e John e is being hit t P Bill, e e John e is being hit t by
NP}
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(17) b Common monostrings: {CP, e C', e e IP, e e John 1', e e John
e VP}

The possible coordinations are established on the basis of the non-terminal
nodes of the common monostrings. They are: CP, C', IP, 1', VP. Some of
these coordinations correspond with the following sentences:

(18) a b John hits Peter] and b John is being hit by Bill]

b b [IP John hits Peter] and [IP John is being hit by Bill]]

c b John [vp hits Peter] and [vp is being hit by Bill]]

The linearization rule, which I assume, following Huybregts and Goodall
(1983),(1984), works in PF, linearizes one of the possible common
monostrings. The conjunction words themselves have to be available at the
moment of union.
When we look at the three linearized coordinations in (18), we see that
(18)c is the coordination we find in (13)a. This is the first way of deriving
(13)a. The second way of deriving this sentence is to let union take place
at D-structure. The RPMs which will unite are the ones which correspond
to the following sentences:

(19) a John hits Peter

b e is being hit John by Bill

If no movement rules apply in the union of the RPMs corresponding to
(19)a and b, the common monostrings will be CP and IP, and their
linearized outputs will be:

(20) a *kp John hits Peter] and b e is being hit John by Bill]

b *b [IP John hits Peter] and [IP e is being hit John by Bill]]

These sentences are ungrammatical because the NP John cannot get Case
or a theta-role. The sentences both violate the Case filter and the theta-
criterion. This means that nothing needs to be done to prevent the union of
RPMs in this case. Independent principles will rule out a sentence like
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(19)b, whether it occurs in a coordination or not. This example, which can
be extended to other cases, is meant to show that RPMs can unite anywhe-
re in the transformational component.
It is also possible that NP-movement applies in the RPM which is the
union of the RPMs which correspond with the D-structures in (l9)a and b.
This rule can only apply to a subset of monostrings, the subset which
constitutes the sub-RPM which corresponds to (19)b. The output of NP-
movement in this subset is a subset which corresponds with the sentence
(16)b. To summarize, the sentence (13)a can be generated in two different
ways, and each derivation can correspond to different coordinations:

The RPMs unite after NP-movement has applied in the second
RPM. Linearisation can apply to three different monostrings,
giving (18)a, band c.
The RPMs unite before NP-movement has applied in the second
sentence. There are then two possibilities: either NP-movement
applies in the union of RPMs, giving (18)a, band c again, or it
does not, in which case the output (20)a and b are ruled out at S
structure.

The consequence of this proposal is that set union can, but need not be
restricted so as to apply to one level, for instance S-structure. As the
analysis of a sentence like (13)a demonstrates, independent conditions and
rules rule out ungrammatical outputs of configurations united at the wrong
level.

In this section it has been argued that NP-movement does not need a
parallel application in coordinations. This entails some theoretical conse-
quences which will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.2 Theoretical consequences of set union

Consider again (13)a and b. In this sentence, the subject is clearly com-
mon. The fact that the monostring John VP is common also expresses
this. But the position of the subject is a e-position for the first VP and a
e'-position for the second VP. Pesetsky (1982, 569-73) notes this conflict
and observes that 'non-trivial modifications of the theta-criterion are
necessary' to account for such cases. Consider the sentences he gives
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(pesetsky, 1982,447):

(21) a John; either tried PRO; to phone us or is coming here now

b John, is both glad PRO; to leave and sad that you are staying

c John; either was registered t; by the police or invented some
story (from Williams 1977, (17»

d John, is neither likely t; to win the race nor in good shape

Pesetsky (1982, note 19, 569-73) proposes the following solution: 'Clear-
ly, what is relevant is the notion e-GF (in fact, as in Chomsky (1982)a),
and not the notion e'-position, which appears to have no status.' These
facts make it necessary to conclude that set union makes no difference
between e-positions, and e'-positions. If we would not assume this, a
monostring like John VP would not be common and a sentence like (13)a
could not be derived. An ungrammatical question like (22) still cannot be
derived then, because the two NPs 'who' and 'John' occupy different
positions at S-structure, viz. Spec-of-CP and Spec-of-IP respectively,
preventing a union of RPMs which will generate an output like (22). 3

(22) *who and John saw Bill?

Set union is also insensitive to the kind of e-role that an NP may have, as
the common monostring John VP of the RPM corresponding to sentence
(13)a makes clear. In this monostring, John will be both an Agens and a
Patiens. Actually, the right generalization seems to be that set union is
insensitive to NP-movement. The facts show that set union is not insensiti-
ve to the difference between arguments and non-arguments, even if they
occupy the same position in the sentence, as Pesetsky (1982, 571) has
shown:

3 The grammatical echo-question (i):

(i) John and who saw Bill?

will be discussed in section 2.2.3. As will be seen, it is not a problem
for the analysis defended here.
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(23) *it [vp was claimed that Mary lied] and [vp shocked John]

In (23), it is an argument and a non-argument simultaneously. The same
sentence is also ungrammatical in Dutch:

(24) *het [C' was duidelijk dat Marie gelogen had] en [c' schokte Jan]
'it [c' was clear that Mary lied had] and £C' shocked John)'

The fact that it is an argument and a non-argument simultaneously, is
responsible for the fact that (23) aod (24) are ungrammatical. The follo-
wing sentences are grammatical, showing that it is something about the
coordination which is responsible for the ungrammaticality of (23):

(25) a it was claimed that Mary lied

b it shocked John

If we simply accept that no constituent can be an argument and a non-
argument simultaneously, the union of RPMs corresponding to (22) cannot
contain a common monostring 'it VP'. There will be two monostrings 'it
VP', 'it(Arg) VP' and 'it(Non-Arg) VP' in the RPM, and a sentence like
(22) cannot be derived.
Weather-'it' cannot also function as an expletive, as the sentences (26)a-c
show, although it can be the common element in a weather-conjunction, as
(26)d shows. According to Bennis (1986, 96), weather-' it' is oot an
expletive at all, but an argument. However, (26)e shows that weather-'it'
cannot have the function of a real argument.

(26) a het regende

b het werd duidelijk dat we nergens konden schuileo

c *het regende en werd duidelijk dat we nergens konden schuilen

d het regende en begon toen ook nog te sneeuwen

e *het regende en schokte Jan

In Dutch, the behaviour of the pronoun 'er' in conjunctions is worth
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mentioning. Bennis (1986, 56) assumes that this pronoun can have diffe-
rent functions, as shown in the following sentences:

(27) a ik heb *(er) jaren gewoond
I have *(there) years lived

locative 'er'

b dat *(er) een jongen loopt
that *(there) a boy walks

presentative 'er'

c ik heb *(er) niet e over gesproken
I have *(there) not about spoken

prepositional 'er'

d ik heb *(er) gisteren twee e gezien
I have *(there) yesterday two e seen

quantitative 'er'

It is possible to construe sentences where several of these functions occur,
but in such cases, there can be no more than one occurrence of 'er', and
this occurrence combines the different functions. Cf. the following senten-
ces, from Bennis (1986):

(28) a quantitative and prepositional

Ik heb er twee e evan
'I have there two e e of

b presentative and prepositional

Toen kwamen er verscheidene mensen e naar kijken
'Then came there various people e at look'

c presentative and locative

Er woont niemand
'There lives nobody'

d presentative, quantitative and prepositional

Hoe er drie e evan kunnen samenvallen
How there three of can coincide
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Curiously, it does not seem possible to combine one occurrence of 'er'
with gaps having different functions in two conjuncts. Consider (29)a and
b:

(29) a prepositional and quantitative

*hij heeft er naar gekeken en twee uitgezocht
'he has there at looked and two chosen'

b prepositional and prepositional

hij heeft er naar gekeken en mee gespeeld'
'he has there at looked and with played'

It is not clear to me what implications the facts in (29) have for the
analysis of sentences like (28)a-d, but it is clear that coordination is a
good test for 'sameness' and can shed light on a number of issues. 4

Set union is sensitive to the difference between arguments and non-argu-
ments, as (23) and (24) show. This is actually inconsistent with the
behaviour which NP-movement exhibits. If NP-movement would move the
argument of the NP with the NP itself, instead of leaving it behind, the
problem would be solved.

In the following section, we will go into a well-known controversy in the
literature, and ask ourselves how the relevant data can be incorporated in

4 The facts concerning 'er' in (29) were pointed out to me by Henk van
Riemsdijk. Similar facts as in (29) in Dutch parasitic gap constructions
may not be as easily attributable to the fact that a parasitic gap cannot
occur in an adjunct when its path cannot connect with the licensing gap,
as Bennis (and Hoekstra) assume. Cf. the facts (Bennis, 1986, 57):

(i) *Daarom zijn er verscheidene mensen [zonder e naar te kijken]
weggegaan
'therefore are there various people [ without e at to look] left'

(ii) *Daarom zijn er verscheidene mensen [zonder e naar te kijken] e
langs gelopen
'therefore are there various people [without e at to look] e along
walked'
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the set union theory.

2.2.3 Williams (1978) versus Gazdar (1981)

Many sentences containing coordinations which are ungrammatical, violate
conditions unrelated to coordination. How then will a sentence like (30)
(from Williams (1978» be excluded, which: as (31)a and b show, corres-
ponds with two grammatical sentences?

(30) *1 know a man who Bill saw and likes Mary

(31) a 1 know a man who; Bill saw ~

b 1 know a man who; tj likes Mary

Sentence (30) is the coordination corresponding with the common monos-
tring I know a man who, IP in the RPM of (32):

(32) 1 know [a man [ep who; [IP Bill saw t;] and [IP t;likes Mary]]]

This coordination, which is possible in principle, can be excluded with
Case theory. What Case theory will exclude, is that the monostring I
know a man who, IP is common. In (31)a, who will receive the Accusati-
ve Case, in (31)b the Nominative. In order to achieve this, it has to be
assumed that set union is sensitive to Case distinctions, and this will entail
that the monostring I know a man who, IP cannot be a common mono-
tring. In the union of RPMs which correspond with the sentences (31)a
and b, other common monostrings, like for instance I know a man CP,
which will be linearised in the following way, can be generated:

(33) I know a man [cp who; [IP Bill saw t;l] and b who; [IP t; likes
Mary]]

(33) is well-formed, as Case theory predicts. Consider now the following
sentences (Williams 1978):
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(34) a I know the man who John likes and we hope will win

b I know the man who John likes and hopes will win

(35)a contains an IF-coordination, (35)b a VP-coordination:

(35) a I know the man bwho, [IP John likes t;l and [IP we hope b tj
[IP ti will win]]]]

b I know the man [ep who, [IP John [vp likes ~] and
[yp hopes b ti [IP ti will win]]]]]

These sentences are grammatical and the question is how to account for
them properly. If the wh-word has the same Case as the trace it binds, it is
clear that we cannot explain these sentences: we would expect (34)a and b
to be as ungrammatical as (30). Williams (1978) does not make use of
Case to account for them. His notion of factor, repeated here for conve-
nience as (36), will prevent the generation of (30), but not of (34)a and b.

(36) If F is a factor and C a coordinate structure containing con-
juncts C, ... Cn, then for F to be a well-formed factor the follo-
wing must hold: if for any i, [ei an element of F and ]ei not an
element of F, then for all i, it must be the case that b is an
element of F and ]ei is not an element of F.

A consequence of this definition of the notion 'factor' is that a sentence
like (35)a can be factorized and derived in a normal way. Consider its
structure in ATB-format according to Williams (o.c., 34):

[John like

[who

(37) who],

will win], J[we hope

As Williams himself (1978, 32) puts it, "this definition of factor says
essentially that if one conjunct is split by a factor line, all must be split,
and further, that if the conjuncts are split, then the left conjunct brackets
must all belong to the same factor". What this notion factor expresses, is
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that extraction out of a structure in ATB-format is not sensitive to the
level of embedding, as (37) shows.
A sentence like (30) would have to be factorized as in (37) (cf. Williams,
34) if wh-movement has to apply ATB, a factorization which violates (36)
because the left conjunct brackets do not belong to the same factor:

[Bill saw

[who

(38) who],

1 and]
likes Mary]J

But we have already concluded that movement in coordinations cannot be
limited to movement ATB. In that case, an analysis as in (39) would have
to be tolerated, too, and the problem posed by (30) and (34) a and b
remains.

saw
who] 1
Mary]

(39)

[who

[Bill

likes

But even theory-internally, Williams' theory meets problems. A sentence
like (40)a, which is grammatical, cannot be factorized in any correct way
in Williams' analysis:

(40) a who does John like t, and does he hope he will meet t?

b [COMP [John like whol 1
[he hope [he ill meet who]]

c [COMP [John like who] 1
[he hope [he will meet who] ]
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An analysis as in (40)b prevents wh-movement ATB, and an analysis as in
(40)c is an unwellformed factorization according to (36).
Gazdar (1981) accounts for sentences like (30) and (3)a and b in a diffe-
rent way. In his context-free grammar, there are no movement rules, but
the dependencies which are expressed by movement rules in transformatio-
nal syntax are incorporated in the set of categories by an extension of the
notion category. He assumes that only categories of the same type can be
coordinated. Sentences like (34)a and b are no anomalies in his analysis.
(34)a is a S/NP coordination and (34)b a VP/NP coordination. A sentence
like (30) is excluded because it is a coordination of two different catego-
ries, S/NP & VP.
In Gazdar (1981, 166), the subject trace of the second conjunct in senten-
ces like (35)a and b is obliterated by the following metarule, which applies
to relative clauses and wh-sentences:

(41) [ X E/NP ... ] =>
[-C]

[ X VP ... ]
[+fin]

where X, a variable, contains at least one major category
symbol, and where E ranges over sentential categories

In (41), the feature [-C] stands for relative clauses and interrogative
clauses. 5 This metarule transforms an S/NP which is a sentence with a
subject hole, into a VP. Rule (41) is clearly not coordination-specific, as
its formulation makes clear. Gazdar (1981, 174) claims that the sentences
at stake "cannot be explained by a theory which requires all the holes in
an ATB construction to have the same case: such a theory incorrectly
predicts that (60)d and (61)d (i.e. sentences like (34)a and b) are ungram-
matical. "
Thanks to metarule (41), Gazdar can account for a great amount of
sentences in a simple, straightforward way (cf. Gazdar, 174):

Technically speaking, this restriction will make it impossible to account
for a sentence like (i), with 'John' emphasized:

(i) JOHN we hope will win
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(42) a 1 know a man who Bill saw and Mary liked S/NP & S/NP

b 1 know a man who saw Bill and liked Mary VP & VP

c *1 know a man who Bill saw and liked Mary S/NP & VP

d 1 know a man who Mary likes and hopes will win VP/NP &
VP/NP

(43) a 1 wonder who Bill saw and Mary liked S/NP & S/NP

b 1 wonder who saw Bill and liked Mary VP&VP

c *1 wonder who Bill saw and liked Mary S/NP & VP

d 1 wonder who Mary likes and hopes will win
VP/NP

VP/NP &

Actually, a metarule like (41) embodies an important claim: viz. that in
relative and interrogative clauses, the trace of a subject wh-word does not
playa role and can be obliterated. This claim is related to analogous ideas
in GB-theory (cf. George 1980) according to which vacuous movement
rules may not exist. The following data, however, are completely consis-
tent with the assumption that subject wh-phrases move. Consider the
following pairs, of which the second member is a well-formed echo-
question:

(44) a *who and John did he see?

b John and who did he see?

(45) a *who and John saw him?

b John and who saw him?
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(46) a *he saw who and John?

b he saw John and who?

Let's assume that Pesetsky's analysis of well-formed superiority violations
also accounts for echo-questions. According to this analysis, wh-phrases
that are D-linked may remain in A-position. The essential idea behind this
proposal is that previous discourse licenses wh-words in A-position. In the
b-sentences above, the licensing discourse is the first conjunct, 'John'.
This conjunct word has to precede the wh-word in order to make it
interpretable as an echo-question word, i.e. a question word that may be in
an A-position at S-structure. In the opposite order, as in the a-sentences
above, the question word cannot be interpreted as an echo-question, and so
has to be moved."
A sentence like (44)b may be a problem: the landing site is an A' -position.
Sentence (46)b however shows that the coordination may also remain in its
A~position. The right generalization then is that the echo-wh-question
word may use both A- and A'-positions.
On the other hand, it may be that the NP 'John' in (44)a is also an A-
position, as in a sentence like 'John, he saw', which may be derived by
adjunction to IP. This second hypothesis makes it possible to maintain the
generalization that wh-echo-words remain in A-position, but may raise
another problem: why does do-support occur here? If do-support is not a
problem, then we can keep to the generalization that in the b-sentences in
(44)-(46), the A-position of the wh-word is licensed by the NP 'John'.
If in (44)b, the position of the coordination is an A' -position, it may be
that the A'-position of the wh-word licenses the A'-position of 'John'.
Whatever the best hypothesis of the two, the observations in (45)-(46)
follow from the assumptions in GB-theory together with Pesetsky's theory
on D-linking. The a-sentences in (45) and (46) cannot be derived: either

6 The following discourse (from: To kill a mockingbird, Harper Lee,
Mandarin paperbacks, ed. 1989) also shows that echo question words do
not have to be moved. Consider the superiority violation in M, in which
'who' is a echo question word:

(i) A: (... ) what else do they want from him, Maudie, what else?
M: what does who want, Alexandra, (... )
A: I mean this town. (... )
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the wh-word has to be moved, and then the coordination cannot be
derived, or it is not moved, and then it has to be licensed by previous
discourse, which is not the case either.
This type of explanation makes crucial use of the movement involved in
questions, and cannot be incorporated in Gazdar's proposal without falsify-
ing metarule (41).
But if wh-movement is assumed, and if both Williams (1978) and Gazdar
(1981) are wrong, how can we account for the sentences (30) and (34)a-b,
repeated here as (47) and (48)a-b? The solution seems to me somewhat
trivial: a coordination of which one conjunct starts with a gap (while the
other does not) is difficult to identify. This is what distinguishes (47) from
(48)a-b, and what also accounts for the sentences (49) and (50):

(47) *1 know a man who Bill saw t and t likes Mary

(48) a I know the man who John likes t and we hope t will win

b I know the man who John likes t and hopes t will win

(49) I know a man who Bill saw t and who t likes Mary

(50) a *Who did you see t and a picture of t?

b *John [who [Bill thinks [e [e will win]]] and [e likes Mary]]
Pesetsky (1982, 457, (134»

c *?This is the man who e saw John and Mary thinks e e is
handsome Goodall (1984, 86, (133)f)

This observation is actually present in both Williams' and Gazdar's analy-
ses. Williams' definition of factorization (36) prevents factorizations like
in (38) and (39), precisely the ones that will result in coordinations in
which one conjunct starts with a gap. In Gazdar's analysis, the metarule
(41) prevents the wrong derivations in all the sentences above except (50)a
in a different way, by obliterating the subject trace.
It seems to me that the constraint at stake is a pragmatic constraint, which
also accounts for the ungrammaticality of a coordination like (50)a. This
constraint makes it unnecessary to give up the assumption that wh-subjects
leave traces, an assumption we need to account for the echo-question facts
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in (44)-(46).
This does not answer the question whether Case plays a role in coordinati-
ons. It seems to me that it is difficult to find the solution to this question
in languages like English and Dutch, where there is hardly any morpholo-
gical realization of cases. Dyla (1984) discusses coordination in Polish and
claims that Case plays a role in excluding coordinations. He points out
that Borsley (1983) is right in arguing that the ungrammaticality of some
across-the board wh-dependencies cannot be due to the fact that two gaps
are assigned different surface cases. Dyla shows that abstract Case is what
is at stake. Consider the following sentences (Dyla, 1984, 701):

(51) a *Co Janek zrobil a zmartwilo Marie?
what John did and upset Mary
'what did John do and upset Mary?'

b Kogo Janek lubi a Jerzy nienawidzi?
who John likes and George hates
'who does John like and George hate?'

In (51)a, the two gaps in the conjuncts are assigned different surface cases
(accusative and nominative, respectively) and the sentence is ungram-
matical. However, (51)b is a grammatical sentence although here too the
two gaps bear different surface cases, viz. accusative and genitive. Dyla
shows that sentences with across-the-board dependencies are only gramma-
tical when two conditions are satisfied:

(i) the gaps must be assigned the same abstract Case, and
(ii) the actual morphological form of the surface case(s) that instantia-

te(s) the abstract Case assigned to the gaps must match.

In (51)b, genitive and accusative are surface cases whose forms are
syncretic: both are realized morphologically by kogo. According to Dyla,
both surface cases can be manifestations of the abstract Case Objective.
Although in (51)a the surface cases nominative and accusative are also
syncretic (both are realized by co), they are not manifestations of the same
abstract form. As Dyla (1984, 702) puts it: " nominative can instantiate
Nominative but not Objective; accusative can instantiate Objective but not
Nominative." Dyla gives several more examples to support this analysis,
showing that Case plays a role in excluding coordinations.
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The 'Case'-approach is an approach which is aimed at solving the problem
related to the sentences above without coordination-specific conditions.
Actually, Gazdar's metarule is also a rule which is not coordination-speci-
fic, while Williams' solution is clearly coordination-specific. The solution
I give for the facts shown in this section is also coordination-specific. It is
a pragmatic constraint which shows that left borders have to be identifia-
ble. A similar constraint also plays a role in right node raising construc-
tions, which do not have a left node raising equivalent because the left
border of the coordination has to be identifiable.
To conclude this section, I will go into some data which are a problem
both for Williams and for Gazdar. The Dutch counterparts of these data
show that the solution to this problem does not decide between their
theories:

(52) a *the man who and whose mother we saw

b the man whose mother and whose daughter you met

c the man with whom and (with) whose mother we spoke

d Who and whose mother did you see?

The question is why (52)a is ungrammatical, given that the following
sentences are grammatical:

(53) a the man who we saw

b the man whose mother we saw

Consider now the Dutch counterparts of (52) and (53):

(54) a *de man die en wiens moeder we gezien hebben

b de man wiens moeder en wiens vader je ontmoet hebt

c de man met wie en (met) wiens moeder ik gesproken heb

d Wie en wiens moeder heb je gezien?
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(55) a de man die we gezien hebben

b de man wiens moeder we gezien hebben

c de man aan wie ik gedacht heb
'the man at whom I thought have'
the man that I have been thinking of

In Dutch and English, the sentences (52)b-d and (54)b-d are grammatical,
while the coordination of the relative NPs in (52)a and (54)a is ungramma-
tical. But in Dutch, the diagnosis can be simple: a relative pronoun
surfaces as a d-word, die, while the interrogative wh-word, as in (54)d, is
a w-word, wie. What the sentences (53)a-c also show, is that in Dutch
relative clauses the relative pronoun is a d-word when it is unstructured,
but a w-word when it is embedded in a larger constituent. 7

The reason of the ungrammaticality of (54)a is that d-words and w-words
cannot be coordinated. This explains all the facts in (54) straightforwardly,
and although the difference between relative w-words and embedded
relative w-words does not have a morphological realization in English, it
is likely that the same account applies in English.

In the following section, it will be seen that the Binding theory can
account for coordination without rule-specific additions.

2.2.4 The binding theory

Assuming the traditional PS-rules for coordination, as in (56), has the
disadvantage that c-command-relations are created where one does not

7 An exception seems to be an NP with a relative clause like (i), where the
relative pronoun is a w-word, although it is not embedded in a bigger
constituent.

(i) de plaats waar we gegeten hebben
'the place where we eaten have'

But the relative pronoun and interrogative question word 'waar' has to
be a PP. This follows from the fact that it occurs with verbs that are
subcategorized for a PP.
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need them.

(56) X --- > x (Co. X)D (Neyt 1979)

If X in (56) stands for NP, it is predicted that (57) is grammatical:

(57) [NP [NP John] and [NP himseltj] go home

In (57), John c-commands himself. The dominating NP then is a binding
category (cf. Chomsky (1982)a) for the reflexive anaphor. But simultane-
ously, the fact that there is a dominating NP in coordinations as in (57)
seems to provide an explanation for the congruence behaviour of the finite
verb. This verb agrees with the index of the dominating NP. I think that
this explanation for the agreement of the verb can only be convincing
when it is not possible to find other examples in natural languages in
which two distinct NPs which do not form a constituent together can be
interpreted as a plural. But sentences with split antecedents are examples
of this kind. Cf.:

(58) a John, proposed to Maryj PROjJ to change places with each
other.,

b John, proposed to Maryj PROjj to change places with Peter and
Susan

(59) a Jan, stelt Marie, voor om PROjj met elkaar, te ruilen

b Jan, stelt Mariej voor om PROjj met Piet en Suzan te ruilen

PRO is a plural NP in these sentences, and this shows that disjoint singu-
lar NPs can be interpreted as a plural. If PRO can interpret two disjoint
singular NPs as a plural, it is not clear why the verb agreement rule
cannot do the same.
As has already been observed in chapter 1, the dominating category
created by a rule like (56) also creates problems. Pesetsky (1982, 569)
notes that conjunctions make it necessary to modify the definition of
'sister' so that in configuration (60)a, A will be a sister of both Bl and
B2. Pesetsky argues that the grammatical relation 'subject of has to be
defined in terms of sisterhood instead of daughterhood. As a consequence
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of the reformulation of the notion sisterhood, [NP,S] in (60)b is the value
for the functions [subject of VPI] and [subject of VP2].

(60) a [A [8 Bl and B2]

b [g NP [vp VPI and VP2]]

The fact that the category B in (60)a has to be overlooked, can be accoun-
ted for easily if it does not exist. The set union analysis can account for
these facts in a simple way. Let us now go into sentences which might
seem problematic for the set union theory, for instance (61):

(61) John and Mary love each other

The (simplified) RPM which corresponds to this sentence, is:

(62) {S, NP love each other, John VP, Mary VP, John Veach
other, Mary Veach other, John love NP, Mary love NP, John
love NP, John love each other, Mary love each other}

If no movement rules apply in (62), this is the RPM as it looks at S-struc-
ture, where the binding theory applies. Like all other rules, the binding
theory is sensitive to structural relations as they exist in RPMs, according
to Huybregts. In RPMs,structural relations like dominance and precedence
are expressed in terms of strings. Since a notion like c-command is
defined in terms of dominance, this means that c-command is also expres-
sed in terms of strings in RPMS. The second monostring of (62), NP love
each other, where NP stands for the lexical items John and Mary, will c-
command the monostrings John love NP and Mary love NP, where NP
stands for the anaphor each other, so that it will be bound in its binding
category.
The monostring S dominates the monostrings John VP and Mary VP.
Can we conclude that these monostrings c-cornmand each other? That is
not possible, because these strings are disjoint and do not entertain any
structural relations with each other. John VP does not dominate or
precede Mary VP, nor does Mary VP dominate or precede Mary VP. So
John and Mary do not c-command each other, avoiding the standard
problems caused by rules like (56). What a rule like (56) does, is reduce
the notion parallelism which characterizes coordinations to dominance
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relations, while the set union analysis claims that parallelism is a notion
which exists quite apart from dominance and c-command.
In a union of RPMs, the binding theory works in the same way as in other
RPMs. In a sentence like (63):

(63) John, [yp bates himjJ and [yp loves himselfJ

the pronoun him cannot be coreferential with John, and the anaphor
himself has to be bound by John. In sentences which contain coordinati-
ons, the same reference relations can be found as in sentences which
contain only one of the conjuncts. Compare (63) with (64), where the
same reference relations obtain:

(64) a John, hates hi~

b John, loves himself

There is no correlation between the input of the coordination and the
functioning of the binding theory. It is this aspect of coordination that
makes it possible that the binding theory works before linearization takes
place, because it means that linearization is immaterial to the binding
theory. So with respect to the binding theory, the set union theory makes
the right predictions, contrary to a rule like (56).
Another issue is the agreement facts. A sentence like (61) is a grammatical
sentence, but the two united RPMs underlying this sentence would each
form an ungrammatical sentence:

(65) a *John love each other

b *Mary love each other

But this is not an unwanted result. What we see is that there are RPMs
which generate an ungrammatical sentence when not united, and which
may generate a grammatical sentence when united. There is nothing in the
government and binding theory which prohibits this. The modular charac-
ter of this theory makes it possible to assume that rules of agreement work
at a different level than the rules of binding.
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2.3 Linearization

In section 2.2.1, I touched upon the issue of linearization. It was assumed,
in accordance with Huybregts and Goodall (1984) that linearization takes
place in PF. We have seen above that the Binding theory works in the
same way in ordinary sentences and conjoined sentences, meaning there is
no relation between the Binding theory and set union, and consequently
not between Binding theory and linearization either, the most simple
assumption is that linearization take places in PF.
In section 2.1, it was observed that an RPM which is the union of two or
more RPMs can generate several sentences which correspond to different
coordinations. The coordinations to be formed are the non-terminal nodes
of the common monostrings. In an RPM like (62), the common monos-
trings are Sand NP love each other. The monostring S will generate the
following coordination when linearized:

(66) *John love each other and Mary love each other

The monostring NP love each other will generate the following coordina-
tion when linearized:

(67) John and Mary love each other

The first question which arises is where the conjunction words come from.
Conjunction words are part of what I will call the vocabulary of discourse.
This vocabulary of discourse is part of the lexicon, like other words, but
they differ from other words in one important respect: they do not play a
role in word order phenomena. They are not part of a sentence in the
normal way. The most well-known conjunction word which exhibits this
behaviour is 'and'. A Dutch word like dus, 'thus', has a different kind of
behaviour. Although it is a discourse marker in the sense that it establishes
a link with previous discourse, it can be an adverb, as can be seen in
(68)a, where its topicalization induces verb movement. In (68)b, it seems
to behave as if it is outside the CP in front of which it occurs:

(68) a Jan ging naar huis, dus ging Piet ook
John went home, and so did Peter
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(68) b Jan ging naar huis, dus Piet ging ook
John went home, so Peter did too

The structures of the second clauses in (68)a-b probably are as in (69)a-b:

(69) a b dus [C' ging [IP Piet [I' [yp ook t]]]]]

b dus b Piet [c' ging [IP t [I' [VP ook t]]]]]

On the other hand, 'dus' is different from 'and' in the sense that the word
order of the two sentences it links is not the same, as the following
sentences show:

(70) a Hij zegt dat Jan vertrekt, dus gaat Piet ook
'he says that Jan leaves, thus goes Piet too'

b Hij zegt dat Jan vertrekt, dus Piet gaat ook
'he says that Jan leaves, thus Piet goes too'

c *Hij zegt dat Jan vertrekt, dus Piet ook gaat'
'he says that Jan leaves, thus Piet too goes

The sentences in (70) show that a sentence introduced by 'dus' cannot
have subordinate word order. (70)b unambiguously shows that 'dus' stands
outside the CP in this sentence, because it must introduce a main clause
here, whose verb always stands in the second position. This shows that the
conjunction word itself has lexical properties. Consider also the following
sentences, from Huybregts and Van Riemsdijk (1985, 177), that show that
the coordination word of schoon ('though') imposes subordinate word
order on the second conjunct:

(71) a hij komt of schoon hij niet wil
'he comes though he not wants'

b *hij komt of schoon hij wil niet

c *hij komt of schoon wil hij niet

To accommodate all needs, we can assume that all discourse markers
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which are not part of a sentence are part of a vocabulary of discourse.
These items are a concomitant of union, that is, they are selected when
there is union, but inserted in PF when linearization takes place. The fact
that discourse markers are selected at the moment that there is union of
phrase markers, ensures that the discourse marker is also accessible to LF,
where it is independently needed, because several coordination words are
scope markers.
In (66) and (67), the conjunction word and is inserted between the con-
juncts, but there are also other possibilities, as the following sentences
show:

(72) a *John or Mary love each other

b *John love each other or Mary love each other

The disjunctions are both excluded. What the opposition between (66) and
(67) on the one hand and (72)a and b on the other hand shows, is that
agreement rules must have access to the semantic properties of coordinati-
on words. The disjunction word or does not affect the status of the
coordination, but the conjunction word and turns the two singular NPs
into a plural. This cannot be attributed to the structure of the coordination,
but has to be attributed to the properties of the coordination word. An
anaphor like each other needs a plural antecedent, and such an antecedent
can only be found in (67). Before going into the properties of agreement
rules and their place in the grammar, the linearizationpossibilities will be
discussed.

2.3.1 Adjacent and discontinuous linearization

Above the linearization possibility in which the conjuncts are adjacent,
was discussed. This is not the only possibility. The following sentences
show that a conjunct can also occur at the end of a sentence:
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(73) a Jan heeft hem en haar een plaat gegeven
'John has him and her a record given'

b Jan heeft hem een plaat gegeven, en haar
'John has him a record given, and her'

(74) a Jan heeft en hem en haar een plaat gegeven
'John has and him and her a record given

b Jan heeft en hem een plaat gegeven, en haar
'John has and him a record given, and her'

Both in the case of a non-initial conjunction and in the case of an initial
conjunction can the second conjunct appear at the end of the sentence. The
distribution of the coordination words in (74)b makes it impossible to
derive this sentence with gapping, since only CP and NP can be possible
domains of ellipsis (cf. chapter 3 for a motivation). Because (74)b is possi-
ble, with a bare NP at the right of the CP which contains the first NP, I
will assume that a sentence like (73)b can also be generated in that way
(though here, an alternative derivation with gapping is possible).
If no ellipsis rules apply, this means that the coordinations in (73)b and
(74)b are truly discontinuous. The following sentences show that not all
coordinations can be discontinuous:

(75) a John buys and sells books

b *John buys books, and sells

(76) a Jan koopt en verkoopt boeken (=(75)a)

b *Jan koopt boeken, en verkoopt (=(75)b)

(77) a John has gone home either before or after six o'clock

b *John has gone home either before six o'clock, or after

(78) a Jan is of voor of na zessen naar huis gegaan (= (77)a)

b *Jan is of voor zessen naar huis gegaan, of na (=(77)b)
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(79) a John has beautiful tulips and roses in the garden

b *John has beautiful tulips in the garden, and roses

(80) a Jan heeft mooie tulpen en rozen in de tuin (= (79)a)

b *Jan heeft mooie tulpen in de tuin, en rozen (=(79)b)

In principle, only conjuncts which are maximal projections can appear at
the end of a sentence. In chapter 3, it will appear that the conditions which
apply to discontinuous coordinations are of the same kind as conditions
which apply to the remnants of ellipsis rules. Still this does not mean that
discontinuous linearization has to be reduced to ellipsis or vice versa. The
parallelism between ellipsis and discontinuous linearization is of another
kind: all constituents which occur in an isolated position, either as the
result of linearization or ellipsis, have to be maximal constituents. The
following discourse also shows this:

(81) A: Does John have beautiful tulips 10 his garden, as Mary
says?

Bl: No, roses

B2: No, roses, and they aren't beautiful, either

(81)Bl and B2 do not mean that John has beautiful roses in his garden,
but only that he has roses in his garden. As will be seen in chapter 3, it is
impossible that we are dealing with ellipsis in NP in answers like (81)Bl
and B2. These answers only conform to the general requirement that
isolated categories have to be maximal categories.
An important reason to assume that the a-sentences in (82) and (83) cannot
be derived by movement rules, is that the conjuncts which can occur at the
end of the sentence are constituents which cannot appear there indepen-
dently. Consider the following sentences:

(82) a John gave him a book, and her

b *John gave a book her
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(83) a Jan heeft hem een boek gegeven, en haar

b *Jan heeft een boek gegeven haar

We therefore conclude that the position at the end of the sentence is not a
landing site for movement, but a position which can host conjuncts
independently from movement and ellipsis, the discourse position, as I will
call it.
The same 'constituents' which can be coordinated, can also appear at the
end of a sentence. Consider the following sentences:

(84) John gave [him a book] yesterday, and [her a record]

(85) a Jan heeft [hem een boek] gegeven, en [haar een plaat]
'John has [him a book] given, and [her a record],

b Jan heeft en [hem een boek] gegeven, en [haar een plaat]
'John has and [him a book] given, and [her a record],

The question these data raise is whether the rightmost conjuncts are
linearized discontinuously, or whether they are remnants of ellipsis. The
conjunctions in (84) and (85) are maximal projections, according to Kayne
(1984). This can be checked with the initial coordinators. When the con-
juncts are not maximal categories, initial coordination is impossible, as the
following sentences show:

(86) a Jan heeft hem vaak gezien, en haar nooit
'John has him often seen, and her never'

b *Jan heeft en hem vaak gezien, en haar nooit
'John has and him often seen, and her often'

The coordination in (86)a is not a coordination of maximal constituents, as
(86)b shows. (86)a is a CP-coordination, in which both haar and nooit are
remnants. If (86)b is a CP-coordination, the first conjunction word stands
in the wrong position, and if (86)b is the result of discontinuous lineariza-
tion, it violates the requirement that the conjuncts should be maximal
projections. So there is no possible analysis of (86)b. Conjuncts which are
'constituents' can be linearized discontinuously, while conjuncts which are
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not cannot be linearized in such a way.
At first sight the following data seem to falsify the assumption that the
constituents which can be linearized in a discontinuous way are maximal
projections. In (87)a and b, the second conjuncts of a discontinuously
linearized coordination are x?-constituents that are never allowed as rem-
nants of ellipsis, the finite verb in (87)a, and the infinite verb in (87)b,
which can only be a remnant in elliptic sentences when accompaigned by
its lexical object, contrary to what we see in (87)b:

(87) a dat ze elkaar en slaan in het openbaar, en schoppen
'that they each other and hit in public, and kick'

b dat hij veel boeken kopen moet, en verkopen, om te overleven
'that he many books buy must, and sell, in order to survive'

But these are not counterexamples to our claim. (87)a is related to (88)a
by PP-over-V, a scrambling rule of Dutch (cf. Koster 1973 for the first
discussion of this phenomenon), and (87)b is related to (88)b, in which we
find the inverted word order in the verb cluster:

(88) a ..dat ze elkaar in het openbaar en slaan, en schoppen
' .. that they each other in public and hit, and kick'

b ..dat hij veel boeken moet kopen en verkopen, om te overleven
' .. that he many books must buy and sell, in order to survive'

According to Huybregts, the order of the two verbs in the verb raising
cluster is due to a phonological rule. If both PP-over- V and the inverted
word order in verb clusters are scrambling rules in PF, the sentences in
(87)a and b are not counterexamples to the conditions on remnants we will
find in chapter 3. Since linearizing takes place in PF, we expect scram-
bling rules like the ones above to have the option to affect only one con-
junct in a linearized string, as in (87)a and b.

In chapter 3, I will provide a further argument, based on the scope of
negation, which unambiguously shows that several discontinuously lineari-
zed maximal projections cannot be analysed as remnants of an elliptic CP.
This means that in PF there exists the possibility to put a XP, a bare
argument which is a conjunct, in a position to the right of the sentence,
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the discourse position. This means that there are two options for lineariza-
tion.

2.3.2 Matters of execution

In this section, I will discuss linearization of RPMs. Linearizing a RPM is
in fact a trivial operation, no more than the abbreviation of the informa-
tion available in a RPM:

(89) {S, NP hates Susan, John VP, John V Susan, John hates NP,
John hates Susan}

The linearization rules process the information available in the RPM. It is
no problem to linearize strings which precede or dominate other strings, as
long as these obey the requirements imposed by Lasnik & Kupin (1977). It
is easy to derive (90) on the basis of (89):

(90) fs [NP John] [yp r, hates] [NP Susan]]]

A RPM like (89) cannot be linearized in the following way:

(91) fs [NP Susan] [yp r, loves] [NP John]]]

This would imply that the NP Susan precedes the VP, which is not the
case; it would also imply that the verb precedes the NP John, which is not
the case either.
In a RPM which is the union of two others, for instance (92), linearization
is not a trivial operation any more:

(92) {S
NP loves Susan
NP loves Mary
John VP
John V Susan
John V Mary
John loves NP}

I
2a
2b
3
4a
4b
5

The relation between pairs like 4a and 4b, which I shall call 'is parallel
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to', is problematic. How are parallel monostrings linearized?
First the domain of the coordination has to be fixed. As already mentio-
ned, the coordinations may be the non-terminal nodes of the common
monostrings, i.e. S, VP and NP, giving the following possibilities:

(93) a I:s John [vp loves Susan]] and I:s John [vp loves Mary]]

b I:s John [vp loves Susan] and [yp loves Mary]]

c I:s John [vp loves [NP Susan] and [NP Mary]]]

To generate sentences like (93)a-c, the content of the conjuncts is lineari-
zed, Sin (93)a, VP in (93)b, and NP in (93)c.
Parallel strings in fact occupy the 'same space', but this is phonetically
impossible, so in PF they occur side to side. Linearization cannot be seen
as a procedure, though. Linearization is no more than the linear preserva-
tion of the information stored in the RPM. There are several possibilities
of linearizing united RPMs, and if a linearization is possible, it is so
because no information pertaining to the relevant RPM is lost.
When we look at the linearizations in (93) of the RPM (92), we can see
that the structural relations have been preserved. In (92), 2a and b both
precede 3. This information is preserved in (93)a-c. Consider now the
following RPM:

(94) {S
NP loves Susan
NP hates Mary
John VP
John V Susan
John V Mary
John loves NP
John hates NP}

I
2a
2b
3
4a
4b
5a
5b

This RPM can be linearized in the following ways:

(95) a I:s John [vp loves Susan]] and I:s John [vp hates Mary]]

b I:s John [vp loves Susan] and [vp hates Mary]]
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In (94), 4a precedes 5a, but not 5b. 4b precedes 5b, but not 5a. This
information is preserved in (95)a and b. What is also preserved, is the fact
that both 2a and 2b precede 3. The NP John in this string precedes both
VPs in (95)a and b. It can be maintained that in both linearizations, the
subject NP directly precedes the VP. This is trivially the case in (95)a. In
(95)b, it follows directly from the fact that the VP of the a-set is opaque to
the VP of the b-set because there is no dominance or precedence relation
between these two VPs.
In both RPMs (92) and (94), there is no possibility of getting disconti-
nuous coordinations. We will now look at sentences and their RPMs in
which such a possibility is available. Consider the following sentences:

(96) Jan is naar huis gegaan
'John is to house gone'

(97) Jan is naar het zwembad gegaan
'John is to the swimming pool gone'

Consider the RPMs corresponding to them, (98)a and b, and their union,
(98)c:

(98) a {CP
NPj is, tj naar huis gegaan ti
Janj C'
Ja"i c, ~naar huis gegaan ~
Janj is, IP
Janj is, NPj naar huis gegaan ti
Ja"i is, tj I'
Janj is, tj VP is
Ja"i is, tj PP gegaan ti
Janj is, tj P huis gegaan ti
J3"i is, tj naar NP gegaan ti
Ja"i is, ~ naar huis V ti
Janj is, tj naar huis gegaan I
Janj is, tj naar huis gegaan tJ
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(98) b {CP
NPj is tj naar het zwembad gegaan tj
Janj C'
Janj C, tj naar het zwembad gegaan tj
Janj is, IP
Ja".i is, NPj naar het zwembad gegaan tj
Janj is, tj I'
Janj is, tj VP
Ja".i is, tj PP gegaan tj
Jan, is, ~ P het zwembad gegaan tj
Janj is, tj naar NP gegaan tj
Janj is, tj naar het zwembad V tj
Jan, is, tj naar het zwembad gegaan I
Jan, is, tj naar het zwembad gegaan tJ

(98) c {C
NPj is, tj naar huis gegaan tj
NPj is, tj naar het zwembad gegaan t,
Janj C'
Janj c, tj naar huis gegaan tj
J~ C, tj naar het zwembad gegaan t

j

Ja".i is, IP
Janj is, NP naar huis gegaan tj
Janj is, NP naar het zwembad gegaan tj
Janj is, tj I'
Janj is, ~ VP tj
J anj is, tj PP gegaan tj
Janj is, tj P huis gegaan tj
Jan, is, tj P het zwembad gegaan tj
Jan, is, tj naar NP gegaan tj
Janj is, tj naar huis V t

j

Janj is, tj naar het zwembad V tj
Jan, is, tj naar huis gegaan I
J~ is, tj naar het zwembad gegaan I
Janj iSj tj naar huis gegaan tj
Janj iSj tj naar het zwembad gegaan tJ

1
2a
2b
3

4a
4b
5

6a
6b
7
8
9

lOa
lOb

11
12a
12b
13a
13b
14a
14b

No string of this RPM makes it possible to directly generate (99)b, so I
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assume that (99)b is a scrambling possibility in PF:

(99) a Jan is naar huis en naar het zwembad gegaan
'John is to home and to the swimming pool gone'

b Jan is naar huis gegaan, en naar het zwembad
'John is to home gone, and to the swimming pool'

When there are three conjuncts, and correspondingly three sets, possibili-
ties like the following can occur, where two conjuncts are linearized
adjacently and one appears in the discourse position, as in (lOO)a, or
where two conjuncts appear in the discourse position, as in (lOO)b:

(100) a Jan is naar Marie en naar Kees geweest, en naar Piet
'John has to Mary and to Kees gone, and to Peter'

b Jan is naar Marie geweest, naar Kees, en naar Piet
'John has to Mary gone, to Kees, and to Peter'

I assume that discontinuous linearization is conjunct-scrambling in PF.
What makes this type of linearization possible, is the fact that the conjunct
in discourse position recovers its original structural relations with its RPM
via (at least) one conjunct in the 'original' position in the Phrase Marker.
This conjunct 'licenses' the conjunct(s) in discourse position.
As a consequence of this analysis, we expect that discontinuous linearizati-
on does not affect binding relations. This turns out to be right:

(101) a ..dat zij van elkaar, en van zichzelf houden
' .. that they (of) each other and (of) themselves love'

b .. dat zij, van elkaar, houden, en van zichzelf;

The two possibilities of linearization that we have seen, are both consistent
with the general rule that all linearizations are allowed that preserve the
information available in the unlinearized RPMs.
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2.3.3 Reduced linearization

It has been observed several times that the right node raising facts cannot
be analysed as a form of movement nor as a form of ellipsis. It is also
clear that they cannot be derived straightly from a RPM. Actually, the
right node raising facts are the only real form of reduction which exists in
grammar, and I assume that the reduction at stake occurs in PF. Right
node raising in my view is a reduction of coordinations which is allowed
because the missing information can be recovered. What I assume is that
linearizations can be reduced in PF modulo what I will call the principle
of linear opacity. Reduced linearization, as I will rename the phenomenon
generally described by right node raising, is a type of linearization which
is allowed because it preserves the information contained in the RPM. In a
linearization like (102) for instance, this is the case.

(102) Mary loves, and Susan hates him

(103) £s Mary [vp loves and £s Susan [vp hates himJ]

A sentence like (102), whose structure is as in (103), cannot be derived in
the ordinary way from a RPM like (104):

(104) {S
NP loves him
NP hates him
Mary VP
Susan VP
Mary V him
Susan V him
Mary loves NP
Susan hates NP}

I
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a
4b
5a
5b

In (103), each conjunct is a non-constituent, as in (105), and so there can
be no string which contains a category which only contains the lexical
material corresponding with the conjuncts:

(105) £s NP [vp V

It seems at first sight that the coordination involved in (103) cannot be
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identified with the non-terminal node of the common monostrings (in this
case only S). I will claim that the coordination in (103) is nevertheless an
5-coordination, that is a constituent-coordination which is reduced in PF.
This is why I will call these constructions 'reduced linearizations'. The
reason that linearizations as in (103) are possible, is that a condition on
the recovering of the information available in the RPM, applies here.
What we see in (103) is that the two left brackets of 5 correspond with
one common right bracket, and that the two left VP-brackets correspond
with one common right bracket. Again, the condition on the recovering of
information is responsible for this possibility. If two left brackets can both
correspond with one right bracket, i.e. if two left brackets can both
identify the same right bracket as the right bracket belonging to their
category, this means that no conditions on well-formed ness of bracketing
are violated.
The condition on the recovering of information in linearized structures
which is responsible for the fact that non-constituent linearizations like
(103) can exist, is the 'principle of linear opacity', which applies in PF

(106) Principle of linear opacity:

Closure of a category is definitive

According to this principle, a structure like (107) - the standard RNR
configuration - can be well-formed, whereas a structure like (108) - left
node raising -, cannot be well-formed. Given that we read a sentence from
the left to the right, the right bracket in (l07) closes two categories which
are still 'open', while in (108), the first right bracket closes the first
category, so that its content becomes inaccessible for the second conjunct.

(107) [x A and [x B C], where X= any category

(108) *[x C A] and B]

50 (107) is equivalent to (109), and (108) to (110), explaining the diffe-
rence:

(109) [x A C] and [x B C]

(110) *[x C A] and B]
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(108) violates the requirement that every left bracket correspond with a
right bracket and vice versa, while (107) does not. If (107) contains the
same information as (109), this means that the information of the X-
coordination in (109) is fully preserved in (107). There is then nothing
against considering (107) a X-coordination.
In (109), the constituents A and B (or, rather, the strings containing them)
are parallel and opaque to each other. But A precedes C, and B precedes
C. In (110) C precedes A but not B.
Now consider (103). Modulo the principle of linear opacity, the informati-
on in RPM (104) is entirely preserved. In this linearization, the informati-
on that 2a precedes 3a, and 2b 3b, that 3a dominates 4a and 3b 4b, and
that 4a precedes 5a and 4b 5b, can be recovered.
The principle of linear opacity is a stipulation which says that direction
plays a role in the recovering of information. Given that we read structu-
res as in (109) and (110) from the left to the right, it can be concluded
that an X-projection becomes opaque after its right bracket has been
processed.
In the following, I will discuss some more examples of reduced lineariza-
tion. It is not only sentences which display overt non-constituent coordina-
tions which are to be analysed as reduced linearizations. Apparent consti-
tuent-coordinations also can be reduced linearizations sometimes. Consider
the following sentences:

(111) a John eats or drinks too much

b John either eats or drinks too much

The coordination in the a-sentence can be a V-or a VP-coordination, but
the one in the b-sentence has to be a VP-coordination. In that case, the
structure must be a reduced linearization:

(112) [g John either [yp eats or [yp drinks too much]]

The RPM corresponding with (112) is (113) and the constituent which
marks the coordination is the VP.
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(113) {S
NP eats too much
NP drinks too much
John VP
John V too much
John eats ADVP
John drinks ADVP}

I
2a
2b
3
4
5a
5b

In the same way that in (103), the coordination in question is an S-coordi-
nation, the coordination in (112) is a VP-coordination. As (112) shows, it
is possible to have reduced linearizations where one does not expect them
(showing that non-constituency is not the conditioning property of these
constructions) .
The principle of linear opacity makes several predictions. The conjuncts in
the a-sentences in (114)-(115) are permitted by the principle of linear
opacity, while the corresponding b-sentences are all ungrammatical:

(114) a kp John heeft [c' [IP [vP [NP mooie en [cp Piet k. heeft [IP [vP
[NP lelijke tulpen] [pp op het balkon]]]]]
'John has beautiful, and Peter has ugly tulips on the balcony'

b *b John [c' heeft [IP [VP [NP mooie tulpen] [pp op het bal-
kon]]]]] en rozen] [pp in de tuin]]]]]
'John has beautiful tulips on the balcony, and roses in the
garden'

(115) a kp John le, heeft [IP [vP [pp voor en lep Piet k, heeft [IP [vP [pp
na de wedstrijd] gedronken]]])
'John has before and Peter has after the match drunk'

b *b John le. heeft [IP [vp [pp voor de wedstrijd] gedronken]]]]
en het feest] gegeten]]]]
'John has before the match drunk and the feast eaten'

The principle of linear opacity also predicts that a conjunction like (116),
which is grammatical, will have a structure as in (117)b, and not as in
(117)a:
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(116) suikertaart of -brood
'sugarpie or bread'

(117) a *[NP[N suiker] [N taart]] of [N brood]]

b [NP[N suiker] [N taart] of [N brood]]

The principle of linear opacity excludes an analysis as in (117)a, since the
second disjunct will not recover its left bracket. An analysis as in (117)b
respects linear opacity and characterizes the disjunction as aN-disjunction.
Consider the following conjunctions:

(118) a *suiker of -taart of -brood
'sugar either -pie or -bread'

b en suiker- en gember- brood
'and sugar- and ginger-bread'

(118)a violates the condition on initial conjunctions, as (l19)a shows, and
(118)b respects it, as (119)b shows. The analysis of the disjunction in
(119)a confirms structure (117)b of (116):

(119) a *[NPsuiker of [N taart] of [N brood]]

b en [NP [N suiker] en [NP[N gember] [N brood]]

The principle of linear opacity also applies to discontinuous coordinations.
In that type of structures, the left and right brackets of the constituents in
discourse position have to be present, because they cannot be recovered
from the previous conjunct. This means we will never get non-constituents
in discourse position. Consider the following pairs:

(120) a kp John [c' gaat [IP [vp [ppvoor en
kp Piet [c' gaat [IP [vp [ppna zessen][pp naar huis]]]]
'John goes before, and Peter goes after six (o'clock) home'

b *kp John k. gaat [IP [vp [ppvoor zessen] [naar huis]]]] en
[ep Piet k, gaat [IP [vp [ppna

'John goes before six (o'clock) home and Peter goes after'
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(121) a [NP de [N land] en [NP de [N tuin] [N bouw]]
'the agri- and the horticulture'

b *[NP de [N land] [N bouw]] en [NP de [N tuin]
'the agriculture and the horti-'

In the b-sentences, the conjuncts in discourse position contain left brackets
whose right brackets cannot be recovered. This contrasts with the a-
sentences where the right brackets of the conjuncts can be recovered
thanks to the principle of linear opacity.
Reduced linearization seems to pose a problem for the indexing of catego-
ries. Consider sentences like the following:

(122) a who did he, and who did she greet t?

b [cp who; did [IP he, and [cp whoj did [IP she greet t]

(123) a Jan heeft hij, en Piet heeft zij t gegroet
'Jan has he, and Piet has she t greeted'

b b Jan; heeft [IP hij, en bPietj heeft [IP zij t gegroet]]

In the theory of government and binding, it is not entirely clear what the
status of the indices is. They have the function to show what elements are
coreferential or disjoint in reference, and also the function to show what
the movement rules do. These are two different functions which turn out
to be incompatible in structures like the ones above. In (122)b, the two
wh-elements have distinct indices, but share one trace. Idem for (123)b,
where two object NPs have been topicalized, What index will the trace
have?
It cannot be maintained that the indices of all categories are referential in
nature. Verb-movement in Dutch also leaves a trace, but it cannot be
referential in nature, since verbs do not have referential properties. One
possible solution for the problem posed by sentences like (122)a and
(123)a is to distinguish between the referential indices and the traces of
movement. Consider what (122)b and (123)b would look like in that case:
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(124) [ep [who.], did [IP he, and [ep [whoj]kdid [IP she greet ~]]

(125) [ep [Johnj]kheeft [IP zij, en b [piet)k heeft [IP hij ~ gegroet]]

The indices internal to the category are the referential indices, and the
external indices are the movement indices. It is also possible for one
category to have two traces. Consider (126)a-b:

(126) a wie heeft hij gezien, en zij gegroet?
'who did he see, and she greet?'

b [ep [wie.], heeft [IP hij ~ gezien] en [IP zij ~ gegroet]

This does not violate any restriction on multiple-variable binding (cf. Safir
(1984», because the two IPs are disjoint. Consider representations with
unreduced CPs:

(127) a wie heeft hij gezien en wie heeft zij gegroet?
'who did he see and who did she greet?'

b [ep [wie.], heeft hij ~ gezien] en b [wie.], heeft zij ~ gegroet]

(127)a cannot have the indexing which is seen in (127)b, since this would
imply that the two wh-words are coreferential. Although nothing in the
theory of binding prevents this (the two wh-words do not precede or domi-
nate each other), the referential indices of the wh-words have to be distinct
in order to render the meaning of the sentences, in which it is presupposed
that the person who is seen is not the same one as the one who is greeted.

In this section a principle of linear opacity has been proposed, which rules
out certain linearizations in PF, and allows other linearizations. Every
kind of structure which is redundant, that is, for instance, lexical material
which occurs twice in a coordination, can be omitted provided that it can
be recovered. One such principle of recoverability is the principle of linear
opacity. The kind of reduction which we find in reduced linearizations has
to be sharply distinguished from ellipsis. Elliptic categories are empty
categories from the start (D-structure or S-structure), and they are visible
in LF. The reduction which is involved in sentences like (122) seems to be
a lack of realization of structure in PF, actually of categories and right
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brackets, submitted to the principle of linear opacity. The principle of
linear opacity applies in PF. The account of reduced linearization proposed
in this section is consistent with the assumptions of Neyt (1979) w.r.t.
initial and non-initial coordination, as the examples in this section demon-
strate.

2.3.4 Ungrammatical linearizations

We have observed that coordination-specific conditions like the CSC are
unnecessary. We will then have to account for the following ungram-
matical sentences (from Zwarts 1986, 18) in a different way. These
sentences will also give us an indication of how to account for sentences
with more than one coordination word. Cf.

(128) a *Ot koopt ganzen en, en Sien verkoopt, eenden
'at buys geese and, and Sien sells, ducks'

b *Ot koopt, en Sien verkoopt ganzen en, eenden
'at buys, and Sien sells geese and, ducks'

The contrast in grammaticality between the sentences in (128) on the one
hand and (129) on the other hand will also have to be explained:

(129) at koopt, en Sien verkoopt, ganzen en eenden
'at buys, and Sien sells, geese and ducks'

In all these sentences, we are dealing with two coordinations, a CP-coordi-
nation and a NP-coordination. The RPM corresponding to (129) is the
union of four RPMs, which correspond with the following terminal
strings:
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(130) a Ot koopt ganzen
'Ot buys geese'

b Ot koopt eenden
'Ot buys ducks'

c Sien verkoopt ganzen
'Sien sells geese'

d Sien verkoopt eenden
'Sien sells ducks'

The (simplified) union of these RPMs will be as follows:

(131) {S
NP koopt ganzen
NP koopt eenden
NP verkoopt ganzen
NP verkoopt eenden
OtVP
Sien VP
Ot V ganzen
Ot V eenden
Sien V ganzen
Sien V eenden
Ot koopt NP
Sien verkoopt NP}

la,b,c,d
2a
2b
2c
2d
3a,b
3c,d
4a
4b
4c
4d
5a,b
5c,d

We are dealing here with four subsets, a, b, c and d. These four subsets
share only one monostring, 1, as (131) makes clear. The union of subset a
and b has one common monostring besides S, monostring 5a,b, Ot koopt
NP. The union of subset c and d has one common monostring besides S,
monostring 5c,d, Sien verkoopt NP. On the basis of RPM (131) there is
only one straightforward derivation:

(132) [g Ot koopt ganzen] en ls Ot koopt eenden] en [g Sien verkoopt
ganzen] en [g Sien verkoopt eenden]

But reductions of this derivation are possible, modulo the principle of
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linearization:

(133) a ls Ot [vp koopt [NP ganzen] en [NP eenden[j] en ls Sien [vp ver-
koopt [NP ganzen] en [NP eenden]]

b ls Ot [vp koopt, en £s Sien [vp verkoopt [NP ganzen] en [NP
eenden]]] (=(129»

Now consider again the sentences (128)a and b. (128)a is an impossible
linearization of a RPM which consists of a union of the sets corresponding
with the terminal strings (130)a, band c, while (128)b is an impossible
linearization of the sets corresponding with (130)b, c and d.
The question is whether (128)a is a possible reduction of (134)a, and
(128)b a possible reduction of (134)b:

(134) a Ot koopt ganzen en eenden, en Sien verkoopt eenden

b Ot koopt eenden, en Sien verkoopt ganzen en eenden

We have seen that there are only two possibilities for linearization. Either
the conjuncts are adjacent, or one (or more) of them are in discourse
position. In (128)a, the NP-coordination is discontinuous, meaning the
second NP 'eenden' has to be in discourse position. The second conjunct
in (134)a shows that the NP 'eenden' can never be in discourse position,
because there is no first conjunct to license it. Output (128)a is excluded
because the position of the direct object and the discourse position cannot
be the same positions. A similar reasoning applies to (128)b.
But there is more to say about these sentences. Sentences like (128)a and b
also presuppose that a coordination of sentences can have a common
discourse position. This follows from the basic assumption that conjuncts
are dominated by a node of the same category as the conjuncts. The
following sentences show, consistently with the assumptions in this
chapter, that there is no common discourse node:
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(135) a *Ot koopt ijsjes, en Sien verkoopt saucijsjes, en patat
'at buys ice-creams, and Sien sells saucages, and french fries'

b *..dat at ijsjes koopt, en Sien saucijsjes verkoopt, en patat
' .. that at ice-creams buys, and Sien saucagessells, and french
fries'

(135)a-b are ungrammatical in the interpretation in which the discourse
position is common for both sentences. When there is no dominating node
for coordinations, we expect that there is only one discourse position per
sentence, as the following sentence shows:

(136) .. dat at ijsjes koopt, en drop, en Sien sausijsjes verkoopt, en
patat
' .. that at ice-creams buys, and liquorice, and Sien saucages
sells, and french fries'

In the sentences (128)a and b, the conjunction word 'en' also stands in the
wrong position. In Dutch and English, whenever a coordination is discon-
tinuous, the conjunction word will occur in front of the last conjunct. This
may be different in other languages. Classical Latin has a coordinator
consisting of two members, ' ... -que .. -.que', which behave like suffixes.
The morphological properties of conjunction words may be different in
different languages.
The approach towards linearization advocated here, presupposes that more
structure is 'visible' in PF than is often assumed. 8 Nevertheless, many
reduced linearizations are not grammatical. Consider the following pair,
from Postal (1974) and cited in Zwarts (1986, 6):

According to Henk van Riemsdijk, the following sentences, which show
the effect of the constraint on backward pronominalization, also have to
be excluded in PF, if linearization operates there, and also require a
certain visibility of the structure involved:

(i) a John; is lazy and he. eats too much

b *Re; is lazy and John; eats too much
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(137) a *Jack believes, but he hasn't proved, Jessica to be an impostor

b Jack believes, but he hasn't proved, that Janet is an impostor

Since the coordination in (138) is grammatical, the principle of linear
opacity does not exclude an output like (137)a:

(138) Jack believes Jessica to be an impostor, but he hasn't proved
Jessica to be an impostor

The ungrammaticality of (137)a may be due to a constraint on adjacency
which has to operate in PF. Consider (139)a and b:

(139) a *Jack believes since yesterday Jessica to be an impostor

b Jack believes since yesterday that Jessica is an impostor

These sentences show that nothing can intervene between the verb 'belie-
ve' and the NP 'Jessica'. It is possible that the same constraint that
excludes (139)a, excludes (137)a. This constraint must be a PF-constraint,
because in the strings of the RPM corresponding with the sentences in
(137)a, nothing intervenes between the verb 'believe' and the object
'Jessica'. The constraint is that the verb and the object have to be adjacent
in the linearized form, perhaps due to Case-assignment. This is an inde-
pendent constraint which does not falsify the principle of linear opacity.
Another ungrammatical reduced sentence which can also be excluded
independently is (140)b (from Bresnan, 1976, cited in Zwarts 1986:7):

(140) a Jack believes, but Jill doesn't believe, that Joe is a spy

b *Jack believes, but Jill doesn't believe, Jeremiah is a spy

It is not a controversial idea that that-deletion is a rule of PF (cf. Chom-
sky (1982)a). The complementizer can only be absent in English comple-
ment clauses when the verb which governs it, is adjacent to it, and when it
is lexical (in the sense of: non-elliptic). This excludes several sentences
which are ungrammatical. (141)a-b show that the complementizer cannot
be omitted when the verb and its governee are not adjacent, (142)a-b show
that the complementizer cannot be omitted when the verb governing it is
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elliptic.

(141) a that Joe is a spy, is what Jack believes

b *Joe is a spy, is what Jack believes

(142) a Jack believes (that) Joe is a spy, and Jill believes Jeremiah is a
secret agent

b *Jack believes (that) Joe is a spy, and Jill --- Jeremiah is a
secret agent

So I will not consider the fact that several reduced linearizations are
ungrammatical, as evidence against the principle of linear opacity. Of
course, it has to be shown that all ungrammatical outputs of reduced
linearization are excluded in an independent way. I have limited myself to
a small amount of cases.
In the following section, the rules of agreement and their implementation
in the analysis advocated here will be discussed.

2.4 Rules of agreement

The place of the rules of agreement in the grammar depends on the place
of linearization. The rules of agreement are sensitive to linear ordering,
meaning they apply after linearization:

(143) a Jan en Peter gaan/ * gaat naar huis
'John and Peter go/ * goes home'

b Jan gaat/ * gaan naar huis, en Peter
'John goes/ * go home, and Peter'

On the other hand the properties which turn a conjunction into a plural
seem to be semantic in nature. This seems to be a problem for the theory.
Either we have to assume that PF and LF are not (completely) opaque to

. each other, or propose a different division of tasks between PF and LF.
Still another option would be to assume that these semantic properties of
the coordination words are part of the lexicon, in which case they are both
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available to PF and LF. Since I assume that the structures in LF are not
linearized, the computation involved in the agreement rules has to take
place in PF.
Two singular subjects which are conjoined by the conjunction word and
form a plural: the finite verb will have a plural agreement marker. Two
singular subjects conjoined by the disjunction word or retain their original
feature. In that case, the finite verb agrees with a singular subject.
NPs conjoined by initial coordination words in Dutch behave like subjects
which are part of a disjunction. No feature-changing rules apply there. Cf.

(144) a en Jan en Piet is naar huis gegaan
'and Jan and Piet has home gone'

b of Jan of Piet is naar huis gegaan
'either Jan or Piet has home gone'

c of de jongens of de meisjes zijn naar huis gegaan
'either the boys or the girls have home gone'

d en de jongens en de meisjes zijn naar huis gegaan
'and the boys and the girls have home gone'

(145) Zowel Jan als Piet is naar huis gegaan
'Both Jan as Piet has home gone'

(144)a and (145) show that initial conjunction words do not turn the
coordination into a plural in Dutch. This is different from English, where
the initial coordinator 'both ... and .. .' turns a NP-coordination into a plural:

(146) Both John and Peter go home

In order to account for these facts, a rule is needed which is sensitive to
linear ordering, (147):

(147) NP and NP ----> [NP and NP]pl.

This rule, which adds the feature pI. (plural) to the conjunction, applies to
NPs which are only separated from each other by the conjunction word. It
cannot apply to discontinuous coordinations.
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Besides, a rule is needed that states that a finite verb has to agree with the
subject, which means that it will agree with the feature plural or singular
of the NP (assigned to it in the lexicon) 9.

What a rule like (147) already expresses, but seems to be a more general
phenomenon, at least in languages like English and Dutch, is that the rule
of agreement always chooses the feature plural when it has the choice be-
tween singular and plural. This can be seen in initial coordinations like the
following:

(148) a of Piet of de meisjes zijn naar huis gegaan
'either Piet or the girls have home gone'

b zowel Jan als de jongens zijn naar huis gegaan
'Both Jan and the boys have home gone'

The rule of agreement is also sensitive to linear ordering. The sentences
are clearly very marginal when the NPs appear in the opposite ordering:

(149) a *?of de meisjes of Piet zijn naar huis gegaan
'either the girls or Piet have home gone'

b *?zowel de jongens als Jan zijn naar huis gegaan
'Both the boys as Jan have home gone'

The best solution seems to me to assume that the rule of agreement in
English and Dutch is conditioned by a hierarchy of agreement, like
(150), - which is probably language-particular - which states that in case
of two possibilities, plural or singular agreement, plural agreement will be
chosen:

(150) Hierarchy of agreement

plural > singular

There is also a hierarchy of linear ordering. Here again, we need the
notion linear adjacency in order to distinguish between the order of the

I omit discussion of other features, such as 1st, 2nd and 3rd person
singular and plural, which are relevant to the issue of agreement.
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conjuncts in (148)a-b on the one hand, and (149)a-b on the other hand.

(151) Hierarchy of linear ordering

NPs immediately adjacent to the verb > other NPs

(150) and (151) together explain the deviance of (149)a and b: the hierar-
chies make it impossible to choose between the singular and the plural
form.
Consider again a rule like (147). A question which arises on the basis of
this rule, is the following one: why can't we assume that the conjunction
word itself has a feature plural? It is then possible to assume that the rule
of agreement first checks whether the coordination word has a feature - the
disjunction word does not have one - and that if it does not, it will look at
the features of the NPs involved. This seems better than (147). The
discontinuous coordinations are no problem for this proposal, as the
coordination word appears in discourse position in that case and is invisi-
ble for the agreement rule, which has only access to the subject which is
available in subject position.
In Dutch, this solution is made more difficult, because it will immediately
apply to initial coordinations like 'and ... and .. .', which we have seen
behave differently with respect to the rule of agreement. We will have to
assume that 'and' has a feature plural, while 'and ... and .. .' does not have
this feature. Suppose we do this. This proposal consists of an assignment
of features to some coordination words, as in (152):

(152) a
b

AND,EN
BOTH ..AND ..

feature PL
feature PL

c
d

OR, OF
EITHER..OR..
OF ..OF ..

no feature

no feature

e EN ..EN ..
ZOWEL..ALS .. no feature

We see that the difference noted in (145) and (146) between English and
Dutch is reflected in (152) by a difference in feature assignment.
The rule of agreement will look at the linearized structure and first look at
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the features of the coordination words. If they have a feature, the rule of
agreement will choose this feature for the morphology of the verbal affix.
If they have no feature, the rule of agreement will look at the features of
the conjuncts, and the hierarchies in (150) and (151) will resolve the
question which feature will be chosen by the rule of agreement. So the
other elements of the proposal are summarized in (153):

(153) The rule of agreement first checks the features of the conjunct
word. If the conjunct word(s) have no features, the features of the
conjunct will be checked. The hierarchies in (150) and (151) will
determine the choice of the rule of agreement.

This proposal has one advantage which (147) does not have: it predicts
that a coordination which contains a conjunction word 'and pl." will
always have the feature plural (except if the conjunction word is in the
discourse position, as the opposition between (143)a and b illustrates).
This seems to be right. Cf.:

(154) John or Bill or Mary andPL the boys or the girls are going
home

When the rule of agreement applies in this sentence, it only needs to have
the information in (150) and to check the features of the conjunction words
in order to know that the feature plural is the one the verb will obtain. Cf.
also the following sentence:

(155) John or Bill or Mary or the boys or the girls are going home

Here, the agreement rule also only needs (150) in order to assign the right
agreement form to the verb. As the conjunction words have no feature, the
features of the conjuncts will be checked. There is at least one conjunct
with the feature PL, and this feature takes precedence according to (150),
meaning the verb will have a plural form.
Consider again (153). The agreement rules as described there, state that
the hierarchy of linear ordering plays a role in coordinations whose
conjunction word(s) has no feature, but not in coordinations whose
conjunction word(s) has a feature. This appears to be right, and favours
the division among coordination words with a feature, and coordination
words without a feature. The opposition between (148)a-b and (l49)a-b
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shows that linear ordering plays a role in the agreement of the verb with
subjects coordinated by an initial coordination marker; the lack of opposi-
tion between (156)b and c shows that the coordination word 'and', which
has a feature PL, is not sensitive to the hierarchy of linear ordering. This
difference between feature bearing and not feature-bearing coordination
markers cannot be explained by a rule like (147),
The following sentences conform to the rules:

(156) a 10hnSG andPL MarySG are going home

b MarySG andPL the boysPL are going home

c The boysPL andPL MarySG are going home

(157) a JohnSG is going home, andPL MarySG

b MarySG is going home, andPL the boysPL

c The boysPL are going home, andPL MarySG

(158) a JohnSG or MarySG is going home

b MarySG or the boysPL are going home

c The boysPL or MarySG are going home

(159) a JohnSG goes home, or MarySG

b MarySG is going home, or the boysPL

c The boysPL are going home, or MarySG

I assume that this proposal on agreement, consisting basically of (150)-
(153), is better than a rule like (147), which has the disadvantage to be a
structure-building rule. What (147) predicts, is that the plural feature of a
conjunction is to be attributed to the NP dominating the conjuncts. But this
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dominating node makes it hard to account for sentences with conjuncts in
discourse position. There are other words in the lexicon, quantificational
adverbs and NPs, which require a plural NP as an antecedent, and which
are sensitive to linear order. Anaphors are members of this class, consider
the following sentences:

(160) a Jan en Piet houden van elkaar
'Jan and Piet love each other'

b *Jan houdt van elkaar, en Piet
'Jan loves each other, and Piet'

(161) a Jan en Piet zijn samen naar huis gegaan
'Jan and Peter went home together'

b * Jan is samen naar huis gegaan, en Piet
,Jan went home together, and Piet'

Words like samen, (together) allen, (all), allemaal (all), ieder, (each),
elkaar, (each other), tegeUjk, (simultaneously), need a plural NP as an
antecedent, and have no access to words in discourse position.
Words which also fit in this class are words like beide(n), (both), and
allebei (both), which need a dual as an antecedent, i.e. a plural or a
conjunction consisting of two members. Similar restrictions apply in the
case of words like alledrie, (all three (of them» allevier, (all four (of
them», etc ... All these words need a plural NP as antecedent. It can be
assumed that they have a feature [+ antecedent] in the lexicon. The
structural properties to which the relation between these words and their
antecedents must conform, have to be obeyed at S-structure, and their
agreement requirements have to be met in PF.
The agreement properties of the words which need a plural antecedent,
may be stated as part of a feature complex incorporating the feature [+
antecedent], and for instance, features like [+ dual]. Agreement is not
limited to the relation which verbs entertain with their subjects, but as the
quantificational adverbs and NPs show, there are more agreement rules.
We have seen that initial conjunction words do not form plurals in Dutch.
The quantificational adverbs also demonstrate this. They accept non-initial
conjunctions as antecedents, but not initial conjunctions. Cf.
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(162) a Jan en Piet zijn ieder, samen, tegelijk, aUebei naar huis ge-
gaan.
'John and Peter have each, together, simultaneously, both
~one home'

b *en Jan en Piet is ieder, samen, tegelijk, aUebei naar huis
gegaan
'and John and Peter have each, together, simultaneously, both
gone home'

(163) a Jan en Piet zijn met elkaar bevriend
'John and Peter are friends with each other'

b *en Jan en Piet zijn met elkaar bevriend
'and John and Peter are friends with each other'

In reduced linearizations, agreement rules work in the same way as in non-
reduced sentences, according to me. Not everyone agrees with this point
of view. Consider the following sentences (cited in Zwarts, 1986, 4-5):

(164) a Jeannet dissected, and Little Jesse strangulated, a total of six
mice (Abbott (1976, 642))

b The Sixers beat, and the Lakers were beaten by, different oppo-
nents (Gazdar (1981, 180))

c Jack whistled, and Jill hummed, at equal volumes (Jackendoff
(1977, 193))

Sentence (164)a is assumed to mean that Jeannet and little Jesse have
dissected and strangulated six mice together, for instance three mice each.
Sentence (165)b means that the Sixers beat other opponents than the ones
that the Lakers were beaten by. In Dutch, the counterparts of these senten-
ces sound far from good, though:
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(165) a *?Jeannette ontleedde, en de kleine Jan wurgde een totale
hoeveelheid van zes muizen (= (164)a)

b *?De Sixers versloegen;. en de Lakers werden verslagen door
verschillende tegenstanders (= (164)b)

c *?Jan floot, en Jantien neuriede op dezelfde toonhoogte (=
(164)c)

These sentences are bad in the required interpretation. A sentence like
(165)c is ambiguous. The intended interpretation is the one in which Jan
whistles at the same pitch as Jantien hums. The second interpretation is
that both Jan and Jantien interpret a tune at the same pitch as a third
person does. This second interpretation is grammatical, but is in fact the
same one as we find in the following unreduced coordination:

(166) Jan floot het wijsje op dezelfde toonhoogte, en Jantien neuriede
het wijsje op dezelfde toonhoogte
'Jan whistled the tune at the same pitch, and Jantien hummed
the tune at the same pitch'

The first interpretation of (165)c is ruled out. Words like same, different
require a plural antecedent, and a conjunction of two singular NPs can
only be understood as a plural when the two NPs are linearly adjacent.
The marginal character of the interpretation of (165)c in which John whist-
les the same tune as Jantien hums, is consistent with the fact that words
like samen (together), ieder (each) cannot be added to these sentences. Cf.

(167) a *Jeannette ontleedde, en de kleine Jesse wurgde samen een
totale hoeveelheid van zes muizen
'Jeannet dissected, and the little Jesse strangled together a total
amount of six mice'

b *Vandaag wordt de ene voetbalclub, en morgen wordt de
andere voetbalclub ieder door verschillende tegenstanders
uitgenodigd
'Today the first soccer club, and tomorrow the other soccer
club will be each invited by different opponents'
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(167) c *Jan floot, en Jantien neuriede ieder op dezelfde toonhoogte
'Jan whistled, and Jantien hummed each at the same pitch'

(168) a *Jeannet dissected, and Little Jesse strangulated, a total of six
mice together

b *The Sixers beat, and the Lakers were beaten by, different
opponents each

c *Jack whistled, and Jill hummed at equal volumes each

Sentences like (168)a-c are worse than the ones in (164). Whereas the
sentences in (164) are probably only marginal, the ones in (168) are
ungrammatical. This difference is due to the fact that there are no words
in the sentences in (164) which require a plural. Adding a word which,
given the 'plural' interpretation, should be possible, makes clear that this
plural interpretation is not really available. I assume that the intended
interpretation of the sentences in (164) is a derived interpretation, compa-
rable to the interpretation which we find in a sentence like (169):

(169) Jan en Piet zijn verliefd op een tweeling
'John and Peter are in love with twins'

where it is meant that Jan en Piet are each in love with one of the two
persons that are twins. Consider also the following sentences, which are
slightly different from the ones in (164) and (165):

(170) a Jeannette ontleedde, en de kleine Jesse wurgde zes muizen
'Jeannet dissected, and the little Jesse strangulated six mice'

b John kocht, en Piet verkocht vijf boeken
'John bought, and Peter sold five books'
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(171) a Jeannette ontleedde zes muizen, en de kleine Jesse wurgde zes
muizen
'Jeannet dissected six mice, and the little Jesse strangulated six
mice'

b John kocht vijf boeken, en Piet verkocht vijf boeken
'John bought five books, and Peter sold five books'

(170)a-b are the reduced forms of (171)a and b. In both (170)b and (171)b
it is not necessary, but .not excluded either, that we are dealing with the
same five books. The indefiniteness of the objects is responsible for this.
The unreduced linearizations (171)a-b and the reduced linearizations
(l70)a-bare completely equivalent in possibilities of meaning. This is not
the case for the pair in (172):

(172) a Mary loves, and Susan hates him

b Mary loves him en Susan hates him

In (172)b, the object pronouns may be disjoint in reference or coreferenti-
al, but in (172)a only the coreferential reading is available. (172)a can
only be the reduced form of a sentence in which the pronouns are corefe-
rential.

(173) Mary loves him, and Susan hates him,

This difference between pronouns and indefinite nound is an independent
difference which does not affect the conclusion that reduced linearizations
are equivalent in meaning to reduced linearizations. Agreement rules do
not behave differently in reduced sentences than in unreduced ones, but
are sensitive to the difference between adjacent and discontinuous lineari-
zation.
In this section, some house-keeping rules (the hierarchies in (150) and
(151)) have been proposed to account for some of the agreement which
plays a role in coordinations. Since agreement rules are sensitive to linear
ordering, it is plausible to let them work in PF, after linearization.
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2.5 Final remarks

In this chapter, set union in a transformational model has been worked
out. Union is possible in the transformational component up to S-structure.
Linearization (adjacent and discontinuous) will take place in PF, modulo
the principle of linear opacity. All linearizations obey the requirement that
the information stored in the RPM is entirely preserved. Rules which are
sensitive to linearization, like the rules of agreement, operate in PF, after
linearization. This organization entails that LF is unlinearized.
In the next chapter, ellipsis will be discussed. Since ellipsis applies (also
in coordinations, RPMs which unite can contain elliptic categories. These
categories are interpreted in LF and are part of coordinations which are
linearized in PF. So the elaboration of set union in this chapter is a pre-
requisite for the theory of ellipsis proposed in chapter 3.
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3 ON ELLIPSIS RULES

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is devoted to ellipsis rules. The view defended here is that
there are base-generated empty categories which draw their interpretation
from an antecedent. This view has been defended by others earlier (for
instance Ross (1970), Neyt (1979)), and I will make use of several of their
insights.
In the preceding chapters it has been argued that forward conjunction
reduction has to be reduced to coordination, and that backward conjuncti-
on reduction is a form of linearization. These conclusions are not incon-
sistent with the hypothesis that there are elliptic categories. It will be
shown in this chapter that a motivated theory on the distribution of elliptic
categories is possible.
I assume that all ellipsis rules obey one condition, the Head condition
proposed by Fiengo (1974). All so-called conditions on remnants can be
subsumed under this condition from Fiengo. This chapter is an elaboration
of this idea.
Sentences where ellipsis rules have applied are sentences which contain
empty categories. Consider the following examples of ellipsis rules in
Dutch and English:

(1) Gapping

a John went home, and Peter, too
b John went home], and [ep Peter ----------, too]

b Jan is naar huis gegaan, en Piet ook
[ep Jan is naar huis gegaan] en b Piet [v --HIP --- ook -------]]
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(2) VP-ellipsis

a John went home, but Peter didn't
kp John went home] but b Peter didn't [vp -------]]

b John wanted to go home, but Peter didn't want to b John
wanted b PRO to go home]] but b Peter didn't want b PRO
to [vp ------]]]

(3) Pseudo-gapping 1

Give me a call soon. Or I will you
[cp give me a call soon] or kp I will fvp --- you ---------]]cp

(4) Sluicing

a John left with a girl, but nobody knows who with b John left
with a girl], but b nobody knows bwho [IP ---------- with]]

b John wants to leave, but he doesn't know when
b John wants to leave], but b he doesn't know [cp
when [IP -----])]

c Jan is met een meisje vertrokken, maar niemand weet met wie
'Jan has with a girl left, but nobody knows with whom'
[cp Jan is met een meisje vertrokken], maar [cp niemand weet
kp met wie [IP --------]]]

Elliptic sentences like the right conjuncts in (1)-(4) draw their interpreta-
tion from an antecedent, i.e. the left conjunct. Ellipsis rules mostly apply
in coordinations, but also in comparatives and in relative clauses (cf. for
instance the 'antecedent-contained' form of VP-ellipsis (Bouton (1970),
May (1985».
A well-known reason to assume that the right conjuncts in the sentences
above are part of complete sentences, is that otherwise the assumption that
coordination rules conjoin constituents of the same category type has to be

The name of this construction is due to N. Levin (1986).
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given up, an assumption that makes the right predictions for a vast amount
of cases. It is assumed here that these categories are elliptic in the RPMs
from the 'start': this may be D-structure, but where it becomes relevant is
S-structure.
Since ellipsis rules often apply in a coordination, this means that RPMs
which contain elliptic categories can be input to set union. Ellipsis rules
are sensitive to linearization. Consider sentences like (1)a and b. They are
ungrammatical in the opposite direction of linearization:

(5) a *Peter, too, and John went home

b *Piet ook, en Jan is naar huis gegaan

Given that linearization takes place in PF, this means that structures in LF
are unlinearized, although they do contain elliptic categories. The model I
have in mind looks as in (6).

(6) D-structure (RPMs may contain elliptic categories)

-- S-structure: Set union, move ex ------------

unearization

LFPF

This chapter will be devoted mostly to the syntactic aspects of ellipsis.
An elliptic sentence which receives an interpretation is not always gram-
matical. Several conditions have to be met for the elliptic sentence to be
grammatical, some of which will be taken for granted in this chapter.

a) The sentence which contains elliptic categories must be able to be a
well-formed sentence by itself when the elliptic categories are
reconstructed.

The opposition between the two following sentences illustrates this:
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(7) a *John wants Bill to wash himself, but not Sue

b John wants Mary to wash herself, but not Sue

(7)a and b can both be reconstructed in the following way:

(8) a *John wants [cp Bill to wash himself] but [cp not b Sue to
wash himself]]

b John wants [ep Mary to wash herself] but b not b Sue to
wash herself]]

In (8)a, the reconstruction - which violates no restrictions on ellipsis -
amounts in a sentence with an unbound anaphor, a violation of condition
A of the binding theory. But the fact that (9)a is grammatical while (9)b is
not, is due to the conditions on remnants operative in ellipsis.

(9) a John hopes that Bill will wash himself, and that Frank won't
wash himself

b *John hopes that Bill will wash himself, and that Frank will not
wash himself

So not all ungrammatical elliptic sentences are ungrammatical due to viola-
tions of constraints on ellipsis. In this chapter I will only deal with
restrictions on ellipsis.

b) The sentence which contains elliptic categories must have an
antecedent sentence which conforms to certain locality require-
ments.

I will not go into these requirements, but discuss mostly sentences where
they are met. As this chapter will make clear, some (and perhaps ultimal-
tely all) of the 'locality' requirements imposed on for instance VP-ellipsis
and gapping, follow from the conditions on remnants under c).

c) The remnants of the sentences which contain elliptic categories
may not violate what I will call 'conditions on remnants'.
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These restrictions operate both at S-structure and at LF.

In this chapter, I will discuss· the conditions on remnants, i.e. the restricti-
ons mentioned under c).

3.2 Conditions on remnants

3.2.1 Verbs, complements and the Head condition

Consider again sentences like the following:

(10) a John went home, and Peter, too
b John went home], and b [IP Peter [yp -----, too]]]

b Jan is naar huis gegaan, en Piet ook
b Jan is naar huis gegaan] en bPiet [y --][IP -- ook ----~--]]

The standard assumption about these sentences - with which I agree - is
that they contain elliptic categories. In (1O)a-b, we are dealing with CP-
coordinations whose second conjuncts contain a number of elliptic catego-
ries. Compare these sentences with (11):

(11) *He says that John went home, and that Peter, too
he says b that [IP John went home] and b that [IP Peter [yp ----
----, too]]]

It is not a priori clear why a sentence like (11) is ungrammatical when
sentences like (1O)a-b are grammatical. The same categories are elided,
still there is a difference in grammaticality. The opposition between (1O)a-
band (11) shows that we cannot merely look at the elided categories in
order to find what rules out ungrammatical elliptic sentences. Compare the
following sentence with (lO)a-b and (11):

(12) a He says that John went home, and Peter, too

b He says that John went home, and [cp --- Peter ---------, too]
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The only difference between (11) and (12) is that the complementizer 'that'
is a remnant in (11) and not in (12). We cannot conclude from this,
however, that the complementizer 'that' cannot be a remnant for elliptic
rules. It can be in the following sentence, where VP-ellipsis has applied:

(13) He says that John went home, and that Peter didn't

What appears to be the right generalization, is that the lexical presence of
the [+fin(ite)] complementizer 'that' requires the lexical presence of a
finite element. Iwill give this observation the following form:

(14) the C-condition
C [ex fin][ +lex] --> I [ex fin][ + lex]
where [+lex] (+ lexical) means 'non-elliptic' and where ex : +
or -

A rule like (14) is a condition on remnants linking heads. It has the
following meaning: if the complementizer, in this case 'that', is lexical,
i.e. not elliptic, the sentence in which it occurs has to contain a lexical
manifestation of !NFL. I assume that the complementizer 'that' has a
feature l+ fin] which has to be shared by !NFL. Since in English, !NFL
[+fin] is always realized on either the main verb or an auxiliary, it means
that the lexical presence of the complementizer is consistent with VP-
ellipsis, which can leave a lexical manifestation of !NFL [+ fin], viz. did,
in a sentence which has the complementizer 'that' as a remnant, but not
with gapping, because this rule leaves no lexical finite remnants, as
sentences like (IO)a-b and (11) show.
The formulation of (14) suggests that this condition applies both in finite
and infinitival sentences. This is right, and in infinitival English sentences,
VP-ellipsis can also occur, as (2)b shows. !NFL will be realized as 'to'
here. Because the status of C is more complicated in infinitival sentences
than in finite sentences, due to the fact that it has no phonetic realization,
the motivation of the C-condition in infinitives will be postponed to
section 3.4.2, and it will simply be assumed here that the C-condition also
applies in infinite sentences.
Conditions on remnants, of which we will see quite a number in the
course of this chapter, have the form and the meaning of implications: if A
implies B, A cannot occur without B, but B can occur without A. As we
will make clear, these conditions can account for the distribution of
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remnants in elliptic' sentences.
The C-condition accounts for the differences in grammaticality among the
sentences (10)a-b, (11)-(13), but 'it is insufficient to account for the
following sentence:

(15) *John says that Peter kicked the boy and that Bill hit -------

When the main verb is lexical, none' of its complements may be elliptic.
This is not only so in (15), where the complementizer is a remnant, but
also in (16), where there is no such remnant:

(16) *John kicked the boy, and Bill hit ----

In these sentences, the object in the second conjunct is not recoverable.
But in (15), the C-condition is not violated. We are dealing here with a
remnant which plays an important role in the theory of ellipsis: the main
verb. When the main verb of a clause is lexical, the clause becomes
opaque for ellipsis. In order to account for this, I will assume the V-
condition:

(17) the Y-conditton
V [+lex] --> VP [+lex]

The V-condition says that when the head of a VP is lexical, the whole VP
is lexical. The V-condition is one instance of the Head condition of Fiengo
(1974). Fiengo calls the head of a category the +m (of a constituent M)
and all other categories dominated by M, -m. Consider the following
formulation (from Neyt (1979, 113» of Fiengo's condition:

(18) the Head condition
If the gap contains -m of M, it contains +m of M

Neyt (1979, 114) observes that Fiengo's condition is formulated as a
condition on gaps, but that it could as well be formulated as a condition on
remnants. This is right, and it is what is done in a rule like (17), which is
an implementation of the following formulation of the Head condition:

(19) the X-condition
X [+lex] -- > XP [+lex]
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In the most ideal case, (19) can also be formulated in the following way:

(20) the government condition
Governor [+lex] -- > Governee [+lex]

(21) is a configuration which shows that (19) and (20) can be identical in
their effects. (19) is formulated in terms of vertical relations, (dominance,
i.e. as a relation between X and XP), (20) is formulated horizontally, as a
relation between a head, X, and its complement, YP.

(21) XP

AX yP

Neyt (1979, 114) observes that the Head condition not only controls the
gaps, but also the remnants. One immediate consequence of it is the fact
that remnants of ellipsis must be maximal projections, unless their head is
elliptic.
In the course of this chapter, evidence will be given for the claim made in
(18), (19) and (20). In this section, we will focus on the V-condition, (17).
Consider this condition again. The following sentences show that neither
gapping, nor pseudo-gapping or sluicing allow the verb as a remnant:

Gapping
(22) a *John ate grapes, and Bill ate ---, too

b *Jan at druiven, en Kees at ook ---- (=22a)

(23) *Philosophers loathe bibliomancy, and mystics prefer -----
(Fiengo 1974, 113)

Pseudo-gapping
(24) *Give me a call soon. Or I will give you ----
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Sluicing
(25) a *John left with a girl. But nobody knows who ---left with

b *Jan vertrok met een meisje. Maar niemand weet met wie ---
vertrok (= (25)a)

c *John wants to kill his brother, but he doesn't know when to
kill ----

The following triplets in which the a-sentence is ungrammatical and the b-
and c-sentences are grammatical, constitute the minimal evidence needed
to check the assumption made here that the lexicality of the verb forces the
complement to be lexical. The b-sentences show that when both the verb
and its complement are lexical, the sentence is grammatical, and the c-
sentences show us that when the verb is elliptic and the complement lexi-
cal, the sentence is grammatical, too. Therefore the ungrammaticality of
the a-sentences must be attributed to the V-condition.

(26) a *John wants to hit him, and Bill ---- [yp kick ---]

b John wants to hit him, and Bill ----- to [yp kick her]

c John wants to hit him, and Bill -----, [yp ---- her]

(27) a *John has hit him, and Bill --- [yp kicked ---]

b John has hit him, and Bill --- [yp kicked her]

c John has hit him, and Bill --- [yp ------ her]

(28) a *John has been eating too much, and Mary -- drinking ----

b John has been eating too much, and Mary --- drinking too much

c John has been eating too much, and Mary ------too little

In Dutch, the same constraint applies, as shown by the sentences in (29):
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(29) a Jan heeft Truus geslagen, en Piet --- [vp haar geschopt]
'Jan has Truus hit, and Piet --- [vp her hit]'

b Jan heeft Truus geslagen, en Piet --- [yp Jet --------]
'Jan has Truus hit, and Piet --- [vp Jet ----]'

c *Jan heeft Truus geslagen, en Piet ---- [vp --geschopt]
'Jan has Truus hit, and Piet --- [yp --- kicked]'

Now compare the sentences (30)a and b with each other. The only diffe-
rence between them is that the object 'hem' is cliticized in (30)b and not in
(30)a, but this small difference correlates with a difference in grammatica-
lity:

(30) a *Jan wil HEM slaan, en Piet --- [yp --- schoppen]
'Jan wants him hit, and Piet --- [yp ---- kick]'

b Jan wil 'm slaan, en Piet ---- schoppen
'Jan wants 'm hit, and Piet --- kick'

c Jan wil hem slaan, en Piet --- [vp hem schoppen]
'Jan wants him hit, and Piet ---- [yp him kick]'

In (30)b, the object moves to !NFL. This means that the V-condition is
not violated: the object leaves a trace, which may be lexical (i.e. not ellip-
tic). In that case, the V-condition is not violated. This is shown in (31)b,
the structure of (31)a:

(31) a Jan heeft 'm geslagen, en Piet --- geschopt
'Jan has 'm hit, and Piet ----- kicked'

b [cp Jan, k· [c heef\J [IP tj [I' [I'm) [vp tj geslagen ~]]]]] en kp
Piet, [c' [c --------][IP -[I' -- [vp tj geschopt unn

In (31)b, the main verb 'geschopt' is lexical, and the VP is lexical, too.
The structure in (31)b suggests that it is possible for a trace, the trace of
the finite verb 'heeft' for instance, to be lexical while the verb itself is
elliptic. There is nothing which prohibits this.
The V-condition makes the right prediction for sentences in which gapping
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has applied, but what about VP-ellipsis? A sentence like (2)a shows that
VP-ellipsis leaves a verbal remnant. It is never a main verb, however, but
an auxiliary or a modal in a finite sentence, and 'to' (the [-fin] realization
of INFL) in infinitival sentences. As soon as the main verb is a remnant in
elliptic sentences, these are ungrammatical. Compare (32) with (2)a, and
with (33)a-b:

VP-ellipsis
(32) *John went home, and Peter didn't go ----

b John went home] and b Peter didn't [vp go ----J]

(33) a John took the long way home, -although Mary didn't want him
to ------
[cp John took the long way home], although [cp Mary didn't
want him to [vp ----------]

b John cannot take the long way home, but Mary can ----

Auxiliaries can be remnants in English, but not in Dutch, and participles
and infinitives can be remnants in both languages, as the following senten-
ces show.

VP-ellipsis in Dutch
(34) *Jan is naar school gegaan, en Piet is niet [vi>---------]

'Jan is to school gone, and Piet is not ------,

Past participles
(35) a John has hit him, and Bill --- [vp kicked him]

b Jan heeft hem geslagen, en Piet ---- [vp hem geschopt]
'Jan has him hit, and Piet --- him kicked'

Present participles
(36) a John has been eating too much, and Mary -------drinking too

little

b Jan is wezen vissen, en Piet -- wezen drinken
'Jan has been going fishing, and Piet ---- going drinking'
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(37) a John is eating, and Mary -- drinking

b Jan is vissen, en Piet ----- drinken
'Jan is fishing, and Piet - drinking'

Infinitives
(38) a John wants to hit him, and Bill ----- £cp to [~p kick her]]

b Jan probeert hem te slaan, en Piet --- £cp [vp haar te schoppen]]
'Jan tries him to hit, and Piet --- her to kick'

The main verbs are lexical and the VPs are lexical, too. When we compa-
re (35)-(38) with the sentences (26)-(29)a and c, we can see that lexical
present and past participles and infinitives cannot cooccur with elliptic ob-
jects either. This is consistent with the V-condition.
The V-condition, whose effect we have seen, is a condition on a head. The
main idea behind it is that when a head is lexical, the projection it heads
cannot be elliptic. On the other hand, when a head is elliptic, nothing
prevents other constituents being part of its projection to be elliptic.
Consider now (14), the C-condition, again, repeated here as (39), and
given a new name:

(39) the C-I-condition
C [a fin][ + lex] --> I [a fin][ + lex]

Why isn't this condition formulated as in (4O)?

(40) the C-condition
C [+lex] --> CP [+lex]

The reason is VP-ellipsis. This form of ellipsis allows C and I to be
lexical without the VP having to be lexical, as the opposition between
(41)a and b shows. On the other hand, the paradigm in (41) also raises
some questions: isn't C lexical in (41)c?
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(41) John says that Peter kicked the boy and ...

a *that Bill hit ------

b that Bill didn't ----

c Bill -----, too

d *that Bill ------, too

In order to see that it is not, we will go into another issue: the relation
between !NFL and subjects in elliptic sentences, and the implications of
this for the C-I-condition.

3.2.2 Subjects and finiteness

In the last section we have seen that a lexical main verb requires its
complements to be lexical. Subjects are not recoverable either when the
verb is lexical, as the sentences (42)-(43) make clear. In English, yes/no
questions are formed with an auxiliary which is inserted via do-support or
adjoined to the CPo In Dutch, the verb itself moves from its D-position in
the VP to C, as (42)b shows.

(42) a b Jan [e' eet teveel] of [e' drinkt teveel]]
'John eats too much or drinks too much'

b *b eet, Jan teveel tJ of b drinktj [NP --] teveel t)1
'Eats John too much or drinks -- too much?'

(43) a b John [vp eats too much] or [vp drinks too much]]

b [ep does [IP John [vp eat too much] or [vp drink too much]]]?

c *b does [IP John [vp eat too much]]] or b does [IP [NP --] [vp
drink too much]]]?

In (42)a the subject precedes both C's and is a common subject. But in
(42)b, it is not a common subject, because we are dealing with a CP-
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coordination now. The subject is elliptic, without the verb being elliptic.
In (43)a, the subject is common, and in (43)b both the subject and the
auxiliary are common, but in (43)c the subject is elliptic in the second
conjunct, and not recoverable. However, when the verb is elliptic, the
subject can be a remnant. Cf.:

(44) a John eats too much, and Peter ------, too

b John eats too much, and Peter --- too little

In subordinate sentences, it can also be shown that the subject is not
recoverable when the verb is not elliptic.
Infinitival sentential complements have phonetically empty subjects or
phonetically realized subjects case-marked by an exceptionable Case-
marker, like 'for' in sentences like (45)a-c, or by the verb of the domina-
ting clause. These latter subjects can be remnants when the predicates
which subcategorize them are elliptic, as the sentences (45)a-b show, but
they cannot be elliptic when these predicates are lexical, as (45)c shows.
The same restrictions apply in the case of small clauses, (46)a-c:

(45) a John wants b--him to go home], and b--her --------, too]

b [cp John wants b--him to go home]], and b Bill ----- [cp --
her ---------]]

c *[cp John wants [cp him to go home] and [cp Bill ----- [cp --- to
stay]]

(46) a b John considers b him a fool]], and b her ------- , too]

b [cp John considers b him a fool]], and b Bill ---- b her ------
]]

c *b John considers b him a fool]], and b Bill ------- b ---a
genius]]

Consider now subjects of sentential complements which are introduced by
a complementizer in C, as in (47), the sentences (4l)a-d in section 3.2.1.
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These can only be remnants when the complementizer is elliptic itself,
otherwise the C-I condition is violated.

(47) John says that Peter kicked the boy and ...

a *that Bill hit ------

b that Bill didn't ----

c Bill -----, too

d *that Bill ------, too

So a sentence like (47)c is structured as in (48)a, not as in (48)b:

(48) a John says [ep that Peter kicked the boy] and b ---[IP Bill ------,
too]

b John says b that [IP Peter kicked the boy] and [IP Bill ------,
too]]

In (48)a, we are dealing with a CP-coordination, in (48)b with an IP-
coordination. Both IPs in (48)b are part of one CP, meaning that the
analysis in (48)b violates the C-I-conditioo. This means that (48)a has to
be the right analysis.
So we see that subjects can be remnants of ellipsis in infinite sentences and
in finite sentences, both main clauses and subordinate clauses. But the
opposition between (47)b and d on the one hand, and a comparison of
these sentences with (49) shows us something else, viz. that it is not the
main verb which requires the subject to be lexical, but INFL:

(49) *John says that Peter kicked the boy and that --- didn't ---

In the elliptic CP in (49), C [+fin] is lexical, entailing that I [+fin] IS

lexical. So the C-I-coodition is obeyed here. But another condition is
violated, the requirement that when a governor (!NFL [+fin]) is lexical,
the governee (the subject) has to be lexical, too. Again, due to sentences
like (47)b, i.e. due to VP-ellipsis, we cannot conclude that the following
implementation of the Head condition is valid:
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(50) the I-condition
I [+lex] -> IP [+lex]

In all the languages where there is no VP-ellipsis (Dutch, German,
Spanish, French), we could conclude to the l-condition, as well as to the
C-condition. On the other hand, the comparison of English with these
other languages can shed light on the relations between heads which are
more difficult to find in languages without VP-ellipsis. In order to account
for the facts, I will assume two different conditions for English and the
languages without VP-ellipsis:

(51) the 1-Y-condttion
a 1[0: fin][+lex] <-> v [+lex] Dutch

b I [0: fin][ + lex] <-- v [+lex] English

In languages which have a biconditional rule like (51)a, INFL can never
be a remnant of ellipsis. In languages with a rule like (51)b, VP-ellipsis is
allowed. If the V in the rules (51)a and b is a main verb, it will trigger the
V-condition, repeated here as (52):

(52) V [+lex] --> VP [+lex]

Because the lexicality of the INFL [+fin] entails the lexicality of the
subject, as a consequence of the government condition, the lexicality of
INFL in languages without VP-ellipsis will entail the opacity to ellipsis of
sentences with a lexical INFL. In English, the l-V-condition is not a
biconditional, meaning that INFL can be a remnant in this language,
because the lexicality of INFL does not trigger the V-condition. This is
what in my view characterizes VP-ellipsis. This analysis presupposes that
the remnants of VP-ellipsis, auxiliaries and modals, and 'to' in infinitival
sentences, are instances of INFL.
One may believe that sentences like (53)a and b show that a limited form
of VP-ellipsis exists in Dutch:

(53) a Jan heeft meer gegeten dan hij wou 1 kon 1 mochtl moest (---)
'Jan has more eaten than he wanted (to) 1 could / was allowed
(to)1 had (to) (-----)'
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(53) b Jan kon niet eten en Piet wou niet (----)
Jan could not eat and Piet wanted not (---)

This is not VP-ellipsis, however. Sentences like the following are also
grammatical in ordinary discourse: 'Jan wou niet' (Jan didn't want (to»,
'Jan kon niet' (Jan could not), 'Jan mocht niet', (Jan was not allowed (to»
'Jan moest' (Jan had (to». This explains why 'VP-ellipsis' is only possible
with precisely these verbs, and no other verbs. What is interesting about
these verbs which allow empty complements, is that they are the same
verbs which allow VP-ellipsis in their complements in English.
The difference in behaviour between English and Dutch can be explained
independently. An auxiliary or a modal in English does not trigger the V-
condition, because it does not head the VP. In Dutch, auxiliaries behave
like heads of a VP, (an observation which was first made by Evers
(1975», contrary to their English counterparts. Standardly, it is assumed
that auxiliaries in Dutch are adjacent to the main verb at D-structure, as in
(54):

(54) £cp --[1P -- [vp ---- V] I]]

According to Reuland (1991), it may be that V and I are an unbreakable
unit in Dutch. This is in fact what the l-V-condition (51)a expresses.
Of course, there are other possible implementations of these ideas. If
INFL is not a full-fledged Xo category, but a morphological entity in some
languages (like Dutch), the facts above can be accounted for in a slightly
different way, because morphological categories, like cIitics for instance,
can never be remnants of ellipsis anyway.
In English, there are indications that INFL is perhaps more than an XO
category, because it can be input to initial coordinators which only allow
maximal projections:

(55) John either did or will go home

According to R. Huybregts (p.c.), an important syntactic difference
between Dutch and English which is probably related to the absence
versus presence of VP-ellipsis, is the fact that Dutch has Verb-Raising
while English does not.
Suppose that we assume that a 'complete' CP is a sentence with an overt
manifestation of finiteness and an overt manifestation of C. This is the
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case in finite complements. Infinite complements seem to be less complete:
their C is often not lexical, they are infinite, and this often manifests itself
in a lack of morphology. If we assume that C and INFL are the categories
which determine the completed ness of CP, we can observe a ranking of
completedness of several types of clauses: some clauses are complete CPs,
like finite subordinate clauses which have overt INFL and C, while other
clauses (infinite sentences) are less complete, and a third set (small
clauses) seems to consist of a skeleton of a clause, lacking any overt
inflectional morphology. Suppose also that the less complete a CP is, the
more it can be submitted to processes which incorporate it into the root
sentence which dominates it. Case-assignment of subjects of infinitival
sentences by the matrix verb in English is such a process, as well as Verb
Raising in Dutch.
Suppose that the syntactic differences in completed ness of CPs among
languages trigger differences in reanalysis. In Dutch, the INFL in infiniti-
val sentences is weaker than in English. The reduced state of INFL, which
may be due to the productive Verb movement rules of Dutch (and Ger-
man) clauses, may have been at the basis of Verb Raising. In English,
INFL has become stronger, due to the lack of Verb movement, and has
taken over tasks of verbs such as the expression of modality. The strength
of INFL in English together with the rigidity to movement of English
verbs then explains the lack of Verb Raising in this language. VP-ellipsis
can then be seen as a corollary of the strength and independence of INFL
in English. A language like French, which has no Verb Raising and no
VP-ellipsis, can then be explained along the following lines: it has more
movement of verbs than English, entailing that INFL is not as strong as in
English. Besides it has SVO word order at D-structure, contrary to Dutch
and German which have SOV-structure at D-structure, which guarantees
adjacent Vs at D-structure, a necessary condition for Verb Raising to
apply (see Evers (1975)).
Speculative differences such as these may help to explain the parametriza-
tion in (51)a and b. I will go further into the different types of infinitival
complements in section 3.4.2.
This analysis of VP-ellipsis means that the I-condition is an exception to
the Head condition. On the other hand, this may be consistent with the
idea put forth in Chomsky (1986) - for other reasons - that IP is a
defective paradigm.

What about I [-finite]? INFL can only be [-finite] in subordinate clauses.
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Since it is not a governor, the subject will be PRO, or phonetically reali-
zed and Case-assigned by a verb from a dominating clause. Consider the
following sentences, where INFL [-finite] shows up in VP-ellipsis-con-
texts:

(56) a John wants to go home, and Peter does not want him to ----

b John wants to go home, and Peter does not want PRO to ----

The question these sentences raise, is: is PRO lexical, i.e. non-elliptic in
(56)b, or is it elliptic? As we will see below, VP-ellipsis in infinitival
sentences like (56)a and b, requires all the lexical material preceding it to
be lexical, and all the material following it to be elliptic. So I assume that
the subject in (56)b is lexical, and that the relation between INFL and the
subject conforms to (57), the subject condition, which is one instance of
Spec-Head agreement, a form of government which, if an independent
reason can be found for the fact that INFL can be a remnant, may reduce
to a subinstance of the Head Condition. 2

(57) the Subject condition
I [+lex] -- > Subject [+ lex]

Consider the sentences (58)a and (59)a and their analyses:

2 There is one phenomenon in Dutch and German which seems to contra-
dict condition (57): the subject gaps as described by T. Hohle (1983),
(1989). Cf. (i) and its analysis in (ii):

(i) Toen ging hij op het heuveltje staan en keek rond
'Then went he on the hill stand and looked e around'
Then he stepped onto the hill and looked around

(ii) b toen c' ging, [IP hij, [VP op het heuveltje staan ~]] en [C' keek,
[IP t;.; [vp rond um

It seems as if the subject gap in the clause is some sort of parasitic gap.
Parasitic gaps are not elliptic categories and violate many of the conditi-
ons on remnants discussed in this chapter.
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(58) a John wants to go home, and Peter doesn't -------

b John wants to go home, and Peter doesn't want PRO to go
home

(59) a John wants to go home, and Peter doesn't want to ------

b John wants to go home, and Peter doesn't want PRO to go
home

In (58) we are dealing with VP-ellipsis in the root clause, in (59) with VP-
ellipsis in the subordinate clause. In (58), PRO is elliptic, in (59) it is
lexical. Because INFL 'to' is elliptic in the subordinate sentence in (58), it
is no problem that PRO is elliptic there. In (59), !NFL is lexical in the
subordinate clause, entailing that PRO is lexical there, too. 3

In the following section, the consequences of the conditions stated in the
sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. will be discussed.

3.2.3 An overview of the conditions on remnants

In this section, I will discuss how the conditions above interact to result in
the different elliptic phenomena. The conditions which we have, are
repeated in (60):

(60) a C [a fin][+lex] --> I [ex fin][ + lex]

b V [+lex] --> VP [+lex]

c I [+lex] --> Subject [+ lex]

d I [afin][+lex] --> V [+lex] Dutch

e I [a fin][ + lex] <-- V [+lex] English

If in (58)b, PRO were lexical - which I think is impossible -, nothing
would rule the sentence out. However, I believe that a good analysis of
pseudo-gapping and its relation to VP-ellipsis - which I do not have -
will rule out this possibility.
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Suppose that in Dutch, V is lexical. This will trigger both the V-condition
and the biconditional I-V-condition. Then INFL will be lexical and this
will trigger the Subject condition, (60)c. When we look carefully at this
set of entailments, we can see that the lexicality of INFL in Dutch will
entail the lexicality of the IP. In the next section, we will see that the
lexicality of the V also entails the lexicality of the adjuncts of the VP,
whose behaviour the rules in (60) do not account for.
Although several of the rules in (60) generalize over finite and infinite
clauses, we have not given much evidence for the way they work in
infinite clauses. This will be done in section 3.4.2.
In Dutch, a verb-second language where the inflected verb is moved to C
in root clauses, and the subject or another XP-category to Spec-of-CP, and
which cannot leave INFL as a remnant, the lexicality of INFL in a root
clause de facto entails the lexicality of CP, without any extra stipulation.
The lexicality of INFL in Dutch entails the lexicality of IP and CP in all
clauses. This is not the case in English, due to VP-ellipsis. The rules in
(60) show that, apart from the Subject condition, - which is not an instan-
ce of the Head Condition, - no entailment follows from the lexicality of
INFL in English, accounting for the fact that it can be a remnant.
On the other hand, we can conclude from V to IP in any clause in English
if it is a lexical main verb in English. In root clauses in English, the C
and the Spec-of-CP - which the rules above say nothing about - do not
have to be filled, and it is not absolutely evident that a root clause is a CP
in English: an English root clause may be an IP. If that is true, the rules
as stated above are enough to account for ellipsis in English root and
subordinate clauses. Either the clause is an IP, in which case (60)a does
not do any harm, or it is a CP whose C is or is not lexical. When it is
lexical, (60)a ensures that INFL and the subject have to be lexical, too,
which is correct. But suppose that English root clauses are CPs, with an
empty C and Spec-of-CP. In that case, there is no harm in simply maintai-
ning (60)a. But could we assume that (60)a is a biconditional, too? In that
case, we have to replace (60)a by the following condition:

(61) C[afin][+lex <-> I [a fin][ + lex]

Some empirical evidence for a biconditional C-I-condition will be given in
section 3.4. The biconditional head rules then have the property to link the
heads with each other, a property which the different implementations of
the Head condition do not have.
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The different ellipsis rules which we have discussed are different imple-
mentations of the rules above. When the main verb and !NFL are both
elliptic, we are dealing with what in the literature is called 'gapping'.
When the [+fin]-features of !NFL are realized on a lexical auxiliary or [-
fin] on 'to' in English (entailing that !NFL is lexical in such a situation),
and the main verb is elliptic, the V-condition is not triggered and we are
dealing with what is called VP-ellipsis.
Besides, when an auxiliary or modal is a remnant in English - the main
verb being elliptic -, the V-condition does not forbid a complement or
adjunct to be lexical. That complements can be remnants is illustrated by
pseudo-gappings (cf. the following examples, from Levin (1986»:

(62) a I picked up a newspaper and Lynn did ---- a magazine (Levin,
14)

b Does that annoy you? It would --- me (Levin, 17)

c If you don't believe me, you will ----- the weather-man

Levin has shown that the phenomenon pseudo-gapping is much more
limited than VP-ellipsis, in the sense that many sentences which allow VP-
ellipsis do not allow pseudo-gapping. Consider the following sentences:

(63) a At first the watchdog seemed (to be) friendly, but later on it
didn't ---

b *At first the watchdog seemed (to be) friendly, but later on it
did --- ferocious (Levin, 26)

(64) A: Tim's preface has me in it!

a B: I'm not surprised it does ----

b *B:lt does ---- me, too (Levin, 54)
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(65) Since tornadoes petrify Harold, I can't for the life of me figure
out why he's so surprised about the fact that. ..

a ... hurricanes do ----, too

b *...they do --- me, too

Even if the phenomenon pseudo-gapping is more limited than VP-ellipsis
(for which I have no explanation, cf. for an inquiry into the differences
between VP-ellipsis and pseudo-gapping Levin (1986)), this in itself does
not necessarily mean that pseudo-gapping is not formally related to VP-
ellipsis. Pseudo-gapping seems to combine one characteristic of gapping,
viz. the fact that it has V-complements as remnants, and one characteristic
of VP-ellipsis, viz. the fact that a finite auxiliary or modal can be a
remnant (for unknown reasons, pseudo-gappings do not occur in infinitival
VP-ellipses). So the most simple analysis would be that pseudo-gapping is
one of the options allowed by the conditions on remnants, which are
parametrized in different ways in languages. This analysis would also
explain straightforwardly why pseudo-gapping does not occur in Dutch,
German, French and Spanish, languages which have no VP-ellipsis.
What about sluicing? Nothing in our conditions explicitly refers to slui-
cing. This is not a coincidence. Sluicing does not exist as a rule, in the
same way that rules like VP-ellipsis and gapping are not rules but only the
options allowed by the conditions on remnants. Wh-words in elliptic
sentences are remnants which do not require other categories to be lexical.
As such, they are allowed as remnants in all elliptic constructions. Consi-
der the following sentence, (66)a, and (67) (= (4)b):

(66) a John wants to leave, but he doesn't know when to

b [cp John wants to leave], but [cp he doesn't know [cp when to
[vp =-m

(67) a John wants to leave, but he doesn't know when

b b John wants to leave], but b he doesn't know b when [IP -
---]]]

(66)a-b show us sluicing in a VP-ellipsis context, and (67)a-b sluicing in a
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gapping context. The reason that wh-words in Spec-of-CP are not mentio-
ned in the rules above is that they are not submitted to conditions on
remnants.
The conditions on remnants which we stated above are an attempt to direct
the research in ellipsis in the same direction as the research in movement
rules. In that area, recent history has shown a shift of focus from the study
of individual rules to the study of a set of general rules and principles,
whose interaction results in explaining the existence of the individual
rules. Something similar has been attempted in for instance Neyt (1979),
who assumed that there was a general rule 'delete A'. The idea behind her
work was to allow any category to be elliptic, and rule out the ungramma-
tical outputs. Neyt claims that there are strong similarities between
movement and ellipsis. Consider (68)a and b (Neyt, 130), in which the
parallel is expressed:

(68) a WI COMP
t

W2 A W3
I

b WI A

1
p

W2

1
}5

B W3

1
}5

As Neyt puts it: 'roughly, the observation holds that a string that can be
crossed by WH-movement is a string that can be gapped'. In section 3.8,
we will discuss a counterexample to this claim. It will be shown there that
movement in itself does not impose any limitation on ellipsis, but that the
limitations follow from conditions on recoverability. On the other hand, it
is true that movement and ellipsis make use of common notions. In a more
recent theoretic framework, it can be seen that both movement and ellipsis
make use of government. Like in the case of movement rules, it is possi-
ble to rule out individual ellipsis rules and show that they are the result of
the interaction of the conditions of remnants, conditions which ultimately
can be integrated in the theory of binding, bounding and government, I
believe. This chapter can only be considered the beginning of such an
enterprise.
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In the next section, we will turn to another question raised by the V-
condition: how about adjuncts? Does the VP mentioned in the V-condition
refer to the maximal VP, including the adjuncts, or only to the minimal
VP, containing the complements?

3.2.4 Adjuncts and rules of truncation

Does the V-condition refer to the VP in the sense of V plus complements
or does it refer to the maximal VP, i.e. the VP including the adjuncts?
The facts indicate that it is this last sense of VP which is meant in the V-
condition. Consider the following sentences:

(69) a John went to the movies yesterday, and Peter went to the
swimming pool

b Jan ging gisteren naar de film en Piet ging naar het zwembad

In these sentences, the adjuncts 'yesterday' en 'gisteren' modify only the
first conjunct. They are not recoverable in the second conjunct. If the V-
condition refers to the maximal VP, the sentences in (69)a-b cannot be
structured as in (70)a-b, but if the VP in the V-condition is the minimal
VP, these structures cannot be excluded, and we would expect the adjuncts
to be recoverable in the second conjuncts:

(70) a [cp John [vp went to the movies] yesterday]], and [cp Peter [vp
went to the swimming pool] ----]]

b b Jan ging [vp gisteren [vp naar de film]]] en bPiet ging [yp -
-- [vp naar het zwembad]]]

Since in (69)a and b the adjunct is not recoverable, this favours the
interpretation of the V-condition in which the VP includes the adjuncts.
Consider however the following sentence, from Goodall (1984, 40), which
he assumes is ambiguous:

(71) John rode his bike to Albuquerque and Mary took the train
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(72) Jan ging op de fiets naar Zaandam en Marie nam de trein
'Jan went on the bike to Zaandam and Marie took the train'

Stillings (1975) assumed that rules of truncation apply in sentences like
(71) and (72). These rules were assumed to account for the existence of
elliptic adjuncts. In my view, there is no ellipsis in sentences like (71) and
(72). Consider the following sentences:

(73) a Jan ging gisteren naar de film, en Piet ---- naar het zwembad

b John went to the movies yesterday, and Peter --- to the swim-
ming pool

In these sentences, the only interpretation available is the one in which the
adjunct is elliptic and recoverable in the second sentence. We find a
similar opposition in the following sentences:

(74) a Jan ging waarschijnlijk naar de film en Piet ---- naar het zwem-
bad
'John went probably to the movies and Peter --- to the swim-
ming pool'

b Jan ging waarschijnlijk naar de film en Piet ging naar het
zwembad.
'John went probably to the movies and Peter went to the swim-
ming pool'

(74)a is an elliptic coordination, and (74)b a lexical coordination. In (74)a
the only available interpretation is the one in which the adjunct 'waar-
schijnlijk' belongs to both sentences. In (74)b, however, it only modifies
the first sentence. These facts also seem to justify the interpretation of the
V-condition in which the lexicality of the V entails the lexicality of the
maximal VP. There are more facts which can be handled by the V-conditi-
on. Consider the following sentences, from Sag (1977, 166):

(75) a Jack begged Elsie to get married, and Wilfred ---- Phoebe -----

b Jack begged Elsie to get married, and Wilfred begged Phoebe --
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(76) a Betsy believed Peter to be sexy, and Alan -----Barbara -------

b *Betsy believed Peter to be sexy, and Alan believed Barbara ---

(75)b seems to have a meaning in which the rightmost gap in (75)a can be
recovered. Sag observes that this is impossible in (76)b and concludes that
the a-sentences are the result of gapping alone, and not the result of
gapping plus truncation, as has been suggested by Stillings (1975). The
opposition between (75)b and (76)b gives us more insight in the nature of
the truncation phenomena: whether truncation is possible depends on the
properties of the argument structure of the verb in the lexicon. Consider
the following sentences with the verb 'beg':

(77) a John begged Mary to go

b John begged to be permitted to leave

c John begged and begged until she said yes

d John begged Mary

e *John begged

Although the complements of the verb differ in each of these sentences,
the argument structure of the verb contains a Benefactor and a Theme:

(78) beg: --- Benefactor Theme

We see that neither of the arguments has to be realized explicitly, though
at least one has to be realized. But the lacking argument is implicitly
present. In (77)b, it is clear that the Benefactor is the one that gives the
permission, while in (77)c the Benefactor is 'she' in the unmarked case. In
(77)d, the Theme is implicitly present. I assume that the verb <beg' has
one entry in the lexicon, notwithstanding the differences among the senten-
ces in (77). The reason that a sentence like (75)b is not ungrammatical, is
that the Theme needn't be lexical in a sentence like (77)d either. In the
unmarked case, the implicit Theme will receive the same interpretation as
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the Theme of the same verb in the first conjunct in (75)b.
Compare this with the sentences in (76)a-b. In a sentence like 'Alan belie-
ved Barbara', the e-role of the object is unambiguously Theme, while in a
sentence like 'Alan believed Barbara to be sexy', the object is the Theme
of the embedded verb, meaning that the verb 'believe' must have two
entries in the lexicon, as these two interpretations of the object 'Barbara'
are inconsistent with each other in one entry (due to the e-criterion):

(79) a believe: --- NP (=Theme)

b believe: --- CP (or JP) (=Theme)

In (76)b, the V-condition will choose the option which is most consistent
with any lexical entry, which is (79)a. This accounts for the fact that the
meaning of the first sentence in (76)b cannot be recovered. In (75)b, the
second conjunct 'Wilfred begged Phoebe' can recover the sentential
complement marginally only because a Theme is implicitly present inde-
pendently in this sentence, as it is part of the argument structure of the
verb 'beg'. Consider also the following sentences:

(80) a John promised Bill to go home, and Susan --- Mary ------------

b *John promised Bill to go home, and Susan promised Mary ----

c *John promised Bill to go home, and Susan promised Mary

I assume that (81) is the argument structure of the verb 'promise':

(81) promise: ---- Beneficiary, Theme

The following sentences show that the Theme has to be realized explicitly,
but not the Beneficiary, although there is an implicit Beneficiary present in
(82)b and c:
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(82) a *John promised Bill

b John promised it

c John promised to go home

A verb like 'promise' has to have a lexically realized Theme, and when
the V-condition applies, this means that the Theme will have to be lexical.
So (80)c violates a constraint on the argument structure of the verb in
question, while (80)b, where there is an elliptic gap, violates the V-
condition.
I conclude from this that the so-called truncation rule is superfluous. The
adjuncts involved are not elliptic, but only absent, a possibility (or impos-
sibility) determined by the argument structure of the verbs involved. I
conclude that none of these sentences are in contradiction with the V-
condition.
Without much evidence to the contrary, I take it that the V-condition
refers to the maximal VP, including the adjuncts. This means that as soon
as a main verb is lexical, its complements and adjuncts have to be lexical,
too. When the main verb is elliptic, it appears that both its complements
and adjuncts can be elliptic, too. Independent evidence for this is also
provided by Hornstein and Weinberg (1990, 135-6), who (in a different
context) argue that sentences like (83)a and b can have the meanings (84)a
and b respectively:

(83) a We will pay the debts of no senator before the jerk agrees to
support the bill, and the expenses of no congressman either

b Mary paid every senator a bribe after the sonofabitch won
reelection, and every congressman too

(84) a fs [No x:x a senator] fs we will pay [NP the debts of x] before x
agrees to support the bill]] and fs [No y:y a congressman] [WE
WILL PAY [NP THE EXPENSES OF y] BEFORE Y AGREES
TO SUPPORT THE BILL]]

b [g [Ax:x a senator] [g Mary [yp paid x a bribe] after x won
reelection]] and ls Ay:y a congressman] MARY PAID Y A
BRIBE] AFTER Y WON REELECTION too]]
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In (83)a and b, we are dealing with sloppy identity in VP-ellipses, as
(84)a-b make clear. The adjuncts are fully recovered, as expected. Consi-
der also the following sentence, from Sag (1977, 30) which also shows
that it is the maximal VP which has to be reconstructed:

(85) Mary can't go to Princeton in the fall, but she can ---1 in the
spring, although if she does ---2, those who expect her in the
fall will be very disappointed.

In this sentence, the first gap has the following interpretation: 'go to
Princeton', and the second gap has the interpretation: 'go to Princeton in
the spring'. Cf. the structure of (85) in (86):

(86) Mary can't go to Princeton in the fall, but she can [vp [yp go to
Princeton] in the spring], although if she does [yp [yp go to
Princeton] in the spring], those who expect her in the fall will
be very disappointed.

(86) shows that VP-ellipsis will recover the maximal VP that it can, that
is, the small VP in case of the first gap, and the big VP in case of the
second gap. In both cases, however, the maximal VP is entirely recon-
structed, the only difference between the two VP-ellipses being that the
adjunct in the first elliptic VP is lexical, while it is elliptic in the second
VP.
Now that we have concluded that the V-condition applies to the maximal
VP, we will turn to the notion cyclicity before we turn to the discussion of
ellipsis in subordinate clauses.

3.3 Domains of ellipsis

Consider again sentence (12)a, repeated here as (87)a, with the structure
we assigned to it, (87)b:

(87) a He says that John went home, and Peter, too
b He says b that John went home], and kp --- Peter ---------,

too]
c He says b that [IP John went home] and [IP Peter ---------, too]]
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We concluded that (87)b had to be the right structure, because (87)c
clearly violates the C-I-condition, the complementizer being lexical and
INFL elliptic in (87)c. The same violation renders the following sentence
ungrammatical:

(88) *He says that John went home, and that Peter, too
he says b that [IP John went home] and [cp that [IP Peter [vp----
---- , too]]]

The C-I-condition will also entail that the second conjunct in (89)a is a
CP, as in (89)b, and not an IP, as in (89)c:

(89) a He says that John went home, and Peter ---- to the movies

b b He says [cp that [IP John went home]], and b that [IP Peter
went to the movies]]]

c *[cp He says b that [IP John went home] and [IP Peter went to
the movies]]]

This proposal raises questions about the extent of the conditions on rem-
nants. How far do they reach? If an analysis as in (89)c violates the C-I-
condition, isn't it then also true that an analysis as in (89)b violates the V-
condition? I.e., doesn't the lexicality of the root verb in (89)a entail that
its complements, the CPs in (89)b, be entirely lexical? It does not, because
ellipsis is cyclic, like movement, meaning that the verb which is relevant
for the verbal complements in the embedded CP is the verb which governs
them in their own projection. This verb is elliptic, so no violation of the
V-condition occurs. The root verb in (89)a has no access to the verb-
complements of the embedded CP, because there is a closer verb.
It appears that there are two independent domains of ellipsis, NP and CPo
The fact that CP is a domain of ellipsis does not have to be stipulated: it
follows straightforwardly from the conditions stated in (60)a-e, whose
scope does not extend beyond CP.
The fact that NP is a domain of ellipsis does not have to be stipulated
either: it follows from another implementation of the Head condition, (90),
that we will discuss more extensively in section 3.5:
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(90) the Nscondition
N [+lex] --> NP [+lex]

That NP is an independent domain of ellipsis, can be seen in the following
elliptic NP-coordination, (91):

(91) b I saw [NP John's mother] and [NP Bill's -n

Both NPs are complements of the verb, but the second does not violate the
V-condition. If NP were not an independent domain of ellipsis, this
sentence would have to be ungrammatical due to the V-condition.
Consider now the following sentences, (92) and (93):

(92) a *John says that Bill went horne, and Mary said --------, too

b John says that Bill went horne, and Mary said [cp ----------], too

(93) a *John ate grapes, and Bill ate ------, too

b [cp John ate grapes], and [cp Bill ate [NP --], too]

In these sentences, the V-condition is violated in the root CP. This is so
because the embedded CP and NP are completely empty. Sentences like
(94) and (95) show that an elliptic domain has to contain a remnant to be
recoverable:

(94) b John says that Bill went horne], and b Mary said b that
he didn't ------]]

(95) b John ate Mary's grapes] and [cp Bill ate [NP Susan's ----]]

This appears to be a strong restriction on ellipsis: an elliptic cycle has to
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contain a remnant in order to be identifiable. 4

(96) Condition on recoverability
A domain of ellipsis (CP or NP) has to contain at least one
remnant to be recoverable.

Now that we have seen that there are two independent domains of ellipsis,
and that they are constrained by a condition on recoverability, let us turn
to some examples.
The following sentences show that different ellipsis rules can apply in
different cycles simultaneously:

(97) a b John says [ep that Bill went home]], and b Mary says b
that Bill didn't --------]]

b [ep John says [ep that Bill went home]], and b Mary ---- b
that Bill didn't --------]]

In (97)a, we are dealing with a coordination in which VP-ellipsis applies

(i)a contradicts the condition on recoverability if it is analysed as in (i)b:

(i) a Someone has to take out the garbage, so Alan volunteered
(Sag, 1977, 28)

b Someone has to take out the garbage, so Alan volunteered
b-----------]

(ii) *Mary said to Bill

(iii) Alan volunteered

Sag (1977, 28) assumes that no ellipsis is involved in (i)a, but that this
is a case of Null Complement Anaphora. It is clear that we are dealing
with the same phenomenon here as in the case of the adjuncts. The
infinitival adjunct is implicitly present in (i)a, in the same way that it is
in (iii). (ii) shows that a verb like 'say', in which the same infinitival CP
is possible, but then as a complement, does not allow this, consistenly
with the V-condition. So (92) violates the condition on recoverability.
This means that there is indeed no elliptic embedded CP in (i), and that
this sentence is not a counterexample to the V-condition or the condition
on recoverability.
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in the embedded CP, and in (97)b, we are dealing with a coordination in
which VP-ellipsis applies in the embedded cycle, and gapping in the root
cycle. These sentences do not violate any condition in any cycle.
Consider also the following sentences (from Bresnan (1976, 17-18): in
(98)b the V-condition is apparently violated, while in the other sentences,
we are dealing with VP-ellipsis, which leaves INFL [-fin] or INFL [+fin]
as remnant, heads which, as we have seen, can violate the Head condition.

(98) a Frankie will seem to want to leave St. Louis, but Johnny
won't -----------

b *Frankie will seem to want to leave St. Louis, but Johnny
won't seem ---------

c Frankie will seem to want to leave St. Louis, but Johnny won't
seem to ------------

The analysis of sentences like (98)a-c, which are more complex in the
sense that the elliptic conjuncts are CPs with several embedded CPs,
shows how the condition on recoverability interacts with the notion
domain of ellipsis. Consider these sentences with their interpretations:

(99) a b Frankie will seem [cp to want b to leave St. Louis, but b
Johnny won't seem lcp to want [cp to leave St. Louis]]]]

b *[cp Frankie will seem b to want [cp to leave St. Louis]]], but
b Johnny won't seem lcp to want lcp to leave St. Louis]]]

c b Frankie will seem b to want b to leave St. Louis, but b
Johnny won't seem b to want [cp to leave St. Louis]]]

Here, several CPs are completely elliptic, but this does not make the
sentences (99)a and c ungrammatical. CPs which are elliptic complements
of an elliptic verb are allowed, as (99)a and c show. But precisely in these
sentences, the complement CPs are not themselves domains of ellipsis, but
complements in another cycle, the root CP. In all of the sentences (99)a-c,
there is only one possible domain of ellipsis:
In (99)a, it is the root CP in the elliptic conjunct, and in (99)c the first
embedded CP. If, in (99)a, the first embedded CP or the second embedded
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CP were domains of ellipsis, they would violate the condition on recove-
rability (96).
In (99)b, both possibilities violate a condition: either the domain of ellipsis
is the root CP, in which case the V-condition is violated in that cycle, or
the domain of ellipsis is the first embedded CP, in which case the conditi-
on on recoverability is violated.
So we see that a CP which is completely elliptic can be recovered, provi-
ded that it is part of another cycle of ellipsis, and not an independent
domain of ellipsis itself. This shows that the notion domain of ellipsis
which is used in the definition of the condition on recoverability is
necessary and cannot be replaced with a definition like the following one:
'an NP or CP has to contain at least one remnant to be recoverable.'
Sentences like (99)a and c falsify that version of the condition on recove-
rability and show that the condition on recoverability operates relative to
domains of ellipsis.
Consider in this respect also the following sentences which show the same
thing for NP-domains of ellipsis:

(100) a John met that girl yesterday, and [cp Bill met [NP that girl] last
week]

b *John met that girl yesterday, and b Bill met [NP that girl] last
week]

c [cp John met [NP Bill's mother] and [NP Susan's mother]]

d [cp John met [NP Bill's mother]] and b Bill met [NP Susan's
mother]]

e b John met [NP Bill's mother] and [cp Bill met [NP Susan's
mother]]

In (lOO)a, the second conjunct contains an elliptic NP which can be
recovered, because it is not a domain of ellipsis. There is only one domain
of ellipsis, the CPo In (lOO)b, there are two possibilities: if NP is a
domain of ellipsis, it violates the condition on recoverability. If CP is a
domain of ellipsis, it violates the V-condition. In (100)c, d and e, the
elliptic NP is a domain of ellipsis, in which the condition on recoverability
is not violated. Because NP is a domain of ellipsis, the V-condition in the
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CP which contains it, is not violated in (lOO)c and d. In (lOO)c and d,
there is only one domain of ellipsis, NP, in (lOO)e there are two domains
of ellipsis, CP and NP. Let us now look at other sentences, from Bresnan
(1976):

(101) a *First people began pouring out of the building, and [cp then
smoke began ------------]

b First people began to pour out of the building, and b then
smoke began b to -----------]]

c *First people began pouring out of the building, and b then
smoke began b pouring ----------]]

In (101)a, the embedded elliptic CP in the second conjunct cannot be an
independent domain of ellipsis. In the root CP, the V-condition is violated.
In (101)b, the embedded CPin the second conjunct is a domain of ellipsis,
in which INFL[-fin] is a remnant. In (101)c, the embedded CP in the
second conjunct is a domain of ellipsis in which the V-condition is viola-
ted. We could assume that the suffix '-ing' is INFL. But since it is a
bound suffix which cannot lexicalize independently from the verb, this
manifestation of !NFL will make the CP it is part of opaque to ellipsis,
just as is the case with all manifestations of INFL in Dutch. Consider also
the following sentences (adapted from Ross (1970»:

(102) a John tried to begin to write a play, and Harry ---- to begin to
write a novel

b John tried to begin to write a play, and Harry -------- to write a
novel

c John tried to begin to write a play, and Harry ------------ a novel

with their corresponding structures:
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(103) a b John tried b to begin b to write a play]]], and b Harry
tried b to begin b to write a novel]]]

b [cp John tried [cp to begin b to write a play]]], and b Harry
tried [cp to begin [cp to write a novel]]]

c b John tried b to begin [cp to write a play]]], and b Harry
tried kp to begin kp to write a novel]]]

In (103)a-c, the domain of ellipsis is the root CPo No conditions are
violated.
In this section, I have tried to show that the conditions on remnants apply
in a cyclical way, just as conditions on movement do, and that the two
domains involved do not have to be stipulated, but follow independently
from the conditions on remnants, which are mainly implementations of the
Head Condition of Fiengo (1974). I also introduced a condition on recove-
rability, which is a condition on locality in elliptic contexts, and which
makes crucial use of the notion 'domain of ellipsis'.
In the following section, ellipsis in subordinate clauses will be discussed,
and another condition on recoverability will be proposed.

3.4 Subordinate clauses

3.4.1 Finite complements and adjuncts

In embedded finite sentences, C is often filled with an overt complementi-
zer which has a feature [+fin] or [-fin]. Not only the complementizer
'that', which in general introduces a complement, triggers the C-I-rule, but
also many complementizers introducing adjuncts. Words like 'although, if,
because, whether' and several others must be complementizers which
trigger the C-I-rule. In Dutch, equivalent words like '(al)hoewel, indien,
omdat' are also complementizers, i.e. heads.
Adjuncts introduced by these complementizers allow VP-ellipsis, but not
gapping. The same adjuncts in Dutch are opaque to ellipsis, for familiar
reasons. Cf. the following sentences:
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(104) a John went home, although Bill didn't ----
b *John went home, although Bill ----- to the movies

(l05) a *Jan ging naar huis, alhoewel Kees niet -----
'Jan went to house, although Kees not -------

b *Jan ging naar huis, alhoewel Kees naar de bioscoop ------
Jan went to house, although Kees to the movies -----,

Most complementizers introducing subordinate finite adjuncts allow only
VP-ellipsis. Consider the following paradigm, «106)a-b and (107)a from
Aoun, Hornstein, Lightfoot and Weinberg (1987, 543», which can be ex-
plained easily:

(106) a *1 wonder whether Fay visited Kay and whether Ron --- Jon

b 1 wonder whether Fay visited Kay and whether Ron did ---
John

(107) a 1 wonder where Fay bought the books and where ------ the
records

b 1 wonder where Fay bought the books and where Kay did -------

The opposition between (106)a and b is explained by the fact that
'whether' is a complementizer whose lexicality triggers the C-I-condition,
while the lack of this opposition in the sentences (107)a and b is explained
by the fact that 'where' is in Spec-of-CP, not a complementizer. The same
opposition can be found in Dutch:

(108) a *Ik vraag me af b of Truus Suus bezocht heeft] , en b of
Kees Trees --------]]
'I wonder b if/whether Truus Suus visited has] and [cp
if/whether Kees Trees --------]'

b Ik vraag me af [cp waar Truus de boeken heeft gekocht] en b
waar ---- de koeken -------]
'I wonder [cp where Truus the books has bought] and bwhere
---- the cookies --------]'
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Complement CPs introduced by complementizers which are subject to
finiteness requirements allow VP-ellipsis in English, and are opaque to
ellipsis in Dutch. The possibilities of ellipsis in a finite adjunct or comple-
ment sentence are dependent on the word which introduces it. If this word
is in C, the complement sentence will allow VP-ellipsis and not gapping.
If the word which introduces this sentence is in Spec-of-Cl', both VP-
ellipsis and gapping are allowed. This test shows that a wh-word like
'whether' is a complementizer, and that wh-words like 'why', 'when',
'how' and 'where' are not, as the sentences in (109) and (110) demonstra-
te:

(109) A: John left early

B1: 1 wonder why/ when/ howl at what timet with whom (he
did) ------

B2: *1 wonder whether/ if -----------

B3: I wonder whether/ if he did ----

(110) A: John has finished his dissertation

Bl: I wonder where (he has) -----

B2: *1 wonder whether/ if -----

B3: 1 wonder whether/ if he has ----

The data in subordinate finite sentences show that when gapping is
allowed in English and Dutch sentences, C cannot be lexical. This means
that in root sentences like (111)a and b, C cannot be lexical either in the
elliptic conjunct, but has to be elliptic. These facts provide evidence for a
biconditional C-I-condition:

(111) a John goes home, and Bill --- to the movies
b Jan gaat naar huis, en Piet --- naar de bioscoop (=(111)a)

Let us now turn to slightly more complicated cases. We had already
concluded that in sentences like (112)b and d, the complementizer had to
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be elliptic:

(112) He says [cp that John went home], and ...

a *b that Peter --------- , too]

b [cp ---- Peter --------, tooJ

c b that Peter didn't -------]

d b---Mary ---- to the moviesJ

If that is is true, we have to ask ourselves what excludes (l13)a and b in
the following paradigm, which differs from the one in (112) in that the
second conjunct now consists of two cycles:

(113) John says [cp that you have seen Bill], and ...

a *Bill says b----Hans ------- Mary]

b *Bill ---- b----Hans ------- Mary]

c *Bill (says) b that Hans ------- Mary]

d Bill (says) b that Hans did ------]

The same sentences (same with the exception of (114)d, where the CP is
completely lexical, contrary to (l13)d) are ungrammatical in Dutch:

(114) Jan zegt b dat jij Kees gezien hebt], en ...
'Jan says [cp that you Kees seen have], and ...

a *Piet zegt b---Hans Marie -------]

b *Piet ---- [cp --- Hans Marie ---------]

c *Piet (zegt) b dat Hans Marie --------]

d Piet (zegt) b dat Hans Marie gezien heeft]
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The a- and b-sentences in (113) and (114) make it clear that the comple-
mentizer has to be lexical, independently of the lexicality of the domina-
ting verb. But what is disturbing, is how to relate this to a sentence like
(112)b (which is also grammatical in Dutch). In that sentence, the comple-
mentizer in the second embedded CP need not be lexical, which is forbid-
den in (l13)a-b and (114)a-b.
The difference between the sentences in (112) on the one hand, and
sentences like (113) and (114) on the other hand, is that in (112) each
conjunct consists of one CP, while in the other sentences each conjunct
consists of two CPs. It appears that in this second situation, when the
conjunct consists of a CP containing another CP, this embedded CP has to
contain a remnant which makes it more identifiable, in this case a lexical
occurrence of C, which shows that there is an embedded CP. The problem
is also illustrated by the following sentences:

(115) a He says that John went home, and Peter to the movies

b [ep he says b that John went home], and b ----Peter ---- to the
movies)]

(116) a *He says that John went home, and she (says) Peter to the
movies

b [ep he says b that John went home)] and b she (says) [ep ----

Peter ---- to the movies]]

(117) a We know that Mary likes books and Peter cars

b [cp we know b that Mary likes books] and b ----Peter -----
cars)]

(118) a *1 know that Mary likes books, and he (knows) Peter cars

b b I know [cp that Mary likes books]] and [cp he (knows) [cp ---
Peter ---- cars]]

The difference between (115) and (116) is a difference in the extent of the
coordination involved. In (115) there is a coordination of embedded CPs,
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in (116) a coordination of root CPs which both contain an embedded CPo
To account for the differences between these two sentences, I assume that
the conditions on remnants are subject to a constraint which will be formu-
lated in (123).
Consider (119), the structure of (115). In this sentence the second conjunct
is CP3 and its antecedent is CP2. The domain of ellipsis consists of only
one cycle, CP3. This embedded CP is checked on violations. In CP3 no
conditions on remnants are violated. CP3 can be reconstructed in a correct
way on the basis of CP2. Then the root cycle, CPI, is checked, which
does not violate any conditions either. The interpretation will be as in
(119).

(119) bl he says [a1 that John went home], and b3 that Peter
went to the movies]]

Consider now (120)a and b, which are both ungrammatical. In these
sentences, CP4 in itself does not violate any condition on remnants. We
cannot say that CP4 recovers its information on the basis of CP2, because
in that case the sentence would have to be grammatical, analogously to
(119). What apparently makes this sentence uninterpretable, is that in
(120)a, CP3 is interpreted as the only cycle, because CP4 cannot be an
independent cycle. CP4 is not recognizable as an independent cycle.

(120) a *[cp1 he says b2 that John went home]] and kpJ she says
b4 ---- Peter ---- to the movies]]

b *b he says b that John went home]] and [cp she ---- [cp ----
Peter ---- to the movies]]

It appears that CP has to contain a lefthand remnant to be recognizable as
an independent cycle. This is what the sentences in (121) and (122) show
us. In (121)a-b, C is lexical, in (122), Spec-of-CP is lexical:

(121) a b he says [cp that John went home]], and b she says b that
Peter did ----]]

b [cp he says [ep that John went home]] and b she ---- b that
Peter did ---- ]]
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(122) a b he asked b when John left]], and b she asked b why (he
did) -------]]

b b he asked [cp when John left]], and [cp she ----- [cp why (he
did) -----]]

What this shows, is that in the unmarked case, a conjunct is interpreted as
one cycle. When there is more than one cycle involved in a conjunct, as in
(120)-(122), the embedded cycle has to contain a remnant which makes it
identifiable as a cycle. Lexical clues are needed when ellipsis applies to
more than one (possible) cycle, that is more than one CPo This explains
why gapping in a root CP can combine with VP-ellipsis in an embedded
CP, and not with gapping as in (120)b. VP-ellipsis has a CP-clue as a
remnant, while gapping as in (120)b does not. But in (122)b, gapping is
tolerated because it leaves a CP-clue. The following principle of recovera-
bility accounts for this:

(123) Condition on recoverability of domains 2

A domain of ellipsis which is not identical to (smaller than) a
conjunct, has to contain a (lefthand) clue to be recoverable.

The clue in CPs is Spec-of-CP and/or C. The sentences (120)a and b are
ruled out by the condition on recoverability of domains 2. Because the
embedded cycles in these sentences are not recoverable, a sentence like
(l20)a also violates the V-condition. Let us now turn to infinitival comple-
ments and adjuncts and see how they fare under the conditions on rem-
nants, and whether they also provide us with evidence for the C-I-conditi-
on.

3.4.2 Infinitival complements and adjuncts

To account for the possibilities of ellipsis m finite complements and
adjuncts, we only have to know whether the word introducing them is a
head or not, and that there is a second condition on recoverability of do-
mains. The situation is more complicated with infinitival complements and
adjuncts. Contrary to infinitival complements as in (124), infinitival
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adjuncts in English do not allow VP-ellipsis, as (125)a-b (from Zagona
(1988), 1(0) demonstrate:

(124) Bill wants to leave, but Mary doesn't want to -------

(125) a *John runs to stay fit, and Bill swims to -----

b *Mary hates to cook, so she buys groceries (in order) for Bill
to -------

Like in the case of other adjuncts that we have already seen, an adjunct
like the following one is more or less recoverable even when the verb is
lexical:

(126) a John runs to stay fit, and Bill swims -------

b John runs to stay fit, and Bill [yp [yp swims] b-------]]

If an adjunct relates to the verb as in (l26)b, it is clear that it will not
violate the Head condition. On the other hand, we have already seen that
this cannot be real ellipsis. A structure like (126)b independently violates
the Condition on recoverability, because the elliptic CP does not contain
any remnant. I assume that here we are dealing with the same mechanism
as we have seen in the case of other VP-adjuncts, in section 3.2.4.
The phenomenon is not limited to adjuncts, as the following sentence
shows, where the empty CP is a complement of the verb:

(127) [Jack begged Elsie [cp PRO to get married]], and [Wilfred
begged Phoebe b-----]]

I assume that a sentence like (127), in which we are dealing with a 'silent'
complement, does not violate the V-condition or the Condition on recove-
rability. Consider now the opposition between the elliptic conjuncts we
find in (128) and (129):

(128) a Bill [yp [vp swims] [ep ------------]]

b *Bill [yp [yp swims] bPRO to --------]]
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(129) a *Mary doesn't [yp want b------]]

b Mary doesn't [yp want [cp PRO to ------]

(129)a violates the Head condition because the CP is a complement of the
verb. This does not explain the opposition between (l28)b and (l29)b.
Contrary to the situation in finite sentences, the possibility of VP-ellipsis
in infinitival clauses is dependent on the properties of the verb of the
dominating clause. This verb has to govern the infinitival clause - a
property which explains the difference between (128)b and (129)b - and it
has to be lexical, a property which explains the following paradigm:

(130) a John wants him to go home, and Bill wants her to -----

b *John wants him to go home, and Bill wants her --------

(131) a *John wants him to go home, and Bill ----- her to -----

b John wants him to go home, and Bill ----- her --------

The sentences in (130) and (131) show that either both the verb 'want' and
INFL in the embedded clause are lexical, or both elliptic. Other choices
are ungrammatical. A possible way to account for the opposition between
these sentences, is to adapt ideas from Pesetsky's analysis of Accusativus
cum Infinitivo-verbs (lecture Tromso, (1991), 'Zero-syntax'), and assume
that the complementizer of the complement sentence of 'want' is adjoined
to this verb, as in (132):

(132) [ - [want]] [ C [ NP I']]
t ,

If the complementizer is adjoined to the verb of the dominating clause, it
will be lexical when the verb is lexical, and elliptic when the verb is
elliptic. If we also assume the C-I-condition, we have a straightforward
explanation for the sentences in (130) and (131): in (130)a-b, the verb
'want' is lexical, and so is the moved C, which is adjoined to it. The
lexicality of C entails the lexicality of INFL in the infinite sentence, a
condition which is obeyed in (130)a, but violated in (130)b.
The sentences in (13l)a-b can be explained if the C-I-condition is a bicon-
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ditional. Then the lexicality of INFL in the infinite sentence will entail the
lexicality of the C which is moved to the dominating verb. This verb is
elliptic in the sentences (131)a-b, entailing that the adjoined C is also
elliptic, violating the C-I-biconditional in (131)a, but obeying it in (131)b.
On the other hand, the characteristic mentioned - that the verb of the
clause governing the infinite VP-ellipted clause must be lexical - is not
enough to adequately describe VP-ellipsis in infinite clauses, because many
sentences which obey this requirement do not allow VP-ellipsis. The
infinitival complements of 'believe', which is the verb which motivated the
C-adjunction analysis of Pesetsky, behave differently with respect to VP-
ellipsis. Consider the sentences in (133) and (134):

(133) a *Betsy believed Peter to be sexy, and Alan believed Barbara
to --------

b *Betsy believed Peter to be sexy, and Alan believed Barbara ---

(134) a *Betsy believed Peter to be sexy, and Alan ------ Barbara to ----

b Betsy believed Peter to be sexy, and Alan -------- Barbara -------

However, it is also true that the sentential complements of the verb 'belie-
ve' are much more restricted than the complements of 'want'. A sentential
complement of 'believe' has to contain either a Copula or a stative verb or
a perfective verb (according to C. Thiersch, p.c.). This restriction may
affect the possibilities of VP-ellipsis, although I do not know how. Verbs
like 'want' and 'believe' are exceptional Case markers. Other verbs also
often prohibit VP-ellipsis in their complements. Cf. the following data:

(135) a *[Jack begged Elsie b PRO to get married]], and [Wilfred
begged Phoebe b PRO to ------]]

b [Jack begged Elsie b PRO to get married]], and [Wilfred
begged Phoebe b--------]]
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(136) a *[Jack begged Elsie b PRO to get married]], and [Wilfred -----
- Phoebe b PRO to ------]]

b [Jack begged Elsie bPRO to get married]], and [Wilfred ------
Phoebe b--------]]

In these sentences, the object of the root clause verb is not at the same
time the subject of the complement clause and the complementizer is not
moved. Consequently, the C-I-biconditional is not triggered in the senten-
ces in (135) and (136). But this does not explain why VP-ellipsis as in
(135)a and (136)a is not possible. Another question which VP-ellipsis
raises that I cannot answer, is why it does not allow any other kind of
ellipsis. Consider for instance the opposition between the sentences (137)a,
band c. In (137)a we see gapping in the root clause, and finite VP-ellipsis
in the embedded clause. In (137)b, we have gapping in the root clause and
infinitival VP-ellipsis in the embedded clause, and this is not allowed. It
appears that infinitival VP-ellipsis imposes several unexplained restricti-
ons: it does not tolerate any lexical material to the right of 'to', and it
does not tolerate any elliptic gap to the left of 'to', as the sentences in
(137) and (138) show. This also means that pseudo-gapping, which is
allowed in finite VP-ellipsis contexts, is not possible in infinitival clauses
where VP-ellipsis has applied:

(137) a ki>John says b that Bill went home]], and b Mary ---- [cp
that Bill didn't --------]]

b *John tried to begin to write a novel, and kp Bill ----- b not to
begin [cp to ------]]]

c John tried to begin to write a novel, and b Bill tried b not to
begin b to ------]]]

(138) a *John tried to begin to write a novel, andBill tried b to ------
b to ------------]]

b *John tried to begin to write a novel, and Bill tried b to ------
[cp ------- a play]]
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(138) c *John tried to begin to write a novel, and Bill didn't try b to -
-----b to write a play]]

In Levin (1986), there is not one example with pseudogapping in an
infinitival complement. I have no explanation for these curious data, which
are not excluded by anything in this or any other analysis.
I will now tum to Dutch. In Dutch infinitival adjuncts, a complementizer
like 'om' or other introducing words like 'zonder, na, teneinde, alvorens,
door,' etc. is obligatory, as (139) shows. In infinitival complements like
(140) and (141), the complementizer 'om' is optional or absent (cf. for an
extensive study of infinitival clauses in Dutch, Van Haaften (1991»:

adjunct
(139) dat Jan steelt *(om) rijk te worden

' that Jan steals *(for) rich to become'

complement with optional 'om'
(140) dat Jan hem verzoekt (om) te blijven

' that Jan him requests (for) to stay'

complement obligatorily without 'om'
(141) ... dat Jan denkt (* om) te blijven

... that Jan thinks (* for) to stay'

The 'om-te' combination in Dutch is reminiscent of the 'for-to' combinati-
on in English. A difference is that in Dutch, the Inflectional 'te' is a
reduced form: it behaves like a clitic in the sense that it cannot receive any
prominence, and seems to be incorporated in the verb. As such, it cannot
be a remnant of ellipsis. It looks as if in Dutch, INFL in infinitival clauses
has become weaker, and that this weakening has paved the way for Verb
Raising. In English, it seems that INFL has become stronger. It can be a
remnant of ellipsis - as the only XO-projection -, and this strengthening
may have been at the root of VP-ellipsis. It is curious to see that one of
the verbs which is typically a VP-ellipsis verb in English, 'want to', is
typically a Verb-Raising verb in Dutch, 'willen'.
There is also a class of infinite complements which do not have 'te' either,
as the following sentence shows (cf. also Evers (1975) for a classification):
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complement obligatorily without 'om' or 'te'
(142) dat Jan blijven wil

' that Jan stay wants'

No ellipsis is allowed in clauses introduced by the complementizer 'om',
as will be shown below. 'am' triggers the C-I-condition and consequently
makes any clause which it introduces completely opaque to ellipsis. When
'om' is lexically present in a clause, 'te' also has to be lexical. This is in
my view one implementation of the C-I-condition. On the other hand, the
lexicality of 'te' does not entail the lexicality of 'om', as (140) and (141)
show. It is not clear whether this falsifies the possibility of a Cvl-bicondi-
tional in infinitival clauses in Dutch. Verb-raising, which, according to
Huybregts is the result of clause union, affects the status of a clause: the C
and INFL of the sentence whose verb is raised, disappear in the process.
I will still assume that the following condition, which is one of the
implementations of the C-I-biconditional, holds in infinite clauses:

(143) C [+lex]
[-fin]

<-> I [+lex]
[-fin]

Dutch

In Dutch, a D-structure like (144)a can be the input of verb raising, as in
(144)b, or extraposition, as in (144)c and d:

(144) a b dat Jan b (om) hem te slaan] probeert]]
'b that Jan b (for) him to beat] tries]]'

b verb raising complement with 'te'
..dat Jan hem probeert te slaan
' .. that Jan him tries to hit'

c extraposed complement without 'om'
..dat Jan probeert hem te slaan
' .. that Jan tries him to hit'

d extraposed complement with 'om'
..dat Jan probeert om hem te slaan
' .. that Jan tries for him to hit'

Verbs which select infinite complements without 'om' or 'te' can only be
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the input of verb raising. Cf. D-structure (145)a and the output of raising
(145)b:

(145) a ..dat Jan de kraanvogels vliegen zag
' .. that Jan the cranes fly saw'

b verb raising complement without 'te'
.. dat Jan de kraanvogels zag vliegen
' .. that Jan the cranes saw fly'

Ellipsis is possible in sentences with verb raising constructions as (146)a-b
(with 'te') and (147)a-b (without 'te'), and in sentences with extraposed
sentential complements as (148)a-b, but not in sentences with extraposed
complements introduced by 'om', whether the elliptic clause contains 'om'
- as in (149)a - or not, as in (150)b:

verb raising with 'te'
(146) a .. dat Jan hem probeert te slaan, en Kees haar

' .. that Jan him tries to hit, and Kees her'

b b dat [IP Jan [vp hem [v probeert te slaan]]]] en [cp --- [IP Kees
[vp haar -----------]]

verb raising without 'te'
(147) a .. dat Jan de kraanvogels zag vliegen, en Kees de flamingo's

' ... that Jan the cranes saw fly, and Kees the flamingos'

b [cp dat [IP Jan [vp de kraanvogels [v zag vliegen]]]], en b---[IP
Marie [vp de flamingo's -----------]]]

extraposition without 'om"
(148) a ..dat Jan probeert hem te slaan, en Kees haar

, .. that Jan tries him to hit, and Kees her'

b b dat Jan probeert [cp [IP PRO [vp hem te slaan]]]] en b ---[IP
Kees ----- b [IP -- [vp haar -------]]]]]
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extraposition with 'om'
(149) a *..dat Jan probeert om hem te slaan, en Kees om haar

' .. that Jan tries for him to hit, and Kees for her'

b [cp dat Jan probeert [ep om [IP PRO [yp hem te slaan]]]] en [cp --
[IP Kees ----- [cp om [IP ---- [yp haar --------]]]]

(150) a *..dat Jan probeert om hem te slaan, en Kees haar
' .. that Jan tries for him to hit, and Kees her'

b [ep dat Jan probeert [ep om [IP PRO [yp hem te slaan]]]] en [ep --
[IP Kees ----- [ep -- [IP --- [yp haar --------]]]]]

The sentences (149)a-b and (150)a-b show us that 'om' makes the clause it
is part of opaque to ellipsis, as expected. (150)a shows us that 'om' cannot
be recovered, and that a sentence with 'om' cannot function as an antece-
dent of an elliptic sentence without 'om' either. A sentence like (150)a is
ungrammatical, because the information of the antecedent cannot be
recovered.
In the sentences (146)-(150), we have dealt with forms of ellipsis that
leave NPs as remnants. What about verbal remnants in sentences like
these? Consider the following sentences:

verb raising with 'te'
(151) a *..dat Jan hem probeert te slaan, en Kees haar te schoppen

' .. that Jan him tries to hit, and Kees her to kick'

b [ep dat [IP Jan [yp hem [y [y probeert] [y te slaan]]]]] en [ep --- [IP
Kees [yp haar [y [y -------] [y te schoppen]]]]]

verb raising without 'te'
(152) a *..dat Jan de kraanvogels zag vliegen, en Kees de flamingo's

lopen
•... that Jan the cranes saw fly, and Kees the flamingos walk'

b [cp dat [IP Jan [yp de kraanvogels [y [y zag] [y vliegen]]]]], en
[cp --- [IP Kees [yp de flamingo's]; [y --] [y lopen]]]]]

The sentences in (151) and (152) do not allow verbal remnants, even
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though they are infinitival and even though all the complements are
lexical. Even when the elliptic verb is an auxiliary, like in the following
sentence - something which is allowed in sentences without verb raising -,
the output is bad:

(153) a ?* ..dat Jan de kraanvogels heeft zien vliegen, en Kees de
flamingo's horen lopen
' ... that Jan the cranes has see fly, and Kees the flamingo's hear
walk'

b b dat [IP Jan [vp de kraanvogels [v heeft[v [v zien] t, vlie-
gen]]]]]], en b ---[IP Kees [yp de flamingo's t, ---- [v r, ho-
ren][v lopen]]]]]]

This observation is from Evers (1975). One of the arguments he uses to
defend his verb raising analysis, in which the output of verb raising is a
cluster of verbs, is ellipsis. No elliptic rule has access to individual verbs
which are part of this cluster: either the whole cluster is elliptic, or it is
entirely lexical. This is consistent with the assumption that the output of
Verb-Raising is one sentence. Just as in real monoclausal structures,
ellipsis has no access to parts of XC-constituents.
In the root equivalents of the sentences (151)-(153), where the finite verb
is not part of the cluster, this verb can be elliptic without problems, as
(154)a-c show.

(154) a Jan probeert hem te slaan, en Kees ---- haar te schoppen
'Jan tries him to hit, and Kees ----- her to kick'

b Jan zag de kraanvogels vliegen, en Kees --- de flamingo's lopen
'Jan saw the cranes fly, and Kees --- the flamingos walk'

c Jan heeft de kraanvogels zien vliegen, en Kees ----- de flamin-
go's horen lopen
'Jan has the cranes seen fly, and Kees ----- the flamingo's hear
walk'

In all the sentences in which extraposition has applied, the complement
sentences can be remnants when gapping has applied in the root sentence,
exactly as expected:
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extraposition without 'om'
(155) a .. dat Jan probeert hem te slaan, en Kees haar te schoppen

, .. that Jan tries him to hit, and Kees her to kick'

b [cp dat Jan probeert b [IP PRO [vp hem te slaan]]]] en [cp ---
[IP Kees ------ b [IP PRO [vp haar te schoppen]]]]]

extraposition with 'om'
(156) a ..dat Jan probeert om hem te slaan, en Kees om haar te schop-

pen
' .. that Jan tries for him to hit, and Kees for her to kick'

b [cp dat Jan probeert born [IP PRO [vp hem te slaan]]]] en b --
[IP Kees ------ [cp om [IP PRO [yp haar te schoppen]]]]]

Now that ellipsis in infinite clauses has been discussed, I will go into a
topic which deserves some discussion: adjuncts, complements and ellipsis.

3.5 Adjuncts, complements and recoverability

In section 3.2.4, I have discussed verbal adjuncts and concluded that these
are recoverable under ellipsis when the verb is elliptic, but unrecoverable
when the verb is lexical. I have attributed the marginal recoverability of
adjuncts when the verb is lexical to factors unrelated to ellipsis. In this
section, I will go somewhat further into this issue, because it will play a
role in the sections to come.
The behaviour of verbal adjuncts and verbal complements is more or less
the same, though for different reasons. Like adjuncts, elliptic complements
are recoverable when the verb is elliptic, but not when the verb is lexical.
The only difference between adjuncts and complements then seems to be
that adjuncts are marginally recoverable when the verb is lexical, while
complements are unrecoverable when the verb is lexical, but since this
behaviour of adjuncts has nothing to do with ellipsis, it seems as if
adjuncts and complements are alike. To account for this, it has been
assumed that the V-condition extends to the maximal VP.
Although there seem to be more differences between the behaviour of
adjuncts and complements, as illustrated in the following sentences, the
sentences (128) and (129) in the preceding section, repeated here as (157)
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and (158), it seems to me that these follow from independent factors. I
have an explanation for the opposition between (157)a and (!58)a, but not
for the ungrammaticality of (157)b.

(157) a Bill [yp [yp swims] [cp ---------]
(not ellipsis)

b *Bill [yp [yp swims] b PRO to -------]]

(158) a *Mary doesn't [yp want b ------]]

b Mary doesn't [yp want [cp PRO to ------]

Consider the following schema:

(159) Adjunct: YP, Complement: ZP

XP2

<.
XPI yp

/\
X ZP

Iwill resume the facts with respect to ellipsis in adjuncts and complements
in (160):

(160) a When X is elliptic, both its adjunct yP and its complement ZP
are recoverable when elliptic

b When X is lexical, ZP and yP are not recoverable when elliptic

(160)a and b are as expected, and follow from the Head condition defined
in a more or less extended way. If an adjunct is recoverable although the
verb it is an adjunct of is lexical, we are dealing with the marginal
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'truncation' reading, or with an independent domain of ellipsis. The
following sections will show that the observations in (160) are too simple
to handle all the facts. I have no solutions for the problems they raise. The
matter clearly requires more study.

3.6 NPs as a domain of ellipsis

3.6.1 NPs and licensing

As is well-known, ellipsis is also possible in NPs. Ellipsis in NPs occurs
in Dutch and in English, although not in the same way, as the following
pair shows:

(161) An expensive car and a cheap * (one)
[NP an expensive car] and [NP a cheap [N +ll

(162) a Een dure auto en een goedkope ----
[NP een dure [N auto]] en [NP een goedkope [N ----]]
'an expensive car and a cheaplNFL

b *?Een mooi meisje en een lelijk ----
[NP een mooi [N meisje]] en [NP een lelijk [N ----]]
'a beautiful girl and an ugly ----,

In an English NP-coordination like (161), the head cannot be elliptic, but
has to be a lexical anaphor. In Dutch, the head can be elliptic, provided
that the adjective is inflected, as (162)a shows. When the adjective cannot
be inflected, because we are dealing with a neutrum word, as in (162)b,
the result of ellipsis is much less acceptable. It seems as if the phenome-
non which characterizes VP-ellipsis, namely that INFL is a remnant, also
appears in Dutch NPs. Because English has no gender-dependent inflection
of adjectives, INFL cannot be a remnant in English in the NP above.
Following Honda (1989) and Van Riemsdijk (1987), Inflection may then
be the 'licenser' of the elliptic head, accounting for the fact that English
needs a lexical anaphor where Dutch can do with an inflection. This does
not explain why the NP-head cannot be elliptic by itself in these NPs.
Honda and Van Riemsdijk assume that in the cases where elliptic Ns are
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not allowed, the remnant in the NP is not 'strong' enough.
Consider some more data. Parametric differences between English and
Dutch also show up in (163)a and b. (l63)a shows that the genitive suffix
in English is sufficiently 'strong' to license an empty N, while this suffix
cannot be a remnant in Dutch, as (163)b shows. (163)c shows what
alternative is used in Dutch: an alternative without ellipsis.

(163) a John's mother and Bill's ----
[NP John' s mother] and [NP Bill's [N -n

b *?Jans moeder en Piets -----
[NP Jans [N moeder]] en [NP Piets [N -Il
'Jan's mother and Piet's ---'

c Jans moeder en die van Piet
'Jan's mother and that of Piet'

Consider also the following sentences:

(164) a My mother and his -----

b *Mijn moeder en zijn -----
my mother and his ----

c Mijn moeder en de zijne
'my mother and [NP the [N hisINFL]]

In (164)c, there is no ellipsis either. It is impossible to fill in a possible
gap in c: 'de zijne moeder' (the his mother) is not a possible NP in Dutch.
(164)c shows that it is assumed here that the possessive itself is the -inflec-
ted- head of the NP in (164)c.
If the genitive suffix in English is itself an inflectional suffix, it is temp-
ting to try to generalize the data above in the following way: ellipsis in
NPs requires an INFL remnant, and when there is no such remnant, the
head cannot be elliptic. But the following data show that English does
allow elliptic heads, too, even when there is no apparent inflection:
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(165) a John has one car, and Bill has [NP two ----]

b John has one car, and [cp Bill -- [NP two ----]]

(166) a Jan heeft een auto, en Piet heeft * (er) [NP twee ---]

b Jan heeft een auto, en b Piet ---- [NP twee ----]]

There may be an independent reason for the fact that pronominalization
does not occur in (165)a-b, however. It appears that the pronominal cannot
occur as a head in that context, as (167)a-b show:

(167) a *John has one car, and Bill has [NP two ones]

b *John has one car, and b Bill --- [NP two ones]]

In that case, we can assume that a lexical manifestation of INFL is neces-
sary as a licenser of elliptic N in both English and Dutch. Pronominals
will occur in English when there is no lexical manifestation of INFL,
except when this is independently impossible. 5

(165)b shows ellipsis applying in two domains of ellipsis. Gapping in the
CP, and NP-ellipsis in the NP. In the Dutch counterpart of (165)a, (166)a,
there probably is no ellipsis. The partitive nominal 'er' in the second
conjunct in (166)a is often analysed as a kind of operator binding a positi-
on in the NP, that is a trace. Although nothing until now entails that in
(166)a, the trace is lexical, nothing excludes it either. It may be then that
there is no ellipsis at all in (l66)a.
In (l66)b, we see gapping in the CP together with ellipsis in the NP. The

There are more examples which seem to show that elliptic N's are
possible in English. Cf. the following example, from Honda (1989),
which appears to have no inflection:

(i) he has many books, but read only [NP a few ----]

Iwill not go further into the data on ellipsis in NPs, however, and leave
the matter for future research.
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sentences (165)a and (165)a show us that ellipsis in NPs is independent of
ellipsis in CPs, since these sentences do not violate the V-condition.
As we have seen, in English, the head of an NP often cannot be elliptic
when there is no lexical inflection, but has to be pronominal in these
cases. The following sentences show that the pronominal 'one' can be an
N or an NP, but that it always has to include the head. (168)d is wrong in
the intended meaning: 'a big rhinoceros':

(168) a *John has a big elephant, and Peter has a small ---

b John has a big elephant, and Peter has a small one

(168) c John has a big elephant, and Peter has one, too

d *John has a big elephant, and Peter has one rhinoceros, too

Ellipsis in Dutch and English is allowed in N-projections and V-projecti-
ons, and in both the head seems to be at the start of the possibilities of
ellipsis. In English, ellipsis of N is limited, but the pronominalization
which we find in N-projections behaves analogously in that it has to
include the head.
The following sentences show that the Head Condition, implemented as
the N-condition, (171), is valid in both English and Dutch:

(169) a *The car of his mother and the bicycle ----

b [NP the car of his mother and [NP the bicycle [pp -- [NP -----]]

(170) a *De auto van zijn moeder en de fiets ----
'the car of his mother and the bicycle ---'

b [NP de auto van zijn moeder] en [NP de fiets [pp --- [NP -----]]]

the Nscondition
(171) N [+lex] --> NP [+lex]

The following sentences also demonstrate the validity of the N-condition:
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(172) a John has an expensive car, and Peter has a cheap one

b Jan heeft een dure auto en Piet heeft een goedkope ----
'Jan has an expensive car and Piet has a cheapINFL ---'

(173) a *John has a big elephant, and Peter has ----- rhinoceros

b *Jan heeft een grote olifant, en Piet heeft -------- neushoorn

But the N-condition is not enough to account for all the restrictions on
ellipsis in NPs. Determiners like 'a' and 'the' cannot be remnants when
not accompaigned by an adjective, while determiners like 'this' and 'that'
can. In Dutch, the heads will be really elliptic, and in English, pronomi-
nal, as the sentences (174)-(176) show. 6

(174) John has an expensive car, and ...

a *Bill has [NP an (one)], too

b Bill has [NP one], too

(175) Jan heeft een dure auto, en ...

a *Kees heeft ook [NP een ----]
'Kees has also [NP an ---]'

b Kees heeft er, ook [NP een tJ
'Kees has there; also [NP one tJ'

The English counterpart of Dutch 'one' is the stressed altemant of the
determiner 'een' ('an'), [e:n]. The unstressed altemant of this determi-
ner, [an], can only mean 'an'. (175)a is ungrammaticalwith any of these
two determiners, (175)b is only grammaticalwith the stressed altemant.
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(176) a John is in love with this man, and Bill --- with [NP that one]

b ?Jan is verliefd op deze man, en Kees --- op [NP die ---]

c Jan is verliefd op die ene man, en Kees --- op [NP die andere --]

It may be that determiners like 'a' and 'the' are not maximal projections
and so cannot be remnants on their own. Like clitics, which cannot be
remnants either, they cannot be emphasized. Determiners which are
demonstrative pronouns, are marginally allowed as remnants in Dutch, as
(176)b shows, but improve when accompaigned by an inflected adjective,
as (l76)c shows. So another explanation for the fact that determiners
cannot be remnants without adjectives, is that they contain no inflection.
NPs whose determiner and head are elliptic, and whose complements or
adjuncts are remnants, are not recoverable either. Consider the following
sentences: 7

(177) a *?b Jan haat [NP de dochter van de linkerburen]], en b Piet --
--- [NP ------- van de rechterburen))
'Jan hates the daughter of the left neighbours, and Piet ----------
of the right neighbours'

b *?fcp Marie wil [NP een auto met een spoiler)), en fcpJantien ---
[NP -------- met stuurbekrachtiging))
'Marie wants a car with a spoiler, and Jantien --------- with
power steering'

The grammaticality of these sentences is restored when an anaphor repla-
ces the elliptic head:

(178) a [cp Jan haat [NP de dochter van de linkerburen]], en kp Piet -----
[NP die van de rechterburen]]
'Jan hates the daughter of the left neighbours, and Piet ---- that
of the right neighbours'

7 According to Huybregts (p.c.), sentences like (177)a and b are grammati-
cal. Neyt (1979) lists sentences like these as ungrammatical. I myself
agree with Neyt's judgments.
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(178) b [ep Marie wil [NP een auto met een spoiler]], en
[ep Jantien --- [NP een met stuurbekrachtiging]]
'Marie wants a car with a spoiler, and Jantien --- one with
power steering'

The following sentences show that the same constraint applies in English:

(179) a Jan hates the daughter of the neighbours to the left, and Piet ---
-- * (the one) of the neighbours to the right

b Marie wants a car with a spoiler, and Jantien ---- * (one) with
power steering

The constraint seems to be that the remnant in an elliptic NP cannot be a
remnant to the right, but that it has to be a remnant to the left. A remnant
to the right is only allowed when there is already a remnant to the left.
Consider the following sentences:

(180) a b Jan heeft [NP twee bouwdozen van karton]], en [ep Piet ----
[NP drie ------ van triplex]]

b John has two construction kits of cardboard, and [ep Peter ---
[NP three ---- of plywood]]

(181) a [ep Jan heeft [NP een kleine bouwdoos van karton]] en bPiet --
--- [NP een grote --- van triplex]]
'Jan has a small construction kit of cardboard, and Piet ---- [NP
a bigINFL --- of plywood]'

b John has a small construction kit of cardboard, and b Peter ---
- [NP a big * (one) of plywood]]

The fact that the remnant in an elliptic NP has to be a lefthand remnant
could be a consequence of the two conditions on recoverability that we
have discussed so far:
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(182) Condition on recover ability (=(96»

A domain of ellipsis (CP or NP) has to contain at least one
remnant to be recoverable.

(183) Condition on recoverability of domains 2 (= (123»

A domain of ellipsis which is not identical to (smaller than) a
conjunct, has to contain a (leftband) clue to be recoverable.

At first sight, it seems that the fact that the remnant in an NP has to be a
leftband remnant can be explained by (183). This will not account for the
fact that some people find (l77)a-b grammatical. But when we assume that
we are dealing with two different domains of ellipsis in (177), NP and CP,
(177) is excluded via (183). When we assume that there is only one
domain of ellipsis in (177), CP, the sentences in (177) are allowed by
(182): this could be an explanation for the difference in intuitions about
such sentences. Compare also the sentences in (177) with the sentences
(184) and (185). What we see, is that when the verb dominating the NP-
ellipses is lexical, these sentences are completely ungrammatical:'

(184) a *b Jan hates [NP the daughter of the neighbours to the left]],
and [cp Piet hates [NP -------- of the neighbours to the right]]

b *b Jan haat [NP de dochter van de linkerburen]], en [cp Piet
haat [NP ------- van de rechterburen]]
'Jan hates the daughter of the left neighbours, and Piet hates ---
-- of the right neighbours'

(185) a *b Marie wants [NP a car with a spoiler]], and b Jantien
wants [NP ---- with power steering]]

b *bMarie wil [NP een auto met een spoilerj], en b Jantien wil
[NP -------- met stuurbekrachtiging]]
'Marie wants a car with a spoiler, and Jantien wants ------- with
power steering'

The fact that these sentences are ungrammatical, can be explained under
either analysis: if the domain of ellipsis is CP, the V-condition is violated.
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If the domain of ellipsis is the elliptic NP, condition of recoverability
(183) is violated in it.
In (184) and (185), the remnant in the NP apparently has to be a left hand
remnant in order to avoid a V-condition violation. So here we see that the
lexicality of the verb imposes special requirements on the remnants of the
embedded NP. This reminds us of VP-ellipsis in infinite sentences, where
the verb of the dominating clause has to be lexical. The data below also
demonstrate a similar connection. The Dutch sentences (186)-(189) show
that the inflection of an adjective is not necessary when the dominating
verb is not lexical, as in (186)a, but that it is obligatory when this verb is,
as the opposition between (186)b and (187)b shows:

(186) Jan heeft een wit paard, en .
'Jan has a white horse, and '

a [ep Piet ----- [NP een zwart -----]]
'[ep Piet ---- [NP a black -----]]'

b ?*[cp Piet heeft [NP een zwart -------]]
'[ep Piet has [NP a black -------]]'

(187) Jan heeft het witte paard, en ...
'Jan has the whiteINFL horse, and ... '

a bPiet ---- [NP het zwarte ---]]
'b Piet ---- [NP the blackINFL +ll,

b [piet heeft [NP het zwarte ----]]
'b Piet has [NP a blackINFL ----]]'

(188) Jan heeft een groot huis van hout, en ...
'Jan has a big house of wood, and .. .'

a [cp Piet ----- [NP een klein ---- van steen]]
'rep Piet ----- [NP a small ---- of stone]]'

b *b Piet heeft [NP een klein ---- van steen]]
'b Piet has [NP a small --- of stone]]'
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(189) Jan heeft het witte huis van hout, en ..
'Jan has the white house of wood, and .. .'

a b Piet ---- [NP het rode --- van baksteen]]
'b Piet --- [NP the redINFL ---- of bricks]]'

b b Piet heeft [NP het rode --- van baksteen]]
'[ep Piet has [NP the redINFL ---- of bricks]]'

The data above suggest that the lexical INFL of the verb in the CP entails
that the inflection in the NP has to be lexical, too. This is reminiscent of
VP-ellipsis in infinite clauses. But contrary to VP-ellipsis in infinite
clause, which forced the verb in the root clause to be lexical, the verb in
the root clause may be elliptic here, and in that case, INFL in the embed-
ded NP may also be elliptic. In (186)-(189), the NPs are complements of
the verb, and ellipsis in complements is possible, provided no conditions
on remnants or on recoverability are violated. The data in (186)-(189)
show that there is some interaction between different domains of ellipsis.
We can assume the following to account for the facts:

(190) When an embedded cycle is elliptic, and the verb dominating
this elliptic cycle is also elliptic, the embedded cycle has to
contain clues making it recognizable as a domain of ellipsis, in
generallefthand clues.

(191) When the verb dominating the elliptic cycle is lexical, the
embedded elliptic cycle has to contain sufficient lexical material
so as not to violate the V-condition.

The lexical clues which are sufficient to make a domain of ellipsis recogni-
zable as such need not be the same as the clues which are necessary to
avoid a V-condition violation. This is what the data in (186)-(189) show
us: the clues which are sufficient to make the NP recognizable as a domain
of ellipsis (viz. left-hand remnants) are not sufficient to avoid a V-conditi-
on violation (this requires a lexical instance of INFL in NP).
In the following sentences, these clues are the same. In (192), the embed-
ded CP contains no CP-clues, making the embedded CP unrecoverable; in
(193), the embedded CP is also unrecoverable, entailing that the V-conditi-
on in the root clause is also violated.
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(192) a *He says that John went home, and she ---- Peter to the movies

b [cp he says b that John went home]] and b she ---- b ----
Peter ---- to the movies]]

(193) a *He says that John went home, and she says Peter to the mo-
vies

b [cp he says [cp that John went home]] and [cp she says [cp ----
Peter ---- to the movies]]

If we look at the facts concerning ellipsis in embedded NPs, VP-ellipsis in
infinitival sentences, and ellipsis in embedded CPs, we can make the follo-
wing generalization: when the verb dominating these embedded elliptic
domains is lexical, as in (193), the INFL of the embedded elliptic cycle
also has to be lexical. This is the first time we assume an entailment which
is not clause-bound, but which explicitly applies across clause-borders. It
reminds us of the I-V-condition, but then across clauses.

the V-I-condition
(194) b .....V[ +lex] .. [xp .. INFL[ +lex]. ... ]]

There are differences among the categories which XP can stand for in
(194), however, which may be related to a difference in 'strength' of these
projections. As we have seen, the V-I-condition as expressed in (194) in
fact is a biconditional in infinitival VP-ellipsis contexts, but not in finite
CPs or NPs. We can explain this difference if we assume that infinitival
CPs are more transparent to the root clause, allowing CP-deletion and
other forms of reanalysis. Then we see that finite CPs are the strongest
projections in the sense that they behave like completely independent
cycles of ellipsis and are opaque to requirements imposed by dominating
cycles. NPs show some form of transparency which is absent in finite
CPs, in the sense that the requirements imposed to the remnants of an
elliptic NP are influenced by properties of the verb of the dominating CP.
The fact that V-I-condition operating in infinitival VP-ellipsis contexts is
probably a biconditional, turning it into a condition which is identical to
the monoclausal I-V-condition, may then be explained by a lack of opacity
of infinitival sentences to the root clause.
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The idea that elliptic categories need a licenser, which is at the left of the
elliptic category, can also be found in Zagona (1988), who claims that
properties of INFL are responsible for the fact that VP-ellipsis sentences
are allowed in some languages, English for instance, and not in others,
like Spanish. According to her, in English, INFL has the necessary
features to properly govern the VP, which has to be properly governed in
order to be elliptic. Here too, the remnant functions as a licenser of an
elliptic category, suggesting a possible generalization. But the basic idea in
Zagona's proposal is inconsistent with the view on ellipsis exposed here.
Zagona's claim is that an elliptic category is subject to the ECP and so has
to be governed, while in my view categories can be elliptic because they
are not governed, i.e. because they are not subject to any requirements
forcing them to be lexical. In Zagona's view, INFL is a remnant in VP-
ellipsis in order to license the elliptic VP, while in my view, the fact that
INFL is a remnant is either an option allowed by the parameters in a
certain language, or, if it is obligatorily a remnant, it is so to obey
conditions on remnants or on recoverability. In Zagona's proposal, elliptic
categories are identified with non-elliptic empty categories like traces, that
have to be governed. This seems to me to be a mistake. It cannot be true
that elliptic VPs need a lexical INFL to be wellformed. In many elliptic
sentences, INFL is elliptic together with the VP, as for instance in (l95)b
and (196)b:

(195) a John took a holiday two months ago, and Bill did ----, too

b John took a holiday two months ago, and Bill --------, too

(196) a John dated a girl, but nobody knows who he did -------

b John dated a girl, but nobody knows who -----

Similarly, removing 'to' in the sentences (197)a-c (from Zagona 1988,
101), does not make all sentences ungrammatical, as the opposition
between (197) and (198) shows:
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(197) John wants to go on vacation,

a but he doesn't know [cp when [IP PRO to ------]]

b but Bill doesn't want [cp t [IP PRO to -------]]

c but he doesn't want b t [IP Bill to --------]]

(198) John wants to go on vacation,

a but he doesn't know b when [IP ---------]]

b *but Bill doesn't C want [cp t [IP ---------]]

c *but he doesn't C want kp t [IP Bill --------]]

(197)a and (198)a are both grammatical, and show that an elliptic VP does
not necessarily require INFL to be grammatical. These sentences are
consistent with the conditions proposed in this chapter, and represent two
ellipsis options in English: gapping and VP-ellipsis in a wh-sentence. The
sentences (198)b and c are ruled out under Pesetsky's (1991) hypothesis
about exceptional Case marking verbs.
Although it is true that I have no explanation for much of the behaviour of
VP-ellipsis, e.g. the restrictions on the INFL remnants when there is more
than one auxiliary (cf. also Akmajian, Steele and Wasow (1979», it seems
to me that the empty categories involved in it will behave in the same way
as in other elliptic constructions. It can be concluded that notwithstanding
the differences in behaviour between ellipsis in NPs in Dutch and English,
the N-condition is valid in both languages. There is some interaction
between the domains NP and CP in some of the sentences we have
discussed, and it is unclear to me what the implications of these data are:
for the moment, I conclude that NP and CP are independent domains of
ellipsis. In the following section, ellipsis in relative clauses will be
discussed.
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3.6.2 Appositive and restrictive relative clauses

Relative clauses are CP-complements of an NP (or N), and we know that
both NP and CP are domains of ellipsis. Relative clauses are of two kinds:
appositive and restrictive relative clauses. We expect appositive relative
clauses to behave like adjuncts, and restrictive relative clauses to behave
like complements, if their respective structure is as in (199)a and b:

(199) a appositive relative clauses

NP.r-:
NP CP

b restrictive relative clauses

NP

~N CP

The structure of appositive relative clauses as in (l99)a is corroborated by
the facts. Consider the following Dutch sentence, with an appositive re-
lative clause:

(200) de mooie vrouw, die ik gisteren ontmoet heb, en de lelijke -----
'the beautiful woman, that I met yesterday, and the ugly -----,

In (200), both the head and the CP are recoverable. This is just like in the
case of VP-adjuncts, which were recoverable under ellipsis of the V.
Just as in the case of VP-adjuncts, the CP is also marginally recoverable
when the head, the N in this case, is lexical:
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(201) de mooie vrouw, die ik gisteren ontmoet heb, en de lelijke
vrouw
'the beautiful woman, that I met yesterday, and the ugly wo-
man'

This is what we expect if an appositive relative clause is like an adjunct:
in (200)a and b, and (201), the N-condition is not violated, and the adjunct
is marginally recoverable when the head is lexical (meaning we are not
dealing with ellipsis).
In these structures, it is also possible for the CP to be lexical and the N
elliptic, as in (202):

(202) [NP [NP De eerste vrouw] kp die ik gisteren ontmoet heb]] en [NP
de tweede -----] b die ik morgen zal ontmoeten]]
'the first woman that I met yesterday, and the second ----- that I
tomorrow shall meet'

The structure (l99)b for restrictive relative clauses is also consistent with
the facts. Cf. the following Dutch sentence:

(203) a de eerste vrouw die ik ontmoet heb, en de tweede ----
'the first woman that I met, and the second -------,

b [NP de eerste [N vrouw] [cp die ik ontmoet heb]] , en [NP de
tweede [N ---] b----------------]]

In (203), the CP is obligatorily elliptic, which is what we expect, since it
is a complement of the head. Consider also the following NP with a
restrictive relative clause:

(204) a *De vrouw die ik gisteren heb ontmoet, en de man --------

b *The woman that Imet yesterday, and the man ----------

In my intuitions, the relative clause in (204)a is not recoverable, which
folllows from the Head condition when restrictive relative clauses are
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complements of the head, as assumed in (l99)b. 8

In the following sentences, an NP containing a restrictive relative clause is
embedded in a CP. Here too, the verb of the root CP has a certain influ-
ence on the recoverability of the elliptic categories in the NP: when this
verb is lexical, as in (205)b, the relative clause seems slightly less recove-
rable.

(205) a Piet is de eerste man die ik ontmoet beb, en Kees -- [NP de
tweede [N ---] b---------]]

b Piet is de eerste man die ik ontmoet heb, en Kees is [NP de
tweede [N ---] b---------]]

In the same sentences with appositive relative clauses, the appositive
relative clauses are not recoverable at all, as (206)a and b show:

(206) a *Dit is Marie, die ik gisteren ontmoet heb, en dat -- Suzan b-
------------- ]
'Marie is that beautiful woman, that I met yesterday, and Suzan
-- that ugly woman'

b *Dit is Marie, die ik gisteren ontmoet heb, en dat is Suzan,
[cp ------------]
Marie is that beautiful woman, that I met yesterday, and Suzan
is that ugly woman'

This can be made to follow from the Condition on recoverability of
domains, since the CPs in (206)a-b contain no remnant.
In Dutch, a sentence like (207)a with a restrictive relative clause, in which

There is of course another possible analysis of (204)a-b which does not
violate the N-condition, viz. an analysis in which we are dealing with a
NP-coordination, as in (i): this analysis does not violate the N-condition.
In this section, I will only deal with the analyses with relative clauses,
however:

(i) [NP de vrouw die ik gisteren heb ontmoet] en [NP de man]

(ii) [NP the woman that Imet yesterday] and [NP the man]
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both determiner and N are elliptic, is in the same way ungrammatical as
the sentences (177)a and b: for some people ungrammatical, for others
grammatical. Here too, making the dominating verb lexical, as in (207)b,
makes the sentence ungrammatical. The same explanation applies here as
in (177)a and b: either there is one domain of ellipsis in (207)a, in which
case no conditions are violated, or there are two domains of ellipsis in
(207)a, in which case the elliptic NP violates the condition on recoverabi-
lity of domains. In (207)b, either the V-condition is violated in the CP, or
the condition on recoverability of domains is violated in NP, probably
amounting in a V-condition violation in the root CP.

(207) a ok/*Piet is de man die ik gisteren ontmoet heb, en Kees -- [NP -
--- [ep die ik eergisteren ontmoet heb]]
'Piet is the man that I yesterday met have, and Kees -- [NP ---
[cp that I the day before met have]]'

b *Piet is de man die ik gisteren ontmoet heb, en Kees is [NP -----
b die ik eergisteren ontmoet heb]]

Inside the CPs in restrictive relative clauses, ellipsis is also possible, in the
same way as in other CPs. Consider the following data:

(208) a *He is the man that/who I met last week, and that/who Bill ---
yesterday

b He is the man that/who I met last week, and ----Bill --- yester-
day

c He is the man that/who I met last week, and that/who Bill did -
-- yesterday

(209) a *Hij is de man die ik vorige week heb ontmoet, en die Kees
gisteren -------- (= (208)a)

b Hij is de man die ik vorige week heb ontmoet, en --- Kees
gisteren ------- (= (208)b)

In English, relative clauses have structures as in (210)a and b, and in
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Dutch, relative clauses have only a structure as in (210)c. In all these
constructions, Spec-of-CP and C are coindexed:

'the man who'

This coindexing has a special reason: The C-I-condition accounts for the
fact that the lexical presence of the complementizer 'that' in a clause bars
gapping, as the sentences (208)a-c and (209)a-b show. But this condition
does not account for the fact that relative pronouns, which are in Spec-of-
CP, also disallow gapping, as (208)a and (209)a - with 'who' instead of
'that' - show. What I will assume, is that relative pronouns are nomi-
nalized complementizers (an assumption which will be motivated in section
3.10.2) and are coindexed with the complementizers. We then need a
condition on remnants like (211) which may be generalized to Spec-Head
agreement:

the relative pronoun condition
(211) ReI. pron.[+lex] --> C [+lex]

This condition will trigger the C-I-condition, accounting for the facts. In
Dutch, all relative pronouns, also the w-relative pronouns as in (212), are
subject to (211).

(212) *de man wiens vader je vandaag gezien hebt, en wiens moeder
gisteren
'the man whose father you today seen have, and whose mother
yesterday'

The following sentences are accounted for by the Condition on recoverabi-
lity of domains (183):

(213) *b John is [NP the man b that I met last week]]] and bl Bob
(is) [NPI the man kn ---Bill --- yesterday]]]
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(214) *b John is [NP the man b that I met last week]]] and bl Bob
(is) [NPI ------ [eP2 --- Bill --- yesterday]]]

In both (213) and (214), CP2, which is a smaller domain than the con-
junct, does not contain a lefthand remnant, making it unrecoverable.
Besides, in (213), the N-condition is also violated in NPI. In (214), NP1
does not contain a lefthand remnant, so that the Condition on recoverabili-
ty of domains is violated twice here, in CP2 and in NPI. When the root
verb is lexical in this sentence, the V-condition is also violated.
Relative pronouns cannot be remnants of ellipsis, but wh-words which are
not relative pronouns, can. This explains the occurrence of a phenomenon
like sluicing, which has wh-words as remnants. Wh-words can be rem-
nants in any elliptic process. Cf.

(215) a John bought a book, but nobody knows which one -------
(sluicing without tensed remnants, i.e. with gapping)

b John bought a book, but nobody knows which one he did ---
(sluicing with tensed remnants, i.e. with VP-ellipsis)

(216) a Jan heeft een boek gekocht, maar niemand weet welk ----
(sluicing with gapping)

b 'Jan has a book bought, but nobody knows which ----,

(217) a who did you see today, and who ------ yesterday?
(gapping)

b who did you see, and who didn't you ----?
(pseudo-gapping)

(218) a wie heb je vandaag gezien, en wie ----- gisteren?
(gapping)
'who have you today seen, and who ----- yesterday'

b wie heb je gezien, en wie ---- niet ---? (gapping)
'who did you see, and who ---- not ----?'

(219) who to greet and who not to ---? (VP-ellipsis in an infinitival
clause)
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(220) wie te groeten, en wie --- niet ---?
'who to greet, and who --- not ---?'
(gapping in an infinitival clause)

The fact that relative pronouns are subject to the relative pronoun conditi-
on while wh-question words are not, accounts for the differences in elliptic
behaviour between the two types of sentences. If we assume that relative
pronouns are nominalized complementizers, a hypothesis which is also
expressed by the coindexing in (210), the difference between relative
pronouns and other wh-words is explained: relative pronouns share with
complementizers the property to trigger the C-I-condition.
A related problem that I want to discuss here, is the question what conse-
quences these assumptions have for the extent of the coordination that we
assume. A problem which has been raised by Van Oirsouw (1987) is the
question how sentences like the following ones should be analysed:

(221) a wie heeft hij vandaag t gezien, en zij gisteren?
'who has he today t seen, and she yesterday?

b who did he see today, and she yesterday?

Van Oirsouw observes that these sentences do not have the same meaning
as the following ones:

(222) a wie heeft hij vandaag gezien, en wie heeft zij gisteren gezien?

b who did he see today, and who did she see yesterday?

In (221)a and b, the assumption behind the question is that the person that
he saw today is the same one as the one that she saw yesterday, an
assumption which is absent in the questions in (222). On the basis of this,
Van Oirsouw argues against a derivation of sentences as in (221) from
(222)a and b. How are the sentences derived in the framework defended
here? Although we have argued that CP and NP are the two domains of
ellipsis, nothing forces us to assume that the coordination involved in
(221)a and b is indeed a CP-coordination. In Dutch, the coordination in
(221)a has to be a C' -coordination, as in (223)a. It cannot be an IP-
coordination, as in (223)b, because this would violate the V-condition in
Dutch, since the finite verb in (223)b is lexical:
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(223) a [cP wie [c' heeft [IP hij vandaag t gezien] en [c· beeft [IP zij t
gisteren gezien]]]

b [cp wie [c' heeft [IP hij vandaag t gezien] en [IP zij gisteren t
gezien]]]

The English counterpart of (221)a, (221)b, can be analysed as an IP-
coordination, as in (224), since this analysis violates no conditions on
remnants:

(224) b who did [IP he see today] and [IP she see yesterday]]

Neither of the analyses in (223)a and (224) violates a condition on rem-
nants, and the problem raised by Van Oirsouw is obviated. So the fact that
the domains of ellipsis are limited to CP and NP, do not force us to
assume the same for coordinations: the extent of a coordination will be
dependent on the conditions on remnants. Consider now similar sentences
with relative pronouns:

(225) a the man who he saw today and she yesterday

b de man die hij gisteren gezien heeft, en zij vandaag
'the man who he yesterday seen has, and she today'

(226) a [NP the man, b who; [IP he saw tj today]] and [cp who; [IP she
saw tj yesterday]]]

b [NP the man; b who; [IP he saw tj today]] and [IP she saw t;
yesterday]]]

Both for English and Dutch, the relative pronoun condition will entail that
the conjunction involved in (225)a and b is a CP-conjunction, as in (226)a.
An IP-coordination as in (226)b will result in a violation of the C-I-
condition triggered by the relative pronoun condition, since C is lexical in
(226)b, and !NFL is not in the elliptic conjunct. This analysis does not
raise the problem noted by Van Oirsouw, because, contrary to the senten-
ces (221)a and (222)a, the sentences (225)a and (227) have the same
meaning: the two relative pronouns in (227) denote the same person.
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(227) the man who he saw today and who she saw yesterday

In this section, it has been shown that appositive relative clauses have
adjunct-like behaviour, and that restrictive relative clauses have the same
behaviour as complements. A new condition on remnants has been intro-
duced to account for ellipsis in relative clauses. The relative pronoun
condition, according to which a lexical relative pronoun entails the
lexicality of C, triggers the C-I-condition and explains why gapping is
impossible in relative clauses. The elliptic sentences in which wh-words
which are not relative pronouns, occur as remnants, the sentences (215)-
(220), show that the constraint in question limits itself to relative pro-
nouns, and does not apply to independent wh-words. Independent wh-
words occur as remnants of both VP-ellipsis and gapping. As a consequen-
ce of the difference between relative pronouns and independent wh-words,
the coordination involved in sentences like (221)a and b is different than in
sentences like (225)a and b, which contain relative clauses.

3.7 PPs and ellipsis

PPs are mostly opaque to ellipsis. This is so in English and in Dutch.
Observe the following English sentences:

(228) a *John went home before six o'clock, and Peter went home [pp

after --- ]

b *John went home before six o'clock, and Peter went home [pp -

-- seven 0'clock]

(229) a *John went home before six o'clock, and Peter -------- [pp

after --- ]

b *John went home before six o'clock, and Peter -------- [pp ---

seven o'clock]

The sentences (228)a and (229)a violate the following implementation of
the Head condition:
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the P-condition
(230) P [+lex] -- > PP [+lex]

A sentence like (229)b violates the V-condition in the CP, because the V
is lexical and the VP is not entirely lexical. (229)b violates no condition
on remnants, but is still ungrammatical. It appears that, whatever the
status of the PPs is -complement or adjunct-, the PP is opaque to ellipsis.
The counterexamples to this claim which can be found in some of the
literature, all have to be analysed in a different way. Consider for instance
the sentences in (231) and (232), from Fiengo (1974, 114), which were
meant to illustrate the correctness of the Head condition:

(231) a He sold the Amati to Sherlock, and the pipe to Mycroft

b *He sold the Amati to Sherlock, and -- pipe to Mycroft

(232) a He sold the Amati to Sherlock yesterday, and to Mycroft the
day before

b He sold the Amati to Sherlock yesterday, and -- Mycroft the
day before

(231)b violates the Head condition for NPs, while (232)b respects the
Head condition for PPs. But these cases can be analysed as reduced
linearization (right node raising), in the following way:

(233)

_____ Sherlock yesterday
He sold the Amati to

---- Mycroft the day before

As soon as we reverse the order of the constituents, as in "(234)a-b, it
appears that the preposition is not recoverable under ellipsis:

(234) a Yesterday, he sold the Amati to Sherlock, and the day before, -
------- to Mycroft

b *y esterday, he sold the Amati to Sherlock, and the day befo-
re, ----------- Mycroft
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The same test shows that the elliptic prepositions in the sentences (235)a-b
from Sag (1977, 150) are not elliptic:

(235) a My mother met with the principal on Thursday, and ---- the
dean on Friday

b My sister spoke to Mrs. Wimble on Friday and ---- the dean on
Saturday

(236) a *On Thursday, my mother met with the principal, and on
Friday, ------ the dean

b *On Friday, my sister spoke to Mrs. Wimble, and on Saturday,
------ the dean.

In Dutch, sentences like (235) are ungrammatical, for unknown reasons,
and in English, it is not hard to find sentences which do not allow lineari-
zations as in (233). Cf. (237) and (238):

(237) *Mijn moeder sprak met de directeur op het feest, en de dekaan
op de vergadering
'my mother spoke to the principal at the party, and the dean at
the meeting'

(238) *My sister stood io front of Mrs. Wimble on Friday, and the
dean on Saturday

I conclude that prepositions cannot be elliptic when their complement is
lexical. The P-condition does not exclude that the head of an NP which is
a complement of a P, is itself elliptic. Cf. the following sentences:

(239) a John was standing in front of two girls, and Peter ------ [pp

behind [NP three ---]]

b John was standing in front of two girls, and Peter was standing
[pp behind [NP three ---]]
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(240) a Jan stond [pp voor het ene meisje], en Piet ---- [pp achter [NP het
andere ----]]
'Jan stood [pp in front of the one girl], and Piet ----- [pp behind
[NP the other -----]]'

b Jan stond [pp voor het ene meisje], en Piet stond [pp achter [NP
het andere -----]]
'Jan stood [pp in front of the one girl], andPiet stood. [pp behind
[NP the other ----]] ,

Here, we are dealing with ellipsis in NP, which is allowed. In (239)a-b
and (240)a-b, the preposition is a preposition with semantic content. In the
case of prepositions which are subcategorized by the verb and which have
no semantic content, the preposition cannot be elliptic either:

(241) a b Jan houdt van [NP de ene jongen]], en b Piet ----- *(van) [NP
de andere ------]]
'Jan loves of the one boy, and Piet --- *(00 the other ------'

b John is in love with the first boy, and Peter --- *(with) the
second one

Consider now Dutch sentences with postpositions, and their behaviour
under ellipsis:

(242) a Jan liep [pp de berg op], en Piet --- [pp de heuvel --]
'Jan walked [pp the mountain up], and Piet ------ [pp the hill ---]

b *Jan liep [pp de berg op], en Piet -- [pp ------- af]
'Jan walked [pp the mountain up], and Piet -- [pp ---- down]'

(243) a *Jan liep [pp de berg op], en Piet liep [pp de heuvel -]
'Jan walked [pp the mountain up], and Piet walked [pp the hill --
--]'

b *Jan liep [pp de berg op], en Piet liep [pp ------- af]
'Jan walked [pp the mountain up], and Piet walked [pp ----

down]'
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(242)a and (243)b are violations of the Head condition. At first sight
(242)a suggests that postpositions can be elliptic, but the ungrammaticality
of (243)a clearly shows that PPs with postpositions are not independent
domains of ellipsis. If they were, this sentence would have to be gramma-
tical. (243)a shows that postpositions cannot be elliptic either. So we need
an explanation for the grammaticality of (242)a.
In Van Riemsdijk (1978, 1990), postpositions are analysed as dominated
by a postpositional PP in D-structure. They can behave like particles,
however, and be incorporated in the verb. Van Riemsdijk (1978, 99-100)
and (1990, 234) gives several examples which unambiguously demonstrate
the separability of the NP and the postposition:

(244) a omdat zij de boom op blote voeten in klommen
'because they the tree on bare feet into climbed'
because they climbed the tree barefoot

b omdat zij op blote voeten de boom in klornmen

c *omdat zij in op blote voeten de boom klommen
'because they in barefoot the tree climbed'

(244)b shows that the PP 'de boom in' can be separated by the adverbial
'op blote voeten'. (244)c shows that it is impossible to separate the P and
its complement in a similar fashion in the case of prepositional PP. If we
assume that the postposition in (242)a is incorporated in the verb, this
sentence is not a counterexample to the P-condition.
There may be independent reasons for the opacity to ellipsis of PPs. When
a P is lexical and its complement elliptic, the Head condition is violated;
when the P is elliptic and its complement lexical, we are dealing with
remnants like CP and NP, categories that may not be sufficient as identi-
fiers of a PP, because they can occur as independent categories. So in
ordinary PPs consisting of a P and a complement NP or CP, leaving P as
a remnant is not possible, due to the Head Condition, and leaving NP or
CP as a remnant is not possible, because these categories cannot 'recover'
the PP. That this may be the correct hypothesis for PPs, is attested by the
fact that in PPs with a different structure, ellipsis is possible. Consider the
sentences in (245), from Zwarts (1979), which leave left hand remnants
which do not violate the Head condition:
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(245) a De ene agent stond twee meter achter de grootvorstin, en de
andere ---- drie meter --------
'The one policeman stood two meters behind the great-empress,
and the other one ---- three meters -------,

b *De ene agent stond twee meter achter de grootvorstin, en de
andere stond drie meter --------
'The one policeman stood two meters behind the great-empress,
and the other one stood three meters --------'

The specifier 'three meters', a measure phrase in a complement of the root
verb, can be a remnant in a PP, provided that the verb is elliptic, as the
opposition between (245)a and b shows. This is different from VP-ellipsis
in infinite clauses which required the root verb to be lexical, and also
different from NPs where the lexicality of the root verb entailed the lexical
presence of INFL in the NP. I have no explanation for this. The measure
phrase is part of a PP which also includes the smaller PP, as in (246):

(246) [pp [QP twee meter] [pp achter de grootvorstin]]

The following pair «247)a from Van der Zee 1982, 84) shows that a
similar PP with QP-specifier behaves differently when it is an adjunct. In
(247)a-b, the argument of the verb is the PP 'in zijn neus' (in his nose).
Ellipsis in the adjunct is not possible, as (247)b shows:

(247) a *De ene agent peuterde twee meter achter de hofmaarschalk in
zijn neus, en de andere ---------- [drie meter -------]
'The one policeman picked two meters behind the court-marshal
his nose, and the other -------- [three meters ------]'

b *De ene agent peuterde twee meter achter de hofmaarschalk in
zijn neus, en de andere peuterde [drie meter -------] in zijn oor
'The one policeman picked two meters behind the court-marshal
his nose, and the other picked [three meters -------] his ear'

Both when the root verb is lexical and elliptic, ellipsis in the adjunct is not
possible. I have no explanation for this. The relation between movement
and ellipsis in these sentences is the same. What cannot be left as a
remnant, cannot be moved either, as a comparison of (249)a and b with
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the elliptic sentences shows. This is consistent with Neyt's (1979) claim
(see section 3.2.3):

(249) Twee meter stond de agent t achter de grootvorstin
'two meters stood the policeman t behind the great-empress'

(250) *Twee meter peuterde de agent achter de hofmaarschalk in zijn
neus
'Two meters picked the one policeman behind the court-marshal
in his nose'

The ungrammaticality of (249) is due to the fact that the trace of the
extracted PP, which is an adjunct and consequently not L-marked, cannot
be properly governed by its antecedent (cf. for a study of left branch ex-
tractions, Carver (1990». In these cases, the opacity to movement of
adjuncts is clearly parallelled by the opacity to ellipsis of adjuncts. I
conclude that ellipsis in PPs is not impossible, but much more limited than
in other categories, due to unknown reasons.
A comparison of Ps with Vs unambiguously shows that Case plays no role
in ellipsis. V and P are both Case-markers. An object can be a remnant of
ellipsis, showing that its Case is not linked to the lexicality of the Case-
marker. In a PP, neither the P nor the NP it Case-marks can be remnants.
We do not need to resort to Case to account for this. P as a remnant in PP
violates the Head condition, NP as a remnant is impossible when it is not
a lefthand remnant.

3.8 APs and ellipsis

APs also seem to be mostly opaque to ellipsis. Consider the following
sentences:

(250) a *The son of the king is [AP very rich], and Cinderella -- [AP ----
beautiful]

b *De koningszoon is [AP heel rijk] , en Assepoester -- [AP ----
mooi] (=(250)a)
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(251) a *The first son of a king is [AP not rich], and the second son of a
king -- [AP too ----]

b *De ene koningszoon is [AP niet rijk], en de andere koningszoon
-- [AP heel ----] (=(251)a)

The ungrammaticality of (250)a-b can be attributed to the Head condition,
as implemented in (252):

(252) the A-condition
A [+lex] --> AP [+lex]

The sentences (251)a-b show that here the Spec-of-AP cannot be recovered
either. But in a sentence like (253), the specifier can be a remnant:

(253) De ene koningszoon is [AP heel rijk] , en de andere konings-
zoon -- [AP minder ----]
'The first son of the king is [AP very rich], and the second son
of the king -- [AP less ----]'

The reason for this is that the specifier 'minder' can also be used in an
intransitive way, as (254) demonstrates, contrary to a specifier like 'heel'.
This means that there is no ellipsis in (253).

(254) Deze jurk is een stuk minder
'This dress is much less' (meaning: less nice)

When the verb is lexical, all the sentences above are ungrammatical, due
to the violation of the V-condition in the CP. This shows that AP is not an
independent domain of ellipsis.

(255) a *The son of the king is [AP very rich], and Cinderella is [AP ----
beautiful]

b *De koningszoon IS [AP heel rijk] , en Assepoester is [AP ----
mooi] (= (255)a)
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(256) a *The first son of a king is lAP not rich], and the second son of a
king is lAP too ----]

b *De ene koningszoon is lAP niet rijk], en de andere koningszoon
is lAP heel ----] (= (256)a)

(257) *De ene koningszoon is lAP heel rijk] , en de andere konings-
zoon is lAP minder ----]
'The son of the king is lAP very rich], and the second son of the
king is lAP less ----]'

Consider now the sentences (258)a-b, in which the root verb and the
adjunct of the AP is elliptic. Like in the case of PPs, NPs and VPs, the
lexicality of the governing verb bars the possibility of elliptic adjuncts, as
the sentences in (259) show, although here too, the adjunct is marginally
recoverable:

(258) a The first son of a king is lAP too stupid b to marry]], and the
second son of a king -- lAP lAP too poor] --------]

b De ene koningszoon is lAP te dom b om mee te trouwen]], en
de andere koningszoon -- lAP lAP te arm] ---------] (=(258)a)

(259) a *The first son of a king is lAP too stupid b to marry]], and the
second son of a king is [AP [AP too poor] ------]

b *De ene koningszoon is [AP te dom [cp om mee te trouwen]], en
de andere koningszoon is [AP ~ te arm] ------] (=(259)a)

Consider now the sentences (260)-(261), in which the remnants are at the
right in AP instead of the left. When the verb is lexical, the sentences
become ungrammatical, as the sentences in (261) show:

(260) a *?The first son of a king is [AP too stupid to marry], and the
second one -- lAP ----- [ep to talk to]]

b ?De ene koningszoon is lAP te dom om mee te trouwen], en [NP
de andere ---] -- lAP ----- b om mee te praten]] (=(260)a)
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(261) a *The first son of a king is [AP too stupid to marry], and the
second son of a king is [AP ----- b to talk to))

b *De ene koningszoon is [AP te dom om mee te trouwen], en de
andere koningszoon is [AP ----- [ep om mee te praten]]
(=(261)a)

Contrary to projections like CP and PP, but similarly to the intuitions of
some people about NP, remnants in the rightmost part are allowed in some
APs, provided that the root verb is elliptic. This can be explained if AP
does not count as a domain of ellipsis, as was already observed. In that
case, no condition on recoverability is violated in (260) and (261), but
only the V -condition in the dominating CP.
We conclude that the possibility of ellipsis in APs is very limited and
restricts itself to adjuncts of APs.

3.9 Movementat S-structureand LF

3.9.1 Negation, affirmation and ellipsis

Several linguists (Ross (1970), Jackendoff (1971), and Neyt (1979)) have
observed that negation is not recoverable under ellipsis. Consider the
following sentences:

(262) a John has seen Peter, and Bob ----- Bill

b *John hasn't seen Peter, and Bob ------ Bill

(263) a Jan heeft Kees gezien, en Piet ----- Klaas

b *Jan heeft Kees niet gezien, en Piet ----- Klaas

Actually, this observation is not complete. If negation were simply unreco-
verable, we would expect the b-sentences above to be grammatical with an
affirmative reading, just as the a-sentences. But they are ungrammatical. It
appears that to restore the negative reading in the English sentence (262)b,
not only the negation itself, but INFL too has to be lexical. The opposition
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between the two following pairs shows this:

(264) a John hasn't seen Peter, and Bill hasn't ----, either

b John hasn't seen Peter, nor has Bill ---

(265) a *John hasn't seen Peter, and Bill ---- not ----, either

b *John hasn'tseen Peter, nor --- Bill ----

In Dutch, the counterparts of (265)a-b are grammatical:

(266) a Jan heeft Peter niet gezien, en Kees --- ook niet ----
,Jan has Peter not seen, and Kees --- not either ----,

b Noch Jan heeft Peter gezien, noch Kees -----
'Neither Jan has Peter seen, nor Kees -----,

What we see, is that in English elliptic sentences, the sentential negation
has to be lexical, and entails the lexicality of INFL, meaning English
makes use of VP-ellipsis to express negation, while Dutch uses gapping in
the same contexts. In the following sentences, the negation does not need
the lexical presence of !NFL, but in these cases, the negation has another
'host' to attach itself to, the NP to which it belongs. The capitalized NPs
in the first conjunct in the following sentences are the ones with which the
negated NP forms a conjunction:

(267) a JOHN has seen Peter, but [NP NOT [NP BILL]]

b John has seen PETER, but [NP NOT [NP BILL]]

In (267)a-b there is only one remnant to the right. In these cases, the
negation is emphasized to express the opposition between the two NPs.
When we replace these emphasized categorial negations with a sentential
negation, !NFL has to be lexical in English:

(268) John has seen Peter, but Bill hasn't -----

Categorial negation is only possible with only one remnant, not with
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more, as the following sentences show:

(269) a *John has seen Peter today, but not Bill --- yesterday

b *John has seen Mary, but not Peter --- Susan

It can be concluded that a non-emphatic sentential negation in English
needs a lexical !NFL, while it does not in Dutch:

(270)
the negation condition
NEG [+lex] -- >
sentential

INFL [+lex] English

The sentences (271)a-c show that this observation also holds in VP-ellipted
infinite sentences, where it has INFL 'to', though it does not in the
discourse in (272)B 1:

(271) a John wants him not to ----

b *John wants him not -------

c John doesn't want him to -------

(272) A: Do you know if Mary went to her work?

Bl: I think not

B2: *not

The answer Bl in (272) shows that a negation can be a unique remnant in
a subordinate sentence, but not in a root clause. A first diagnosis of
(272)Bl would be that we are dealing with a non-sentential negation in
(272)Bl, where 'not' is an adjunct of an elliptic CP, as in (273):

(273) I think bNOT b.....]]

This hypothesis has the advantage to be consistent with the negation condi-
tion. But what is so curious then, is why such answers are impossible in
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Dutch, a language which freely allows gapping. Cf. (274):

(274) A: Weet jij of Marie naar haar werk is gegaan?
'Know you if Marie to her work has gone?'

Bl: *Ik denk niet
'I think not'

B2: Ik denk van niet
'I think of not'

The answer (274)B2 shows that Dutch inserts a preposition between the
negation and the verb to express what cannot be expressed as in (274)B2
(a process which I find similar to the English insertion of 'of' in an
expression like 'proud of John'). If not solved in future research, these
data are problematic for the negation condition.

Besides sentences with (lexical) negations, and affirmative sentences
(which have no lexical additions), there are also sentences with lexical
affirmations. Emphatic affirmation in Dutch is expressed by 'wei', an
adverbial which can be a remnant of ellipsis, as (275)a shows. To express
the same, English uses VP-ellipsis with stress on the auxiliary, as can be
seen in (275)b:

(275) a Jan heeft Peter niet gezien, maar Kees --- wel ----
'Jan has Peter not seen, but Kees ---- AFF ----

b Jan hasn't seen Peter, but Kees HAS ------

Lexical affirmation behaves just like negation. Elliptic conjuncts as in
(276) cannot recover any reading from the antecedent clause, just like
(262)b.

(276) a *Jan heeft Kees wel gezien, en Piet --- Klaas

b *John HAS seen Peter, and Bill ---- Mary

The data above show that an elliptic conjunct can only recover the non-
lexical affirmative reading of its antecedent, presumably because no additi-
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on of (unrecoverable) lexical material is involved in this reading. Since the
lexical affirmative behaves in the same way as the negation in English, I
will assume that a rule like (268) can be extended as in (277):

(277) the NegaJf rule
NEG [+ lex] -- > INFL [+ lex]
AFF [+lex]

English

The rule in (276), which I will call the Negaff-rule, is not about the
categorial negation. We will go into some more data below, which may
seem inconsistent with the Negaff-rule. I will first introduce a scheme of
values to account for the data above.
Let us assume that a sentence has to have a positive or negative value, and
that a sentence cannot have no value. Then we have the possibilities as in
(278):

(278) Values

0: * (no value)
1: non-lexical affirmative
2: negated [+ lex]
3: lexical affirmative [+ lex]

(278)-0 says that a sentence without a value, that is without a positive or
negative value, is ungrammatical. (278)-2 and 3 say that a negative value
and a lexical affirmative value have to be expressed by some lexical item:
this is what [+ lex] stands for. We stipulate that these cannot be recovered
under ellipsis. (278)-1 says that a non-lexical affirmative needs no lexical
addition to be expressed. Since this value can be recovered under ellipsis,
we can perhaps simply assume that all values which need lexical additions,
are not recoverable under ellipsis. When an elliptic sentence without a
value cannot recover the value of its antecedent, it receives value O. The
motivation behind this value is the difference between sentences like
(262)a and b: a non-lexical affirmative can only be recovered with a
proper antecedent, and not by itself, as (262)b shows. When we are
dealing with a completely lexical sentence, we can maintain that a sentence
without a negation is an affirmative sentence, a sentence with value 1, but
when we are dealing with an elliptic sentence, we cannot maintain this: a
sentence without a negation does not automatically have value I, it can
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also have value O.
In the sentences (262)b, (263)b and (276)a-b, the elliptic sentences have
value 0 and are therefore ungrammatical.
Consider the opposition between (262)a and b. In (262)a, the antecedent of
the elliptic conjunct has the value in (278)-1, which needs no lexical items,
and so cannot be lost under ellipsis. In (262)b, the antecedent of the
elliptic conjunct has a negative value which is lost under ellipsis, but
which does not lead to a reconstruction of value 1, but the loss of any
value, meaning the elliptic sentence has value O. In the sentences above,
we have been dealing with narrow scope negation, which is not recovera-
ble in an elliptic sentence, and whose lexical occurrence in Dutch and
English is subject to parametric variation. But M. Siegel (1984) has shown
that wide scope negation can be recovered in elliptic contexts. Consider
the following sentence, where the epistemic modal is strongly stressed:

(279) a Jack CAN'T eat caviar and Sue ---- beans

b Jack KAN niet caviar eten, en Suzan bonen ----
'Jack can not caviar eat, and Suzan beans ----,

In the deontic reading of the modal, in which the modal and the negation
are not stressed, the sentence is ungrammatical, according to me and
several informants 9:

(280) a *Jack can't eat caviar and Sue ---- beans

b *Jack kan niet caviar eten, en Suzan bonen ----
'Jack can not caviar eat, and Suzan beans ----,

Siegel observes that this is evidence for considering gapping as an inter-
pretive rule (instead of a deletion rule). The epistemic modal and the
negation have wide scope over the CP- or IP-conjunction, as in (281):

(281) [cannot [Jack eat caviar] and [Sue --- beans]]

In sentences like (280)a and b, the modal has no wide scope, so that in LF

In this respect, I do not agree with Siegel, who claims that sentences like
(279)a are also grammatical in the narrow scope reading.
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the negation will have narrow scope, too, as in (282):

(282) [Jack cannot eat caviar] and [Sue ------ beans]

Since a negation is not recoverable under ellipsis, in sentences like (279)
and (280) only the verb 'eat' can be recovered, which in (279) is sufficient
to recover all the information, because the modal and the negation have
scope over the conjunction. This is not the case in (280), meaning that this
sentence is ungrammatical, because the elliptic conjunct in this sentence
has the ungrammatical value O.
Consider also the following sentences, (283)a with an epistemic modal
having wide scope, and (283)b with a deontic modal having narrow scope:

(283) a Jack CAN eat caviar and Sue ---- beans

b Jack can eat caviar and Sue ---- beans

In (283)b, we are dealing with a non-lexical affirmative: this is demon-
strated by the fact that this sentence is grammatical, contrary to (280)a-
b.1OThis is as expected with non-lexical affirmatives, because these are
recoverable under ellipsis. What about (283)a? Is it the lexical or the non-
lexical affirmative which has wide scope here? The English sentence
shows us nothing, since, if the affirmative has wide scope, no INFL is
required in the elliptic sentence, just as in its negated counterpart (279)a.
Still I believe that we are dealing here with a lexical affirmative, with the
modal as its carrier, just as in VP-ellipsis, which allows modals as INFL.
If this is right, we can say that the lexical affirmative and the negation can

10 Somehow, I do not find the Dutch counterparts very convincing. Cf. (i)
and (ii), (ii) clearly has the reading corresponding with narrow scope of
'can', but I have my doubts about (i): I am not really sure if this senten-
ce has the desired wide scope reading. Adding 'wel' to this sentence
does not improve it. I have no explanation for this.

(i) Jack KAN caviar eten, en Suzan bonen ---
'Jack can caviar eat, and Suzan beans ----,

(ii) Jack kan caviar eten, en Suzan bonen ----
'Jack can caviar eat, and Suzan beans ----,
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have wide or narrow scope. In both cases, we can maintain the Negaff-
rule. In sentences like (279)a and (283)a, the wide scope negation and the
wide scope lexical affirmation have the modal which satisfies the lexical
requirement of the Negaff-rule, so that the elliptic conjuncts in these
sentences do not violate the Negaff-rule. When the negation and lexical
affirmation have narrow scope, the clauses which they are part of, need a
lexical instance of INFL, as (280)a and b show. With these considerations
in mind, we can account for the following sentences:

(284) a John went home

b John did not go home

c John went home, and Mary --- to the movies

d *John did not go home, and Mary --- to the movies

e I don't think b that John went home] or b----Mary --- to the
movies]

Sentence (284)a has value 1, (284)b has value 2. In (284)c, both sentences
have value 1. In (284)d, the first sentence has value 2, the second has
value O. In a sentence like (284)e, the scope of the negation includes both
conjuncts, meaning that the elliptic conjunct has value 2. In (284)c-e, what
is recovered under ellipsis is the verb. In (284)c, the non-lexical affirmati-
ve is inherited by the elliptic sentence from the antecedent sentence. In
(284)e, the elliptic sentence receives a negative value via scope, and in
(284)d, the elliptic sentence inherits no value and is ungrammatical.
This view on the interaction between negation, affirmation and ellipsis can
also account for a number of data presented by Siegel (1984), but explai-
ned by her in a different way. Consider the following examples (Siegel,
1984,527):

(285) Tommy wanted to explore the haunted house, and Susie ---- to
sleep in the ghost's bedroom
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(286) a ?*Each of the boys wanted to explore the haunted house and
Susie ---- to sleep in the ghost's bedroom

b ?*Susie wanted to explore the haunted house and each of the
boys ---- to sleep in the ghost's bedroom

(287) a *None of the boys wanted to explore the haunted house and
Susie --- to sleep in the ghost's bedroom

b *Susie wanted to explore the haunted house and none of the
boys ---- to sleep in the ghost's bedroom

Gapping is possible in (285), but not in (286) or (287). What is wrong
with (286)a, is that the antecedent clause is not a non-lexical affirmative
clause, but a lexical affirmative sentence, which has a value which cannot
be recovered under ellipsis, as we have seen. The same is wrong with
(287)a: here the antecedent clause if a negated sentence, whose value
cannot be inherited by the elliptic sentence. In (286)b and (287)b, the
elliptic conjuncts contain a lexical affirmative (incorporated in 'each of the
boys') and a negation (incorporated in 'none of the boys'), which in
English need a lexical realization of INFL. As soon as we add this, (and
change the sentence somewhat because VP-ellipsis cannot leave an infiniti-
val sentence as a remnant in its gap), the sentences are correct, as (288)
and (289) show.

(288) a Each of the boys wanted to explore the haunted house and
Susie did -------, too

b Susie wanted to explore the haunted house and each of the boys
did ------, too

(289) a None of the boys wanted to explore the haunted house but
Susie did ----

b Susie wanted to explore the haunted house but none of the boys
did ------

As expected, the Dutch counterparts of (288) and (289) are correct without
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!NFL (except (291)b), though they all need an adverbial as a remnant:

(290) a Elk van de jongens wilde het spookhuis onderzoeken, en Su-
zie ---- ook ---
'each of the boys wanted the haunted house explore, and Su-
zie --- too ---'

b Suzie wilde het spookhuis onderzoeken, en elk van de jongens -
--- ook -----
'Suzie wanted the haunted house explore, and each of the
boys ---- too ---

(291) a Geen van de jongens wilde het spookhuis onderzoeken, maar
Suzie ---- weI -----
'None of the boys wanted the haunted house explore, but
Suzie --- AFF ----,

b *Suzie wilde het spookhuis onderzoeken, maar geen van de
jongens ---- ook / ook niet / weI ---
'Suzie wanted the haunted house explore, but none of the
boys ---- also / also not / AFF ---'

(291) c Suzie wilde het spookhuis onderzoeken, maar geen van de
jongens wilde dat
'Suzie wanted the haunted house explore, but none of the boys
wanted that'

(291)b is ungrammatical, as can be seen. This is not in contradiction with
our assumptions, but is due to an idiosyncratic property of Dutch. Consi-
der the following English sentence:

(292) None of the boys did it, *too / *neither / either

In (292), we see that a negation which is incorporated in the subject only
allows an adverbial like 'either', which has no Dutch equivalent. 'Too'
can only combine with an affirmative verb (cf. the opposition between
(293)a and b), but the negation of the subject has the verb in its scope in
(292), so that this verb does not count as an affirmative.
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Adding 'neither' to the verb in (292) is not possible because the verb in
(292) already stands in the scope of a negation. Adding 'neither' means
that there is one negation too many in the sentence Gust like in (293)c).
'Either' is the right adverbial to combine with the verb in (292), because it
is not lexically affirmative or negative, like 'too' and 'neither', but a
polarity item, which will interact properly with the negation which is
incorporated in the subject.

(293) a John left, too

b *John didn't leave, too

c John didn't leave, and Mary didn't ---, either / *too / *neither

An idiosyncratic property of Dutch is that it has only the counterparts of
'too' and 'neither', and no adverbial like English 'either', so that we have
no possible adverbial to add to (291)b. The only way to avoid ungramma-
ticality in (291)b, is to keep the verb lexical, just as in (291)c. The facts in
(285)-(291) behave consistently with the Negaff-rule.
Before we turn to movement and a tentative hypothesis to deal with dis-
courses like (273)-(274), it will be shown that negation shows that the
sentences which I analyse as discontinuous linearizations cannot be
analysed as ellipsis.
A consequence of the fact that narrow scope negation cannot be recovered
under ellipsis is that sentences as in (294) and (295) have to be analysed as
discontinuous linearizations and not as elliptic sentences leaving one
remnant. The negation in these sentences has scope over the second
conjunct, which would be impossible if these sentences were derived with
ellipsis, as the sentences in (296) and (297) show. This remains true even
when we acknowledge that De Morgan's law interacts with the data here:

(294) a She has not been looking here, or there

b She has not paid attention to her husband, or to her children

(295) a Zij heeft niet bier gezocht, of daar (= (294)a)

b Zij heeft niet aan haar man gedacht, of aan haar kinderen
(=(294)b)
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(296) a *Mary has not been looking here, orland Susan --- there

b *Mary has not paid attention to her husband, orland Susan ---
to her children

(297) a *Marie heeft niet hier gezocht, oflen Suzan ----- daar (=(296)a)

b *Marie heeft niet aan haar man gedacht, oflen Suzan --- aan
haar kinderen (= (296)b)

Discontinuous linearization is no more than placing one conjunct at the
end of the sentence in PF. Negation also shows us something else. At first
sight, the following sentences could be analysed as discontinuous lineariza-
tions, but they are ungrammatical.

(298) a *Mary has not been looking here, orland Susan

b *Marie heeft niet hier gezocht, oflen Suzan

The reason that discontinuous linearization is not possible here, is that the
first conjunct does not stand in the scope of the negation, which has as a
consequence that the second conjunct does not either. In the grammatical
discontinuous linearizations in (294) and (295), the first conjunct stands in
the scope of the negation. This shows that the second conjunct recovers its
relation with the sentence from the first conjunct, and not by itself. In
order to express what we would like to express in (298)a and b, we would
have to add a negation to the second subject, meaning we need a sentential
coordination (with or without ellipsis) as in (299):

(299) a Mary has not been seeking here, and Susan ----- neither

b Mary has not been seeking here, and Susan hasn't ----- either

c Mary has not been seeking here, nor has Susan -------

These facts provide evidence for the hypothesis put forth in chapter 2 that
discontinuous linearization cannot be reduced to ellipsis.
In this section, we have seen that narrow scope negation and affirmation
are not recoverable under ellipsis, but that wide scope negation and
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affirmation can be recovered. We do not have to stipulate a difference
between wide scope and narrow scope negation, since the fact that wide
scope negation and affirmation are recoverable simply follows from their
position in LF. These facts also show that the movement rules in LF play
a role in the reconstruction of elliptic categories, as attested by May
(1985) and Hafk (1985) and that the conditions on remnants operate at LF.
In the following section, the relation between movement and ellipsis will
be discussed.

3.9.2 Movement and ellipsis

The facts above are consistent with the Negaff-rule which was proposed. If
the answer Bl in (300) is analysed as a sentential negation of the embed-
ded clause, it does not behave consistently with the Negaff-rule, since
there is no lexical instance of INFL present in the subordinate clause:

(300) A: Do you know if Mary went to her work?

B1: I think b----not ----]

(301) A: Weet jij of Marie naar haar werk is gegaan?
'Know you if Marie to her work has gone?'

B1: *Ik denk b----niet ----]
'I think b---not ----]'

B2: Ik denk van niet
'I think of not'

Though I have no solution, the facts here seem to me related to the widely
discussed 'that-trace' phenomenon which we can see in the following
sentences:

(302) a who do you think b (*that) [IP t has gone to her work]]

b wie denk je b *(dat) [IP er naar haar werk is gegaan]]
'who think you b that [yp there to her work has gone]]'
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Long wh-movement in Dutch needs a lexically realized 'bridge' which is
obligatorily empty in English, similarly to what the negation in the
answers in (300) and (301) shows. Wh-question words in English can
move to a higher clause without the need of a lexical bridge. Suppose that
this is also the case with negation. Then we could assume that the negation
can be connected with the root clause -in the same way as wh-words land
in the root clause- without taking its scope (because clearly, the negation
in (300)Bl and (301)B2 is the negation of the subordinate clause), but with
the use of its !NFL in English, which would mean that a sentence like
(300)Bl is not necessarily in contradiction with our Negaff-rule. One
possible (speculative) implementation of this idea can be seen in (303):

(303) [CP OPi I think [ OPi --- not; ---]

The possibility of a negation to move overtly to a higher clause, is shown
in the following sentence (from Kempson (1991, 57»:

(304) The voters will vote overwhelmingly for Heseltine; but not I
think for Parkinson

I will not go further into the problem raised by (303) and (304). It is clear
that it deserves much more attention than it is given here. I will limit
myself to the conclusion that it future research will make clear whether
these facts are in contradiction with the Negaff-rule.
I will now turn to the behaviour of negation in the following sentences
(from Kempson (1991», which can be accounted for more easily. The
issue at stake is the relation between ellipsis and movement.

(305) Lucie has admitted that she stole the diamonds, but not the gold

(306) Sarah has interrogated the burglar who stole the diamonds, but
not the gold

Kempson notices that the negation in (305) can be associated both with the
the root clause and the subordinate clause. This is impossible in a sentence
like (306), where it can only be associated with the relative clause itself.
She points out that the negation in these sentences is sensitive to the same
constraints as movement, for which relative clauses, but not subordinate
clauses, are islands. Kempson (1991), following several assumptions made
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in Reinhart (1991) and Chao (1987), proposes to account for the associati-
on of bare arguments - like for instance 'the gold' in (305) and (306) - and
the proposition which they belong to, in a pragmatic way. Her conclusion
is that the alleged symmetry between movement and ellipsis is not correct,
and that her pragmatic account can cope with several sentences which
show differences between movement and ellipsis. I will not go into
Kempson's account, but limit myself to the negation facts which she pre-
sents, and show that they can be accounted for without problems in the
analysis of ellipsis presented here. Although it seems to me that movement
and ellipsis are somehow related, a conclusion which is inevitable if they
make use of the same notions, like 'government', it appears that the
stretch of categories across which a category can move, can not also
always be ellipted. This is what will be shown below. The two possible
structures of (305) are (307)a and b:

(307) a Lucie has admitted b that she stolei [NP the diamonds], but [NP
noti [NP the gold]]]

b Lucie hasi admitted [ep that she stole the diamonds], but b noti
b that she stole the gold]]

In (307)a, we are dealing with an NP-coordination whose second conjunct
is negated, and in which I assume a connection between the negation and
INFL in the subordinate clause.
In (307)b, we are dealing with a CP-coordination whose second conjunct
is negated and elliptic. The negation in (307)b is connected with the INFL
of the root clause. This presupposes the assumption that even in a comple-
tely lexical clause, as in (307)a, when a conjunct is negated, the negation
does not necessarily have to incorporate into INFL, but can also behave
like an adjunct of the conjunct. But this is a characteristic of categorial
negation, which we have assumed besides sentential negation, and which is
allowed in oppositions, but not when there are no oppositions, as (308)
shows:

(308) *Lucie stole not the gold

Consider now (306) and its possible structures:
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(309) a Sarah has interrogated the burglar who stole [NP the diamonds]
but [NP not [NP the gold]]

b *Sarah has interrogated [NP the burglar b who stole the dia-
monds] but [cp not [cp who stole the gold]]]

c *Sarah has interrogated [NP the burglar b who stole the dia-
monds]] but not [NP the burglar lcp who stole the gold]]

The only possible interpretation of (306) is (309)a. (309)b is a CP-coordi-
nation inside an NP, whose second conjunct violates the N-condition.
(309)c, which contains a coordination of NPs, violates the condition on
recoverability of domains: the conjunct consists of two potential cycles,
NP and CP, but the cycle which is smaller than the conjunct, CP, does not
contain a left-hand clue. Besides, since the elliptic NP does not contain a
lefthand remnant, it also violates the V-condition in the root CP.
So I conclude that the opposition between (305) and (306) can be accoun-
ted for within the analysis presented here, which does not equate move-
ment and ellipsis. But it is true that these facts could equally well be ac-
counted for if we assume that the association properties between NEG and
INFL are sensitive to subjacency. Kempson mentions some interesting
Norwegian facts to emphasize her point that ellipsis and movement do not
always behave analogously 11. Sentences (31O)a and b show that in Nor-
wegian (and Swedish), relative clauses are not islands for movement. In
(31O)a, the object of the verb in the relative clause, 'Bulgarsk' can be
moved into the root clause:

(310) a Bulgarsk kjenner jeg en som snakker
'Bulgarian know I someone who speaks'

b Jeg kjenner en som snakker bulgarsk
'I know someone who speaks Bulgarian'

Consider now the sentences (311) and (312), Kempson (1991, 58):

11 The relevance of these sentences (in Swedish) was pointed out by
Elisabet Engdahl, as Kempson observes.
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(311) Jeg kjenner en som snakker bulgarsk, men ikke albansk
'I know someone who speaks Bulgarian, but not Albanian'

(312) Bulgarsk kjenner jeg en som snakker, men ikke albansk
'I know someone who speaks Bulgarian, but I don't know
anyone who speaks Albanian'

Although relative clauses are not islands, the negation in (311) can only be
associated with the relative clause, not with the root clause. In order to get
the interpretation in which the negation is associated with the root clause,
the correspondent of the bare argument 'albansk', 'bulgarsk', must be
moved, as in (312).
Consider the possible analyses of (311) -(313)a and b- and (312) -(314)a
and b-:

(313) a Jeg kjenner [NP en b som snakker [NP bulgarsk] men [NP ikke
[NP albansk]]]]
'I know someone who speaks [NP Bulgarian] but [NP not [NP
Albanian]]'

b *b Jeg kjenner en som snakker bulgarsk] men b----ikke -----
- [NP -- b ------- albansk]]]

(314) a [ep bulgarsk kjenner jeg [NP en b som snakker nn men [cp ikke
albansk ------- [NP ---b -------------]]]

b *[CP bulgarsk kjenner jeg [ NP en [ CP som snakker tlll men
[CP ikke albansk ----- [ NP --- [CP --------m

In (313)a, one analysis of (311), we are dealing with an NP-coordination
in a CP, without any ellipsis. The negation pertaining to the second NP-
conjunct can only be associated with the relative clause. (313)b is an
analysis of (311) in which we are assuming a CP-coordination with ellipsis
in the second conjunct, an analysis in which the negation is a remnant of
the root clause. This analysis clearly violates the condition on recove-
rability of domains, since the CP (and the NPO contains no lefthand lexical
clue.
Consider now (314)a and b, the analyses of (312). In (314)a, we are
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dealing with a discontinuous linearization of the NP-coordination, a
possible analysis which accounts for the fact that the negation is associated
with the root clause. When the same sentence is analysed as an elliptic CP-
coordination with the negated NP as a remnant of the root clause, the
condition on recoverability of domains is violated, since CP (and NP) does
not contain any lexical remnants. As can be seen, even if NP is not an
independent domain of ellipsis, the elliptic NPs alone in these analyses
will violate the condition on recoverability of domains.
At first sight, the sentences in (311) and (312) suggest that what is going
on, is that the condition on recoverability of domains are relaxed when
movement has taken place, as in (314), but not when there has been no
(overt) movement. Similar facts appear in Dutch and English. Consider the
following sentences:

(315) a *bBill thinks b that he saw John yesterday]], and b Peter -
------b--------last week]]

b *[cp Kees denkt [cp dat hij Jan gisteren gezien heeft), en b
Marie ------- b--------vorige week ----]] (=315)a)

(316) a [cp who do you think b that Bill saw t yesterday]], and b
who ------- [cp ------- last week]]?

b b wie denk je [cp dat Kees t gisteren gezien heeft]] , en b
wie ----- b--------vorige week -----]]? (= (316)a)

(317) a b who do you think b t saw Bill yesterday]], and b who ----
[cp -------- last week]]?

b b wie denk je b dat them gisteren gezien heeft]] , en b
wie ---- b -------vorige week]]? (= (317)a)

When wh-movement has applied, as in (316) and (317), the embedded
cycles can apparently be recovered unproblematically, while this is
impossible in (315)a-b. The differences between the sentences in (315) and
the ones in (316) and (317) is obvious: in (316) and (317), the embedded
CPs contain an elliptic A-trace, contrary to their counterparts in (315). We
could assume that these traces function as a clue with respect to the
Condition on recoverability of domains. In that case we have to reformula-
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te this Condition:

(318) Condition on recoverability of domains 2
A domain of ellipsis which is not identical to (smaller than) a
conjunct, has to contain a clue to be recoverable: either a
lefthand lexical clue or a lexical item together with a trace in
A-position

This condition will account for the opposition between the sentences in
(316) and (317) on the one hand and (315) on the other hand. In (315)a
and b, the elliptic CPs contain no lefthand lexical clue, as they should,
since they contain no A-trace. (316)a and b are grammatical because the
elliptic CPs contains an A-trace and so need not contain a lefthand rem-
nant. Condition (318) can also account for the opposition between (311)
and (312) in a different way than above. Suppose that (311) is analysed as
in (313)b, and (312) as in (314)b. (313)b will be excluded by the reformu-
lated condition on recoverability of domains (318) because the elliptic CP
contains no lefthand lexical clue. In (314)b, the elliptic CP violates (318),
because it contains only an A-trace, and no lexical remnant.
A potential problem for (318) is the ungrammatical interpretation (309)c of
(306), where the embedded CP contains both the trace and its antecedent.
According to the formulation of the condition on recoverability of domains
as in (318), the embedded CP in the relative clause can be recovered
because it contains a trace and a lexical remnant, so the question is
whether we have to add some stipulation to exclude CPs which contain
both the trace and its (elliptic) antecedent. Since (309)c is also excluded by
the V-condition in the root CP because the NP dominating the relative
clause contains no lefthand remnant, I will leave the condition on recove-
rability of domains as in (318).
An interesting consequence of (318) is that it excludes the following
sentences, since the intermediate CP, CP2, violates the condition on
recoverability of domains (318):

(319) a *bwho do you think b that Bill said [cp that he saw t yester-
day]], and bl who ------- [en ------- [epJ ------- last week]]]?

b *b wie denk je b dat Kees zei b dat hij gisteren gezien
heeft]] , en bl wie ----- [en ------------- [epJ ------- vorige
week -----]]]?
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This sentence shows clearly that it is not true that the stretch between a
wh-word and its D-structure trace can always be elliptic. The non-elliptic
conjuncts in (319)a and b are grammatical sentences by themselves.
(319)a-b show that the locality restrictions which govern movement are not
identical to the locality requirements in ellipsis. There may be independent
reasons for this: wh-movement uses escape hatches to avoid a violation of
subjacency, and it may be that the stronger locality requirements in ellipsis
are due to the fact that ellipsis has no escape hatches.
This short look at some facts makes it clear, however, that the issue what
the precise locality requirements in ellipsis are, and inhowfar they make
use of the same 'primitive' notions as movement, is a subject which
deserves more research.

3.10 Ellipsis in non-coordinated sentences

3.10.1 Evidence for conditions on remnants

It is well-known that elliptic rules also apply in other constructions than
coordination. Apparently, the parallelism required by ellipsis rules is not
restricted to coordination. I will assume that ellipsis is possible everywhe-
re where parallelism exists, that is everywhere where an elliptic consti-
tuent can recover an antecedent.
What will be shown in this section, is that when elliptic rules apply in
non-coordinated structures, they obey the same conditions as in coordinati-
ons. Consider sentences like the following:

(320) a John visits any girl who wants him to ----

b John already read every book that I ever will -----

We are dealing here with the phenomenon which Bouton (1970) has called
'antecedent-contained VP-deletion'. The name is due to the fact that the
elliptic relative clauses are contained in the sentence which functions as
antecedent. This phenomenon is absent in Dutch, because Dutch has no
VP-ellipsis. Our conditions on remnants predict that VP-ellipsis is the only
possibility of ellipsis available here: the relative pronoun-condition states
that the lexicality of the relative pronoun entails the lexicality of the
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coindexed C, which triggers the C-I-condition, which in Dutch triggers the
I-V-condition, so that relative clauses are opaque to ellipsis in this langua-
ge. Consider now the following sentences:

(321) a *John visits any girl who wants him to visit ----

b John already read every book that I ever will read -----

Why is (321)a ungrammatical, and (321)b grammatical? The structure of
the sentences in (321)a and b is as follows:

(322) a Johnj visits any girl [who, tj wants himj to [vp visit berJl

b John already read every book [that, I ever will [vp read tal

In (322)a, the object NP is an elliptic pronoun. It has to be, otherwise it
would be a A'-bound and A-bound trace, violating condition C of the
Binding theory (cf. May (1985) and Fiengo and May (1991». But if it is
an elliptic pronoun, it violates the V-condition. This is what explains the
ungrammaticality of (321)a.
In (322)b, the seemingly elliptic object is a properly bound lexical trace.
Since traces do not have phonetic content, we do not have an empirical
clue whether the trace is lexical or elliptic. But if it is elliptic, it has to
violate the V-condition, just like (321)a does. When we assume that this
trace is lexical, the grammaticality of (321)b is explained.
Consider now comparatives and subdeletion in comparatives. I will
assume, following many linguists, that ellipsis rules also apply in compa-
ratives. This means that our conditions on remnants are operative here,
too. Consider the following sentences:

(323) a John bought more books than Peter sold ---

b Jan heeft meer boeken gekocht dan Peter -- verkocht heeft

These two sentences are grammatical, although there is no apparent lexical
object. In order to be consistent with the V-condition, the sentences will
have to contain lexical wh-traces. According to Bresnan (1975), a sentence
like (323)a should be analysed as in (324)a, with an elliptic object-NP,
while Chomsky (1977) assumes that the comparatives are instances of wh-
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movement as in (324)b:

(324) a John bought more books than Peter sold [NP x books]

b John bought more books than wh, Peter sold t;

Here, too, the conditions on remnants make a clear prediction and favour
the chomskyan analysis, because it allows us to maintain that the trace is
lexical, consistently with the V-condition. Chomsky (1977) also argues
against Bresnan's rule of comparative subdeletion, which accounts for
sentences like the following:

(325) a John has more books than Peter --- records

b Jan heeft meer boeken dan Piet platen ----
'Jan has more books than Piet records ---'

Bresnan assumes that in sentences like (325)a and b, it is possible for the
specifier of the N in the NP to be elliptic (in the ideas of those times,
deleted) just as the verb can be. Sentences like (325)a and b will then have
the following structure, in which the head of the NP is a remnant:

(326) a John has more books than Peter bas [NP x-many records]

b Jan heeft meer boeken dan Piet [NP x-veel platen] beeft
'Jan has more books than Piet [NP x-many records] bas'

Bresnan's analysis violates the N-condition, which states that when the
head of an NP is lexical, the whole NP has to be lexical. It is perfectly
possible for the verb to be elliptic in (325)a and b, but not for the specifier
of the N when the head is lexical. For a sentence like (325)a, structures
like (327)a, where the specifier is lexical, and (327)b, where the trace
which has been moved is lexical, are consistent with the conditions on
remnants:

(327) a John has more books than Peter bas [NP x-many records]

b John has more books than 0; Peter bas [NP t; records]
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Whatever the nature of the specifier of the Ns in these sentences, it is
clear that the rule involved here cannot be a rule of deletion (or ellipsis)
over a variable, as Bresnan assumed. Here again, the conditions on
remnants favour Chomsky's analysis which forbids deletion over a varia-
ble. The conditions on remnants do not answer the question whether
preposition-like comparative words like 'than' introduce sentences or NPs
in a sentence where only an NP is a remnant, as in (328)a. Den Besten
(1978, 648, note 7) suggests that both possibilities are available:

(328) a John is taller than Bill (from Chomsky 1977, 88)

b John is taller than Bill is (ibid.)

(328)a and b suggest that it is possible for the preposition 'than' to be the
head of a PP as well as to introduce a full clause with elliptic categories.
Evidence for the first possibility is given by Hoeksema (1983):

(329) a Niemand is groter [pp dan zichzelf]

b Nobody is taller [pp than himself]

The anaphors which are the complements of the comparative preposition
would violate condition A of the Binding theory if they were the subjects
of sentences, so here we must be dealing with PPs. It is not possible to
conclude from this, however, that every time that a comparative is follo-
wed by an NP, the structure must be seen as a PP. Consider the following
sentences:

(330) a Niemand is groter dan ik

b Nobody is taller than I

(331) a *Niemand is groter dan mijl hem

b ?Nobody is taller than mel him

In (330)a and b, the subjects have the nominative form, which the comple-
ments of ordinary prepositions never have, neither in English nor in
Dutch:
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(332) a *for he
*in front of I
*behind we
*after they

b *voor hij
*boven ik
*achter wij
*onder jij
*na zij

(for he)
(above I)
(behind we)
(under you)
(after they)

This is explained by the assumption that the comparative 'than', 'dan', can
both be the head of a PP and introduce a CP. 12

I conclude that the conditions on remnants work in the same way in non-
coordinative elliptic contexts. In the following section, the implications of
the conditions on remnants in a language with two different comparatives,
Spanish, will be discussed.

3.10.2 Spanish comparatives

In Spanish, comparatives behave somewhat differently than in English and
Dutch. Consider for instance the following comparative in Spanish from
Lozano and Pinkham, (1984):

(333) Luis tiene mas libros que Pedro discos
'Luis has more books than Pedro records'

This comparative, 'mas ... que .. .', which is in many ways similar to the
construction 'more ... than .. .' in English and 'meer ... dan .. .' in Dutch,
alternates with comparatives like the following:

(334) Luis tiene mas gatos de los que tiene Maria
'Luis has more cats of them that has Maria'
Luis has more cats than Maria has

12 What I do not know, is why (331)a is worse than (331)b. Ultimately this
may be a question of standardization. Dutch children use sentences like
(331)a very often.
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This comparative 'de los que' makes use of a relative clause. I will call the
comparatives as in (333) prepositional comparatives, and the comparatives
as in (334) nominal comparatives. Lozano and Pinkham observe that the
two comparatives have different syntactic properties. Compare the senten-
ces a and c in (335) and (336) - which demonstrate the nominal comparati-
ve - with the b- and c-sentences (all from Lozano and Pinkham, 1980), -
which demonstrate the prepositional comparative -:

(335) Luis tiene mas gatos .
'Luis has more cats .'

a .. de los que tiene Maria
, .. of them that has Maria'

b .. que Maria
' .. than Maria'

c *..de los que Maria
' .. of them that Maria'

d *..que tiene Maria
' .. than has Maria'

(336) Pedro compraba mas mercaderia en Espana ...
'Pedro bought more goods in Spain ..

a de la que compraba Carlos en Francia
' of that that bought Carlos in France'

b que Carlos en Francia
, than Carlos in France'

c * de la que Carlos en Francia
' of that that Carlos in France'

d * que Carlos compraba en Francia
' than Carlos bought in France'

Lozano and Pinkham go into the properties of these two comparatives and
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consider the possibility that the two comparatives are related by the
following rule:

(337) de Il/la/los/las que - > que I following S has no verb

This rule says that the relative word cluster loses the preposition 'de' and
the NP following it when the following S has no verb. It would mean that
the two 'que's in the different comparatives are the same element. Lozano
and Pinkham discuss the implications of this rule and subsequently reject
it. As a consequence, they conclude that the two comparatives are not
related to each other. I agree with them in one aspect: the 'que' in the
nominal comparative is a relative pronoun which submits to the relative
pronoun condition, while the 'que' in the prepositional comparative is like
'than' in English and 'dan' in Dutch, a preposition which submits to the
Head condition. So the two 'que's can indeed not be the same. But I
contest the conclusion that there is no relation between the two comparati-
ves. There is an intricate relation between them, which is explained by
conditions on remnants, which are slightly differently parametrized in
Spanish than in English and Dutch. This brings us to the second claim of
Lozano and Pinkhham: that there can be no ellipsis in Spanish comparati-
ves. As I will show, there are elliptic categories in the prepositional
comparative, but not in the nominal comparative.
Consider again the relevant sentences and the structures which I assume
for them, following den Besten (1978), who assumes that all comparatives
introduce subordinate sentences:

(338) Pedro compraba mas mercaderia en Espana ...
'Pedro bought more goods in Spain ..

a ... de [NP [NP la.] [cp que, compraba Carlos tj en Francia]]

b ... que b 01 Carlos compraba t; en Francia]

c *...de [NP [NP la] [cp que; compraba Carlos t; en Francia]]

d *...que kp 01 Carlos compraba tj en Francia]

The opposition between (338)a and c shows that the nominal comparative
does not allow the absence of the finite verb, and the opposition between
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(338)b and d shows that the prepositional comparative does not allow the
presence of the finite verb.
The nominal comparative is absent in English but exists to some extent in
archaic Dutch, as will be seen later in this section. The prepositional
comparative exists in all three languages, but behaves differently in
Spanish than in English or Dutch, where a sentence like (338)d is gram-
matical.
Let us start with the nominal comparatives, the sentences (338)a and c.
These introduce relative clauses which in Spanish, like in Dutch, are
completely opaque to ellipsis. In English, VP-ellipsis is allowed in relative
clauses, as we have seen in section 3.6.2, because !NFL can be a remnant.
The behaviour of the nominal comparative can be accounted for with the
conditions on remnants that we already have for Dutch and English: the
relative pronouns are subject to the relative pronoun condition, which
triggers the C-I-condition, which in its turn triggers the I-V-condition,
conditions which we have already seen before. An important difference be-
tween Dutch and English on the one hand, and Spanish on the other, is
that the relative pronoun condition in Spanish is a biconditional, evidence
for which will be given later in this section:

the relative pronoun condition
(339) a ReI. pron. [+ lex] -- > C [+ lex] Dutch, English

bReI. pron. [+ lex] <-> C [+lex] Spanish

(340)
the C-I-condition
C [+lex] <-> I [+lex]

the 1-V-condition
(341) a I [+ lex] <-> v [+lex] Dutch, Spanish

b I [+lex] <-- v [+lex] English

A sentence like (338)c violates the C-I-condition and the I-V condition,
which are triggered by the lexicality of the relative pronoun, due to
(339)b: C is lexical, while I and V are not in (338)c.
Consider now the prepositional comparatives, sentences (338)b and d. The
d-sentence is ungrammatical, and the reason for this is that -as I assume-
the operator binding the trace is elliptic. The ungrammaticality of this
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sentence then follows from the violation of a language-specific property of
Spanish, which consists of the fact that a lexical wh-word which is an
operator at LF cannot be non-overt. Spanish has one feature which is
absent in Dutch and English, viz. that non-elliptic operators cannot be
phonetically empty. This is expressed in (342):

(342) Op [+lex] cannot be deleted in PF Spanish

I assume that a condition like (342) applies to the operators found in
relative clauses in Spanish. Consider now (338)b: since this sentence is
grammatical, and the operator has no phonetic content here, it must be
elliptic, otherwise (342) is violated. The operator can be elliptic, when C,
I and V are elliptic, which I assume is the case in (338)b.
But in (338)d, the verb is lexical, meaning that !NFL is lexical (according
to (341)a), entailing that C is lexical (according to (340», which triggers
(339)a, which is subject to (342). So (338)d is ungrammatical, because the
wh-word is not phonetically realized, meaning it cannot count as lexical
and is illegally elliptic.
As can be seen, the reasoning only goes through if (339)b is a biconditio-
nal. If C can be lexical without the wh-word in (338)d having to be
lexical, the ungrammaticality of the sentence is not explained.
If the sentences with the different comparatives were completely lexical,
they would look like this:

(343) a *Luis tiene mas gatos que que tiene Maria
'Luis has more cats than that has Maria'

b *Pedro compraba mas mercaderia en Espana que que Carlos
compraba en Francia
'Pedro bought more goods in Spain than that Carlos bought in
France'

But such sentences do not exist, just as their counterparts in English and
Dutch do not exist:

(344) a *Luis has more cats than that Maria has

b *Pedro bought more goods in Spain than that Carlos bought in
France
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(345) a *Luis heeft meer katten dan dat Maria heeft

b ?Pedro heeft meer goederen in Spanje gekocht dan dat Carlos
gekocht heeft in Frankrijk

c *Pedro heeft meer tafels In Spanje gekocht dan dat Carlos
gekocht heeft in Frankrijk

In English and Dutch, these sentences are grammatical when the comple-
mentizer is not overtly lexical, but not so in Spanish, as (335)d and (338)d
show. Consider the structure of the following English sentences:

(346) a Luis has more cats, than OJ Maria has ti

b Pedro bought more goods, in Spain than OJ Carlos bought tj in
France

These sentences contain a comparison of inequality, which I assume needs
two NPs, one in each clause, the main and the subordinate clause. Some
nominal element has to appear in the subordinate sentences for the compa-
rison to be well-formed. In (346)a and b, these NPs are wh-words which
are moved to Spec-of-CP and deleted in PF. However, their non-overt
presence follows from the fact that they bind their traces. So the English
way to implement a comparison of inequality is to have a non-overt but
lexical wh-word to bind the trace of the second NP in the comparison.
In standard Dutch, there are two possibilities. The first is that a clitic 'er'
appears in the sentence with an NP-trace following it, which is bound by
an empty operator 13:

13 In sentence (347)b, 'er' cannot be added to the sentence, because it
cannot have an uncountable NP as an antecedent (cf. den Besten, 1978,
657). This explains the difference between (347)b and (347)c.
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(347) a Luis heeft meer katten, dan OJMaria (er) ~ heeft
'Luis has more cats than Mary (there) has'

b Pedro heeft meer goederen, in Spanje gekocht dan OJ Carlos
*(er) tj gekocht heeft in Frankrijk
'Pedro has bought more goods in Spain than Carlos *(there) has
bought in France'

c Pedro heeft meer tafels, in Spanje gekocht dan OJCarlos (er) ~
gekocht heeft in Fraokrijk
'Pedro has bought more tables in Spain than Carlos (there) has
bought in France'

In some dialects, however, it is possible for a wh-word 'wat' (indefinite
NP) to remain overtly lexical in Spec-of-CP. In that case, the clitic 'er'
does not appear. Sentences like the following are possible:

(348) a Luis heeft meer katten, dan wat, Maria tj heeft
'Luis has more cats than what Maria has'

b Pedro heeft meer goederen, in Spanje gekocht dan wat, Carlos ~
gekocht heeft in Frankrijk

'Pedro has bought more goods in Spain than what Carlos has
bought in France'

c Pedro heeft meer tafels, in Spanje gekocht dan wat, Carlos tj
gekocht heeft in Frankrijk
'Pedro has bought more tables in Spain than what Carlos has
bought in France'

In the sentences (346)-(348), there can be no ellipsis, since the main verb
is lexical and triggers the V-condition. So in Dutch and English, an
empty, non-overt, wh-word binds a trace which is the second NP in the
comparison. Spanish has a different way of implementing the operator-
variable relation, because it does not allow non-overt relative pronouns
when the verb is lexical. When the verb is lexical, the wh-word has to be
lexical and overt, as a consequence of (339)a and (342). To satisfy these
requirements, Spanish resorts to the nominal comparative. In this construe-
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tion, an NP like 'el', etc .. , is introduced in a relative clause starting with
'del que', as in (349). This NP is coindexed with the relative pronoun
'que' which is overtly lexical and which binds the trace which is the
second NP in a comparison of inequality.

(349) [NP [NP (d)eIJ b que, tj.... ]]
(of) the one which .'

If we assume that relative pronouns are in some sense nominalized com-
plementizers, an amalgamation of the wh-word in Spec-of-CP and C, an
assumption which is embodied in the biconditional (339)b, we predict that
in order to turn comparisons of inequality like (344)a and b into grammati-
cal sentences, Spanish either resorts to the nominal comparative, which
means that we get a sentence like (336)a, repeated here as (350), with the
wh-word, C, I and V lexical:

(350) Pedro compraba mas mercaderia, en Espana de la, quej compraba
Carlos tj en Francia
Pedro bought more goods in Spain of those thatbought Carlos in
France'

or to a prepositional comparative with an elliptic verb, like (338)b, repea-
ted here as (351), where the wh-word, C, I and V are all elliptic:

(351) Pedro compraba mas mercaderia en Espana 0i que compraba
Carlos tj en Francia

Because the verb is elliptic in (351), the wh-word can be elliptic here
without violating (339)b, (340), (341) or (342). But these conditions also
entail that the verb cannot be lexical in (351), and that it cannot be elliptic
in (350), which is the case in Spanish, as the sentences in (338) show us.
All the grammatical nominal and prepositional comparatives in Spanish are
consistent with the assumption that a lexical wh-word cannot be non-overt.
It can also be explained why subdeletion is possible in prepositional
comparatives but not in nominal comparatives. Compare the sentences
(353)a with (353)b.
In a nominal comparative, the relative pronoun can only bind a trace
which stands for a full NP, as (352)b shows, because it is itself coindexed
with a full NP. Because of this, subdeletion as in (353)a (from Pinkham
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and Lozano, 1984, 273) is not allowed in a nominal comparative: there is
no trace in (353)a for the relative pronoun coindexed with the NP 'los',
resulting in empty quantification:

(352) a *Pedro compro mas libros, de los; que; vendio discos,
'Pedro bought more books of them that he bought records'

b Pedro compro mas libros, de los; que; vendio t;

In the prepositional comparative, where the wh-element is elliptic, submo-
vement is possible, as (354) makes clear:

(353) Luis tiene mas gatos que Maria perros
'Luis has more cats than Maria dogs'

In (354), the lexical 'que' is a preposition, which does not bind anything.
There is an elliptic wh-word (operator) in (354), as the structure in (355)
makes clear, which binds the lexical trace of the specifier in the NP:

(354) Luis tiene mas gatos que OJ Maria tiene [tj perros]j

A sentence like (354) also shows us something else: that the elliptic wh-
word does not entail that the trace it binds has to be elliptic (which a
superficial look at the facts in (338) might suggest: the ungrammaticality
of (338)d cannot be explained by the assumption that the elliptic wh-word
forces the trace to be elliptic, too). The trace in (354) cannot be elliptic,
since it would then violate an implementation of the Head condition, the
N-condition.
Of course, when the verb is lexical in a sentence like (354), the sentence
is ungrammatical, because the lexicality of the verb entails the phonetic
presence of a wh-quantifier:

(355) *Luis tiene mas gatos que Maria tiene perros

This is also the case in sentences with subdeletion:

(356) *Pedro compro mas libros que vendio discos
'Pedro bought more books than he sold records'
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Several sentences have shown us that a wh-word cannot be non-overt
when it is lexical in Spanish. The only way for the Spanish wh-word to
lexicalize overtly is to use a relative pronoun, which, if it is a nominalized
amalgam of the wh-word and the complementizer, will trigger the C-I-
condition, the I-V-condition, preventing ellipsis.
The reason that the two comparatives exist side to side in Spanish is that
they are both needed to express the whole array of comparatives. If in
Spanish, a comparative involves two different verbs, i.e. if the verb in the
root clause is different than in the comparative clause, as for instance in
(352)b, the verb in the comparative clause will be lexical, entailing the use
of the nominal comparative.
If in Spanish, the comparative that we see in subdeletions is used, the
nominal comparative cannot be used, because the lexical wh-word which
occurs in a nominal comparative is a full NP, and cannot bind a sub-trace
in the NP in the comparative clause, a situation which results in an
unbound trace. Comparative subdeletion entails the use of the prepositional
comparative, which entails an elliptic verb. So we see that in Spanish,
there is an overt wh-word to bind traces corresponding to NPs, but no
overt wh-word to bind subtraces in NPs. In Dutch and English both types
of wh-words are non-overt.

The fact that in Dutch a lexical wh-word can be non-overt, i.e. may be
deleted in PF, may provide an explanation for the near loss of the nominal
comparative in Dutch: all the comparatives can be expressed with the
prepositional comparatives, as can be seen in (358), making the nominal
comparative superfluous. In archaic styles, the nominal comparative still
exists, and it still seems to exist in some southern Dutch dialects. The
sentences displaying this comparative behave exactly like their Spanish
counterparts, as the sentences in (358) show:

(357) Piet heeft meer platen gekocht. ..
'Piet has more records bought. .. '

a dan dewelke hij t verkocht heeft
'than the which (ones) he t sold has'

b *dan dewelke hij boeken gekocht heeft
'than the which (ones) he books sold has'
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(357) c *dan dewelke ---- verkocht ----
'than the which (ones) --- sold ----,

d *dan dewelke zij --------------
'than the which (ones) she ----,

Like their Spanish counterparts, the nominal comparatives in Dutch do not
allow subdeletion, nor gapping. When the wh-word binding the trace is
non-overt, as is the case in contemporary standard Dutch, both subdeletion
and gapping are allowed, as the following sentences show:

(358) Piet heeft meer platen gekocht. ..

a dan OJhij tj verkocht heeft

b dan Oi hij [NP tj boeken] gekocht heeft

c dan ------- verkocht ----

d dan zij ----------------

It can be concluded that nominal and prepositional comparatives are
related to each other, and that there is an explanation for the fact that they
exist side to side in Spanish, but not (any more) in Dutch.
It can also be concluded that ellipsis in Spanish comparatives exists, and
conforms to the conditions on remnants that are operative in other elliptic
contexts, modulo the language-specific requirement on Spanish quantifiers
as expressed in (349) and (342).

3.11 Ellipsis and reduced linearization

Ellipsis roles apply in coordinations, also in the reduced linearizations that
right node raising constructions actually seem to be. Consider sentence
(359)a and its structure (359)b:
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(359) a Jan gaat voor, en Piet --- na zessen naar huis
'John goes before, and Peter ----- after six (o'clock) home'

b [cp Jan k, [c gaat] [lP t [pp voor, en b Piet k' [c ---] [IP t [pp na
zessen] [pp naar huis] tllll

The coordination is a non-constituent linearization of a CP-coordination.
Since CP is a domain of ellipsis, we expect ellipsis to apply, and this is
confirmed in (359)a, where gapping has applied. The purpose of this
section is to show that the assumptions on reduced linearizations as stated
in chapter 2 are consistent with the analysis of ellipsis given in the prece-
ding sections.
The analysis of sentence (359) as a reduced linearization is consistent with
the V-condition. If (359) were analyzed as including elliptic categories as
in (360), this would mean that the V-condition would be violated in the
first conjunct:

(360) b Jan gaat voor ----------] en [cp Piet ----na zessen naar huis]

(360) also violates the P-condition in the first conjunct. An analysis as in
(361)b, in which the right peripheral part of the coordination 'na zessen
naar huis' is common, means that the P-condition is respected. Consider
also the following English sentence, where gapping applies in a reduced
linearization of a CP-coordination:

(361) a John painted the first, and Peter the second door

b [cp [IP John [vp painted [NP the first,and
[cp [IP Peter [vp t, ----][NP the second door]]]]

Here, an analysis which would involve elliptic categories in the first
conjunct, would violate the language specific requirement in English which
requires the head of the NP to contain an anaphor like 'one' in many
cases:

(362) a *John painted the first ----

The structure which we assume (rendered in a non-linear way) obeys the
principle on linear opacity in PF:
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(363) £a [IP John [yp painted [NP the first,~
door]]]]

and £a [IP Peter [vp r, ---] [NP the second

Consider also the following sentence:

(364) a John said that he, and Mary --- that she bought the second
painting at the auction

b £a John said £a that he, and £a Mary ---- [cp that she bought
the second painting at the auction]]

(365) £a John said that he
bought the second painting at the auction]

and £a Mary [----] that she

An analysis of a sentence like (364)a with elliptic categories in the first CP
violates the C-I-condition, since it entails that the first conjunct in (364)a
has a lexical complementizer as a remnant, as in (366):

(366) John said that he --------------------

The conditions on remnants also show us that some 'gaps' in the second
conjunct are inconsistent with the conditions on remnants proposed here.
Consider the following sentences, and their analyses as assumed in some
literature:

(367) a Jan stapte in en reed weg
'John got in and drove away'

b £a Jan stapte in] en [cp ---- reed weg] (from: Klein, 1986, 398)

(368) a .. omdat Jan Piet een boek, en Marie een plaat geeft
' ..because John Piet a book, and Mary a record gave'

b £a omdat Jan Piet een boek -----]]] en £a ----- --- Marie een
plaat geeft] (from: Dirksen and Kerstens, 1987, 45)

The analyses in (367)b and (368)b violate the subject-condition. The analy-
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sis in (368)b also violates the C-I-condition. According to the conditions
on remnants which we have seen in this chapter, the only consistent analy-
sis of (368)a is one in which an VP-coordination inside a CP is reduced in
PF, as in (369):

(369) [vp Piet een boek

k,omdatL,Ja< >8eeftlll
[vp Marie een plaat

I conclude that the lack of phonetically realized structure as it manifests
itself in reduced linearizations is of a fundamentally different character
than the lack of structure which we find in elliptic constructions.
In the following section, I will give a summary of the conditions which I
have proposed in this chapter.

3.12 Summary of the conditions

In this section, I will summarize the different conditions which we have
discussed in this chapter:

(370) the Head-condition:
X [+lex] --> XP
(for all X, except INFL in English, and P in many languages,
among which English and Dutch)

(371) Head-linking conditions:
a C [exfin][ + lex] <-> I [exfin][ + lex]

b I [exfin][ + lex] <-> V [+lex] Dutch, Spanish

c I [o finlj+Iex] <--V[+lex] English
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(372) Spec-Head conditions:
a I [+lex] --> Subject [+ lex]

bReI. pron. [+ lex] <->C [+lex] Spanish

c ReI. pron. [+ lex] -> C [+lex] English, Dutch

d Op [+ lex] cannot be deleted in PF in Spanish

Negation-affirmation rule:
e NEG [+lex] -->

AFF [+lex]
I [+lex] English

(373) Conditions on recoverability:
a A domain of ellipsis (CP or NP) has to contain at least one

remnant to be recoverable.

b A domain of ellipsis which is not identical to (smaller than) a
conjunct, has to contain a (lefthand) clue to be recoverable.

c A domain of ellipsis which is not identical to (smaller than) a
conjunct, has to contain a clue to be recoverable: either a
lefthand lexical clue or a lexical item together with a trace in
A-position.

3.13 Final remarks

In this chapter, an account has been given of several restrictions on ellip-
sis. The Head condition of Fiengo (1974) has been assumed to be respon-
sible for quite a number of constraints in ellipsis. It was concluded that
one language-specific form of ellipsis, VP-ellipsis in English, is an
exception to the Head condition.
Besides the several implementations of the Head condition, some lexical
entailments are operative which can be considered as subcases of the Head
condition, dependencies which seem to be the elliptic counterparts of the
Spec-Head agreement relations, for instance the dependency between INFL
and the subject of the clause, and the dependencies between categories in
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Spec-of-CP and C.
It has been shown that ellipsis is cyclic, and that there are two independent
domains of ellipsis: CP and NP. The conditions on remnants together with
the conditions on recoverability of domains are assumed to account both
for the cyclic character of ellipsis and the different forms of ellipsis thatn
can be found in the different languages. The theory of ellipsis advocated
here works in a similar way in coordinations as in comparatives and
antecedent-contained relative clauses. It also makes a clear prediction
about the controversy Chomsky-Bresnan about the nature of subdeletion in
comparatives, in that it is only consistent with Chomsky's view.
Finally, this theory has helped to sort out why Spanish has two different
comparatives, the prepositional comparative enforicng ellipsis and the
nominal comparative forbidding ellipsis. The difference between these two
comparatives appeared to be caused by a language-specific property of
Spanish which forbids lexical wh-words to be deleted in PF in Spanish,
something which is possible both in English and Dutch. This language-
specific restriction in Spanish and the different implications this has for the
theory of ellipsis has made it possible to account for the fact that the
nominal comparative in Dutch only exists in a marginal way, while it is
fully productive in Spanish.
A corollary of the theory of ellipsis given here is that it helps us to
delimitate coordinations. Whether a conjunct is just a category like for
instance IP, or a category like CP containing elliptic gaps, is not a trivial
question, but is determined by the conditions on remnants.
I believe that further research aimed at discovering inhowfar ellipsis and
movement, binding and bounding are governed by the same principles,
will be very useful. In the most ideal case, ellipsis may provide as many
possibilities to check hypotheses on structures as movement.
It is also true that many aspects of ellipsis have not been discussed in this
chapter. The main question to which an answer has has been given (to
some extent) is the question why some categories cannot be elliptic under
identity. I have only marginally discussed the locality restrictions which
rule the relation between the elliptic sentence and its antecedent, the issue
of antecedent-contained ellipsis in English, of LF and ellipsis, and others
topics which are very intriguing. I leave this for further research.
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Samenvatting

Over cOOrdinatie en ellipsis

In dit proefschrift wordt een voorstel gedaan voor de beregeling van
coordinatie en ellipsis in het model van de transformationeel-generatieve
syntaxis zoals aangenomen in Chomsky (1981).

In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt ingegaan op de vraag wat voor categorieen
input kunnen zijn van de diverse nevenschikkende voegwoorden. Er wordt
aangenomen dat sommige voegwoorden aile projecties van een categorie
als input kunnen hebben, en dat andere voegwoorden (de initiele voeg-
woorden) aileen maximale projecties kunnen nevenschikken. Op basis van
deze indeling en andere argumenten wordt, in navolging van andere
literatuur, de conclusie getrokken dat de analyses achter regels als con-
junctie reductie en het v.erschijnsel 'right node raising' niet deugen.
Tevens wordt beargumenteerd dat de relatie tussen verplaatsing en coordi-
natie zoals aangenomen wordt in de Across-the-Board regeltoepassing van
Williams (1978), niet juist is: er bestaat geen relatie tussen verplaatsing en
coordinatie, een opvatting die men ook aantreft in Gazdar (1981), en a)
dateert van Ross (1967).
Right node raising coordinaties zijn blijkens de voegwoord-testen constitu-
ent-coordinaties, en vormen geen tegenvoorbeeld tegen de opvatting dat
alleen categorieen geconjungeerd moeten worden. Desalniettemin blijken
sommige coordinaties, die uit twee of meer XPs bestaan, mogelijk te zijn,
en soms zelfs initiele nevenschikking toe te staan, hoewel ze volgens
andere maatstaven geen categorieen vormen. Dit probleem wordt niet
opgelost.

In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt de set union hypothese van Huybregts en
Goodall (1984) aangenomen als de beste verantwoording voor coordinatie,
Binnen deze opvatting moet coordinatie gezien worden als de vereniging
van Phrase Markers, en niet als het resultaat van een Phrase Structure
regel. De plaats van set union in het grammatica-model wordt besproken,
en er wordt aangetoond dat deze benadering het mogelijk maakt om
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coordinatie te verantwoorden zonder gebruik te maken van onwenselijke
coordinatie-specifieke beperkingen zoals de CSC (sectie 2.2.1).
In sectie 2.2.3 wordt ingegaan op de controverse Williams/Gazdar en de
zin die daar een belangrijke rol in heeft gespeeld: 'I know the man who
John likes e and we hope e will win'. Ik wijs beider oplossingen af, en
laat zien dat de verantwoording van coordinaties die echo-vragen bevatten
kan worden opgelost m.b.v. Pesetsky's D-linking, een oplossing die
cruciaal gebruik maakt van de wh-subjectsporen die Gazdar door de
metaregel die hij voorstelt ter verantwoording van de bovengenoemde zin,
nu juist elimineert, waardoor een aantal coordinatie-feiten problematisch
worden voor Gazdar. Ik stel een alternatief voor voor de gewraakte
zinnen, die ook bij andere coordinaties een rol speelt, en dus onafhankelijk
gemotiveerd is: de beperking die een rol speelt bij het soort asymmetrieen
dat Gazdar en Williams bespreken, is m.i. een triviale coordinatie-specifie-
ke beperking. De conclusie is dat hoewel coordinatie onafhankelijk is van
verplaatsing, coordinatie geen argumenten levert tegen verplaatsing zoals
aangenomen in de Government-Binding theorie.
Tevens wordt beargumenteerd dat conjuncten niet worden gedomineerd
door een categorie van hetzelfde type als de conjuncten. De set union
benadering maakt deze categorie overbodig. Ook het feit dat conjuncten
niet per se naast elkaar staan maar discontinu kunnen worden gelineari-
seerd, pleit tegen een dominerende knoop. In navolging van Huybregts en
Goodall neem ik aan dat linearizatie in PF plaatsvindt (2.3), en dat er twee
opties zijn: adjacente en discontinue linearizatie (2.3.1). Omdat de agree-
ment-regels worden gezien als een argument voor een dominerende knoop
bij conjuncties, wordt in sectie 2.4 een alternatief voorgesteld dat features
als meervoud en enkelvoud niet aan de (ontbrekende) dominerende knoop
toekent, maar o.a. aan de voegwoorden zelf. Omdat de verschillende
agreement-regels gevoelig zijn voor linearizatie, moeten ook deze regels
werken in PF.

Het derde hoofdstuk is geheel gewijd aan ellipsis. Er wordt een theorie
voorgesteld over ellipsis, die gebaseerd is op de assumptie dat elliptische
categorieen lege categorieen zijn die hun interpretatie ontlenen aan een
antecedent (sectie 3.1). De hoofdgedachte is dat de condities op restanten
worden beregeld door de Hoofd Conditie van Fiengo (1974), die in het
beste geval gereduceerd kan worden tot een regeer-relatie. In de secties
onder 3.2. wordt gedemonstreerd hoe de condities werken in hoofdzinnen.
Er wordt aangetoond dat de verschillende elliptische regels die worden
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aangenomen in de literatuur - gapping, sluicing, VP-ellipsis, pseudo-
gapping - de opties zijn die door de verschillende implementaties van de
Head condition worden toegestaan.
De data in 3.3. laten zien dat ellipsis, net als verplaatsing, cyclisch werkt,
en dat er slechts twee onafhankelijke domeinen van ellipsis zijn, NP en
CP. De cycliciteit voIgt uit de Hoofd conditie in combinatie met twee
condities op terugvindbaarheid, die varianten van elkaar zijn.
In secties 3.4 en 3.5 wordt ingegaan op ellipsis in ondergeschikte zinnen
en adjuncten, en in sectie 3.6. wordt ellipsis in NP behandeld. In secties
3.7. en 3.8 wordt aangetoond dat PP en AP geen echte domeinen van
ellipsis zijn.
In 3.9.1 wordt ingegaan op de interactie tussen negatie en affirmatie
enerzijds en ellipsis anderzijds. Negatie en affirmatie blijken in het
Nederlands te worden geregeerd door een andere parameter dan in het
Engels, met als gevolg dat in dit soort zinnen in het Engels VP-ellipsis
optreedt waar het Nederlands gapping gebruikt.
De verschillende data met wijd en nauw bereik van negatie laten zien dat
terugvindbaarheid van elliptische constituenten gevoelig is voor bet effect
van Quantifier Raising regels. Dit betekent dat de condities op restanten
op LF actief zijn, in overeenstemming met de conc1usie van Siegel.
Daarbij geldt dat, aangezien linearizatie in PF zit, de structuren in LF
ongelinearizeerd moeten zijn.
In 3.9.2 wordt ingegaan op de relatie tussen verplaatsing en ellipsis, en er
wordt getoond dat de hypothese in Neyt (1979), volgens welke alles wat
lexicaal is tussen een wh-woord en zijn A-positie, elliptiscb kan zijn, niet
gebeel juist is: er is sprake van een strengere soort van localiteit bij
ellipsis. Ellipsis kan niet, zoals wh-verplaatsing, over meer dan twee CPs
opereren, hetgeen consistent is met subjacentie indien aangenomen wordt
dat ellipsis geen escape hatches kent. Er wordt voorgesteld dit te verant-
woorden m.b.v. een variant op de condities op terugvindbaarheid van
domeinen.
In 3.10.1 wordt aangetoond dat de condities op restanten zoals voorgesteld
in eerdere secties ook werken in andere conteksten dan coordinatie, b.v. in
antecedent-bevatte VP-ellipsen, en comparatieven. De condities op restan-
ten doen een duidelijke uitspraak in de controverse Bresnan-Chomsky over
comparatieven, en laten zien dat alleen Chomsky's theorie consistent is
met de condities op restanten.
In 3.10.2 wordt verantwoord waarom het Spaans twee comparatieven kent,
de nominale en de prepositionele comparatief, terwijl het Nederlands en
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het Engels slechts een prepositionele comparatief hebben. Dit verschil
wordt bewerksteUigd door een taalspecifieke parameter in het Spaans,
volgens welke operatoren in het Spaans niet gedeleerd kunnen worden in
PF. Deze parameter verklaart in samenwerking met een van de Spec-Head
agreement condities op res tanten het verschil in eUiptische eigenschappen
van de verschillende comparatieven en laat zien dat er een nauwe relatie
tussen deze twee typen van comparatie bestaat. Tevens verklaart deze
parameter waarom het Nederlands de nominale comparatief slechts nog
marginaal heeft, terwijl de twee comparatieven in het Spaans naast elkaar
bestaan.
In sectie 3.11 wordt aangetoond dat de 'gaten' die men aantreft bij right
node raising-coordinaties niet eUiptisch kunnen zijn, omdat ze de condities
op restanten schenden.
In 3.12 worden alle condities op restanten en op terugvindbaarheid op een
rij gezet. In 3.13. worden de uitkomsten van hoofdstuk 3 summier samen-
gevat.
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